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Abstract 

This paper describes the evolution of my self-study over a two-year period. The 

introduction summarizes two pilot studies called Phases 1 and 2. Four questions are 

initially addressed. What was the nature and focus of questions asked during mathematics 

instruction? How effective was my questioning? Why do I do and say the things I say 

when I teach and talk with my students? What does this say about the kind of teacher I 

am? The pilot studies led to Phase 3, a more thorough study about mathematical 

discourse addressing two additional questions. What did I do and say to facilitate 

mathematical discourse? How effective was I in facilitating mathematical discourse? 

Conclusions and implications are given that are unique to my sixth grade classroom and 

me, but may provide other researchers and teaching professionals useful insights when 

studying and facilitating mathematical discourse. 
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Introduction 

As an elementary school teacher, my joumey of self-discovery has been a 

continuing process. From the first year of teaching until the current one, my ninth, I 

faced new challenges each year, both imposed upon me and chosen by me. I struggled 

with day-to-day classroom management along with getting to know and understand the 

various requirements for each elementary content area. Once I developed some daily 

routines that were somewhat effective, I was able to experiment with my curriculum. 

In order to improve my teaching, I knew that I needed to focus on a limited 

number of content areas at a time. Because I feel literacy is at the foundation of all 

learning, I focused on the literacy of reading and writing for several school years. Later. 

in the summer of 2002, I took a course that focused on the mathematics process standards 

of problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication, connectious, and 

representation. The following school year, I attempted to teach mathematics with the 

process standards in mind, although social studies was my primary curricular focus. I 

also needed to improve my teaching of science. and therefore took three courses 

involving discovery-based learning in science in the summer of 2003. Although I had 

planned on implementing new science curriculum, mathematics became my primary 

interest 

In January of 2003, I was accepted into the Mathematics Teacher Endorsement 

Program of the University of Hawai'i and the Department of Education, beginning the 

coursework that could be applied to a master degree that February. By August, I applied 

for entry in the M.Ed. program and was accepted in spring of 2004. That was when my 

formal study of mathematics education began. 
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I provide this history because my journey of discovering how to facilitate 

classroom discourse began when I began teaching and has evolved throughout my 

experience as a teacher and as a student in various settings, from being the student of my 

students, of my colleagues and administrators, and in my university coursework. 

Facilitating general classroom discourse presents any teacher with set of challenges, 

while facilitating mathematical discourse presents many more. By studying mathematics 

education, I have learned many methods, systema, processes, and strategies that have 

helped me better teach all elementary curricular areas. 

This paper focuses particularly on the last two school years, from 2004 to 2006 

and tells about my journey of attempting to learn about and facilitate effective 

mathematics discourse. I began by studying the questions and prompts I presented to my 

students as described in Phases 1 and 2 in this introduction. These pilot studies led to 

Phase 3, a more thorough study of the conversations that occurred during my 

mathematics instruction. 

Phase I: What do You Mean by That? 
A Self-Study of Questioning During Mathematics Instruction 

I strive to be a teacher who attempts different teaching styles and who takes 

advantage of multiple professional development opportunities with one of my major 

goals to apply the new ideas I learn in my classroom. I believe that I do this, but I've 

wondered to what extent has my teaching actually changed? Has what I've learned in my 

professional development actually changed the way that I teach for the better? Are my 

students becoming better learners of mathematics as a result of the changes I attempt to 

make? In my quest to shed light on these questions, I conducted three studies. first, in 
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the fall of 2004, I studied the types of questions I asked students during mathematics 

instruction and interactions. 

During the 2003 - 2004 school year, I chose once again to be a mentor teacher by 

accepting a student teacher. As my student teacher began a lesson, he asked my 6th grade 

students a series of questions as prompts to get the students thinking and to set up what 

was to come. His questions got me thinking as well. I remembered learning that 

questioning is an extremely important part of teaching, and that good questions were 

essential in getting students engaged in a way that provides opportunities for them to 

communicate their knowledge, skills, and metacognition. I wondered a few things. To 

what degree do I question my students as precursors to lessons? Are my questions 

effective? How did students respond to my questions? Upon reflection, I felt that I was 

spending too much time 'telling' the students what to do rather than discovering where 

they were, where we were going, and where we could go through questioning. 

I felt uncomfortable partly because I had taken a professional development course 

in the scientific method and statistics pedagogy in the summer of 2003, wherein Socratic 

questioning was a primary teaching method. We had a crash course on Socratic 

questioning and practiced it in class. I found that questioning in this manner was 

extremely difficult as well as uncomfortable, partly because I did not have a deep 

understanding of the content and therefore found it difficult to formulate questions. I 

didn't necessarily know what my questions were intended to do or where I was heading 

with them. Therefore, how could I design questions and anticipate responses that 

continued a line of questioning to arrive at a predetermined conclusion while 

simultaneously allowing the students to discover what I, myself, did not know? I not 
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only need broad, deep, and flexible knowledge of content, but also of pedagogical 

alternatives (Silver & Smith, 1996). I felt I was experiencing some success with regard 

to content, but I believed there had been little change in my questioning style and, 

although I was becoming more confident in p~riented mathematics instruction, I 

was stiD uncomfortable in the facilitation of more student-centered, student-guided 

mathematical situations. 

In the summer of 2004, I became more aware of how prevalent questioning was in 

my teaching. I was co-teaching a university mathematics course to teachers in a summer 

institute designed to help teachers understand students' difficulties in learning 

mathematics. Usually, when teachers asked me questions, I didn't provide answers. 

Instead, I responded to their questions with other questions or supplied them with 

hypothetical situations to examine. I wanted the teachers to realize that they were the 

experts along with me. I did not want them to look to me for the answers but learn to 

depend on themselves and, in tum, on their students. The teachers seemed extremely 

uncomfortable with my style of teaching, especially at the beginning of the course. 

Schoen, Bean, and Ziebarth (1996) discuss how students react to participating in new 

forms of communication in a classroom. They conclude that there may be resistance 

from students when students are challenged with newly embedded communication in 

mathematics instruction because previous experiences dictate what they think 

mathematics should look like. These teachers, like my elementary students, initially 

resisted when they were confronted with my unfamiliar teaching style. 

While in the middle of a lesson, one of my colleagues, a co-instructor of the 

course, explained to the teachers that I was teaching in the manner that I teach my 
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elementary students. I realized, while teaching this course, that I had an unusual style of 

teaching. I see more clearly now that my questioning of students (or other teachers) in 

response to their questions is an integral part of my instruction as well as my formative 

assessment. I wanted to further develop my own skills of questioning and help others 

make meaning for themselves rather than depend on prefabricated solutions given to 

them by outside 'experts.' While some good questions and problems have only one 

solution, there may be many possible paths to the solution. Other good questions and 

problems may have several distinctly different solutions. These elements of problem 

solving are difficult for many to integrate when teaching. I believe that becoming more 

comfortable with using questions to stimulate mathematical thinking, as well as with not 

immediately knowing the answers, is a beginning. 

Subsequent events extended my self-reflection. While observing other teachers 

teach, I noticed that many administer directions step-by-step rather than use questioning 

as a way of encouraging students to think. I believe one reason for this is that elementaI)' 

teachers are not usually mathematics specialists. Because they often do not grasp fully 

the underlying concepts and principles, they are guided by the textbook or curriculum, 

and, many times unfortunately, by their own experiences as students of mathematics. I 

have been and prohably will be, from time to time, exactly this kind of teacher. 

Previously, I had taken my students through step-by-step algorithms and had them copy 

down notes while I taught, just as I had done when I was a student. After instruction, 

many students could not repeat or use the algorithms. I didn't know that understanding 

the underlying concepts and ideas were necessary for a student to genuinely understand, 

rather than to merely use, an algorithm. 
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I try to create a learning environment in which students were free to experience 

varied activities to guide them to deeper understandings rather than simply following the 

textbook. The textbook became a support tool rather than the primary source of my 

curriculum. I found that it did not involve the students in exploration through open-ended 

activities (even when it claims to) and, in turn, students do not have a chance to generate 

ideas that elicit discussion. 

Rather than having a teacher-centered classroom, I strive for a more student

centered environment. After some time with me, my students tend to think before they 

ask me questions because they know that 1 am not likely to give them the 'answer.' I 

attempt to guide them to think for themselves. 

In my quest better understand the nature of the student-centered, process-oriented 

classroom I was working to create, I sought to study, in detail, my mathematics 

curriculum. I decided to begin by closely examining the questions I asked during 

mathematics instruction. I hoped to gain insight into what kinds of questions I asked and 

the purposes for which I presented them. I wanted to expand my repertoire of questions 

to better decide what types of questions to use and when to use them. Further, I wanted 

to know whether the questions 1 asked were successful in getting students to think 

mathematically. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

My goal was to examine the questions that I asked during mathematics instruction. My 

research questions were: (1) What was the nature and focus of my questions? and (2) 

How effective was my questioning? I found the latter question more difficult to answer, 

although, through detailed comments within the transcripts, I did shed light on it 
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I selected two audio taped episodes from those recorded from October 29 throuj!h 

November 10,2004. I transcribed and analyzed only my own dialoj! and conversation, 

focusinj! only on questions directed to the students. (See Appendix A for transcripts.) 

Once the audiotapes were transcribed, 1 souj!ht to find patterns and catej!orize the 

questioninj! techniques that surfaced. As 1 examined the transcripts, the idea of a 

"question" became blurred. Therefore, 1 use the word prompt from this point on instead 

of question. 

There were a total of 75 prompts in the excerpts. 1 defined a prompt as an instance 

where a student or the students were expected to respond to a comment or a j!esture that I 

made. After grouping the questions into categories, 1 organized the prompts in six ways. 

first, there were prompts that solicited student ideas (SOLCf) such as: "What does 

that mean?" (Episode I, end line 2); "OK. And what do you think ... ?" (Episode I,line 

5); "I want you to explain your thinking." (Episode I, line 12). 

Second, I prompted students to apply facts and skills (APPLY) particularly with 

fractions and percents included: "I want to go back to A-'s question. She said, 0--, 

that before we were using fractions, but now we're using percents. Does anybody have 

anything to say about that? Why is it the same thing?" (Episode 2, line 69); "And can 

you change that? .. Into anything else? .. What else can you change it to? •. Yes? .. What 

other fractions can you change it to? .. What else? (Episode 2, lines 83-88). 

Third, prompts requested student approval that ideas were clarified for them 

(CLARl). Fourth, prompts requested students to repeat or confirm what they said 

(CONFIRM). fifth, I prompted students to pay attention, focus, and listen (ATTN). 

And, finally sixth, prompts were used to check for students' correct answers (CHECK). 
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And, finally sixth, prompts were used to check for students' correct answers (CHECK). 

It was my belief that the questions that solicited students' ideas (SOLer) and 

those that ask students to apply facts and skills (APPLY) were of a different level than 

the other kinds of prompts because they required students to generate ideas. Therefore, I 

did not give specific examples for the other types of questions. 

Although clarification type prompts (CLARl) occurred more often, 24% of the 

prompts presented, as compared to APPLY questions at 17%, the responses from the 

students were more lengthy and detailed when given APPLY prompts. CONFIRM, 

A TIN, and CHECK prompts were more closed types of prompts that initiated shorter 

responses from students. They were generally behavior-management or clerically 

oriented. 

Table 1. Types of Prompts Presented 
Types of Prompts Number of Prompts Percent of Total 

Prompts 
SOLer 29 39.7 
APPLY 13 17.3 
CLARI 18 24.0 

CONFIRM 7 9.3 
CHECK 5 6.7 
ATTN 3 4.00 

As I was listening and transcribing the audiotapes, working hypotheses evolved. 

While my initial plan was to categorize questions according to their levels and types and 

attempt to examine their effectiveness, as the subject researcher, I discovered that I 

needed to know the context in which the question was asked, the purpose and goals of my 

lessons, the subsequent questions posed as follow-ups, as well as how students 
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responded. In this way, the data I collected was inadeqnate to answer my original 

questions. 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 

Merely looking at my dialog was limiting because many issues arose during my 

transcription and evaluation. I felt that I did not always facilitate shifts in students' ideas. 

For example, I wanted the students to discuss the difference in the types of probability 

games that we bad played. The previous games we bad played were purely chance games 

while the one that I was introducing was one with a set of probabilities not entirely 

decided by chance. There were assumptions requiring the integration of new concepts 

including compound events. My questioning and prompting seemed to confuse some 

students. I realized the importance of probing questions being used effectively rather 

than repeating questions over and over again. 

I noticed that some students contributed more than others either because I called 

on them more or they chose to participate more readily. I also noticed that wait time 

varied depending on the question asked and which student(s) responded or were called 

on. I gained an increased awareness of my individual students, who I called on, and the 

behavior of the less confident students. I gained insight into my students' understandings 

and misunderstandings of concepts as I carefully analyzed and focused in on my 

questioning. I wondered how I could get more students involved in sharing during the 

discussion by using questions and prompts more effectively and by modifying 

instructional strategies. 

My values were apparent in the classroom climate of open inquiry and discussion 

and most students seemed comfortable in participating even though many of the same 
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students participated repeatedly while others did not. Students were expected to be 

actively involved in discussion, thinking, and reflection about the task at hand and the 

diversity of ideas was appreciated. 

All of these factors are extremely complex and contribute to a positive classroom 

environment. My interaction with students and use of particular teaching strategies is 

dependent upon the students, their levels of ability and motivation at the time of 

instruction, as well as the particular mathematics content and process areas being taught. 

All in all, it is my belief that varied modes of instruction and a teacher's willingness to be 

fun and learn with the students is paramount in a successful classroom, and further, in 

any learning environment. Through this study, I realized. even more, how complex 

teaching and learning is. 

Conclusions 

Through examination of my transcripts, I felt that I spoke more often and for 

more time than was necessary. Types of prompts varied based on the lessons as well as 

in response to the reactions of students. I could have chosen more effective prompts from 

time to time, although, in general, I presented prompts that solicited student ideas and 

asked for them to think and apply previously learned facts and skills to new situations. 

Probing and follow-up prompts were useful in allowing students who did not actively 

participate to hear other students' ideas numerous times, perhaps allowing them to 

internalize some of the confusing concepts for themselves. 

The purposes of my questioning were diverse. I wanted students to actively 

participate, to share their ideas, to make connections between concepts and skills, and to 

use higher level thinking to justify their thinking. It is difficult to see whether this was 
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upon listening to the transcripts, the types of responses from the students indicated to me 

that many of them were achieving what my goals were for them. Therefore, in general, I 

believe that my questioning style was effective. However, as any reflective teaching 

professional would acknowledge, I have much more work: to do with learning to facilitate 

optimum classroom discourse with questioning being jnst one important aspect. 

An important part of my learning was that I could better plan my prompting ahead 

of time with the purpose of my lesson and outcome more clearly in the design of the 

sequencing of questions. It also became apparent that I could attempt more to predict 

student responses in order to have more effective responses and probing questions rather 

than repeating some of the same questions more than necessary. 

Phase 2: Reformulating the Self-Study 
Further Inquiry to Better Understand Discourse 

I continued to clarify my beliefs and values as I continued my coursework and 

reflecting on my classroom interactions. The Hawaii State Department of Education 

(HIDOE) uses the terms traditional and reform to describe different mathematics 

curriculum. Traditional curriculum has become synonymous with using a textbook that 

provides particular algorithms in a lesson format followed by problems and assessment 

items for students to do as practice. Teachers teach in a lecture format and students are 

expected to regurgitate information presented by the teacher and the textbook. Students 

generally work alone and the teacher is the evaluator of the student's work. A reform 

curriculum provides units that integrate many different skills and concepts rather than 

teaching them in isolation. Students work in peer groups while they are involved in 

problem solving experiences, inventing algorithms and communicating using multiple 
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problem solving experiences, inventing algorithms and communicating using multiple 

representatious and media. The teacher acts as a facilitator and students reflect on and 

assess their own work. 

I have become uncomfortable with the term 'reform' because there is an 

implication that all that was done in 'traditional' mathematics instruction was negative or 

poor pedagogy. Rather, I find a curriculum that travels along a continuum between 

traditional and reform to be more usefuJ for me as a teacher. I have heard many 

complaints from teachers on both extreme ends. Most I've spoken with who use reform 

programs say that students do not know or need more practice with basic skills, but "see 

the bigger picture" and vice versa for those using traditional textbooks. Rather than 

calling for a need to reform all that is traditional, I'd rather posit that teaching 

professionals and teaching 'experts' should be able to take what is good about traditional 

curriculum and instruction and that which people consider reform to create an educational 

environment in which the two can be used to create a more enlightened curriculum that 

best suits all students and individual students. 

Routine as well as novel tasks and pedagogy have their places. Gopnik (2005) 

coins the term "routinized learning" where a student learns to perform a skill for mastery 

while in guided discovery, students learn to solve new problems by figuring out how the 

world works. There are instances when more routinized learning is appropriate and when 

guided discovery is appropriate. Knuth and Peressini (2001) suggest that discourse can 

also be thought of as a continuum. At one end, discourse is primarily univocal wherein a 

speaker tries to transfer an exact meaning, and, at the other end is dialogic discourse 
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wherein a speaker intends on generating new meaning. They may both be used 

effectively depending on instructional goals. 

Heuser (2005) argues that many teaching methods used to teach basic 

computation hinder conceptual understanding of mathematics including teaching standard 

algorithms or "parrot mathematics" and the explicit teaching of alternative procedures. 

"Because invented procedures stem from children's existing understanding, students are 

more likely to construct knowledge that is personal and robust, rather than memorize 

what they may not understand" (p. 405). O'Brien (1999) discusses that some continue to 

call for the return to recitative instruction although it has been the dominate form of 

mathematics instruction and has failed the United States in helping students become 

mathematical thinkers. Finding a balance between the telling of procedures and giving 

directions to complete a task in the time that is available and allowing students to create 

their own meaning through open experimentation is a challenge in the environment of 

high-stakes education that exists today. 

There are negative aspects of the mere transmission of algorithms, but I suggest 

that, as students move toward more complex mathematics, it becomes inevitable that 

some algorithms will need to be ''taught'' directly to some students in order for other, 

more complex concepts and procedures to be undertaken. Lohato, Clarke, and Ellis 

(2005) discuss that, with the constructivist approach and reform-based mathematics, 

''telling" has taken on a negative connotation. They rethink the idea of telling as 

"initiating" by looking at telling in three ways: what the function is of the communication 

rather than the form, whether the communication seeks to develop conceptual 

understanding rather than merely providing a list of procedures, and how it is related to 
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other actions that occur in the learning environment. The decision. then. rests in the hands 

of the teacher in whether "telling" is also "initiating." 

I believe that one of the things that makes my classroom a special place is that the 

climate is welcoming and open with regards to sharing ideas. I do wonder. though. to 

what extent I impose my own ideas on the students. Do I ask leading questions so that I 

can get the predetermined answers and conclusions that I have decided are valuable? Do 

I truly teach in an inquiry-based style wherein students are free to form their own 

conclusions? And. by achieving the latter. will the students really understand the 

mathematics that I am required to teach them? 

Subsequent to my study on questioning. I wanted to look more closely at my 

motivations for decision-making during my mathematics instruction and assessment by 

conducting a second pilot study in the spring of 2004. Because I merely looked at my 

questioning in the previous study. the data was limiting. I discovered that I needed to 

know the context in which the questions were being asked. the purpose and goals of my 

lessons. the subsequent questions posed as follow-ups. and how students responded. 

The guiding questions were: (1) Why do I say the things that I say when I teach 

and talk with my students? (2) What does this say about the kind of teacher I am? (3) 

And. what can I do better? I decided to examine the discourse that happened in my 

mathematics instruction and between students while they are engaged in tasks during 

classroom episodes. I sought to analyze the discourse that occurred in my class by 

observing my interaction with the class and individual students. and the interaction of my 

students with each other. 
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Data Collection and Analysis 

I videotaped several mathematics episodes while simultaneously having tape 

recorders at each smaIl group of students . .I considered one mathematics period in one 

day an episode. Only two episodes were transcribed (See Appendix B for transcripts.) 

due to time constraints. The transcripts included descriptions of the episodes as they 

occurred and paraphrasing of the conversations in order to glean big ideas from the 

videotapes. Questions and prompts that I presented to students are italicized and were not 

always direct quotes. 

I noticed I took physical and verbal actions in the attempt that we, as a class, 

would participate in: 

recalling previous knowledge; applying previous knowledge in old and new 

contexts; asking for justification; asking for additional input; defining vocabulary 

and giving information; using absurdity for humor; giving directions; reasoning, 

fonning generalizations, making conclusions, and coming to agreements; using 

correct mathematical language; giving students choices; checking for understanding 

and making corrections; applying technology; modeling; making observations; 

simulate situations to extend thinking; and giving examples. 

These were the general themes that emerged regarding why I said what I did in 

interacting with the class. 

Depending on the type of activity, particular types of actions and prompts were 

used more or less. For example, in Episode I, Review of Measurement Concepts, there 

was a lot of application of previous knowledge. In Episode 2, Follow-up on Episode I, 
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there were more prompts given to facilitate forming generalizations and conclusions. 

And in Episode 2, Lead into the Lesson, there was a lot of direction giving, modeling, 

making observations, and providing definitions. 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 

Episode 1 was a repetition of a lesson that my University of Hawai'i 

observation/participation student had attempted to teach, but had not gone well because 

she did not understand the big ideas in the lesson. I did the lesson again to model for her. 

I explained to the students that we were going to revisit the lesson because it had good 

ideas that we needed to understand. I believe it is important that the students buy in to 

the idea of doing something over again and value the time we were spending on it. 

In the beginning of Episode 1, I asked students to clear their desks as much as 

possible. I also moved a few students around in the room so that they were in a good 

place to work with other students and to fill empty desks due to absentees. Being flexible 

and taking into considemtion the use of space in the classroom is important for each 

teaching activity. However, using manipulatives can be tricky. I always try to anticipate 

the best times to pass out supplies and how to do so. In Episode 1, I had one person from 

each table group pick up the rulers. I had previously filled containers with linguini for 

each table group and passed them out while they were getting the rulers. In hindsight, I 

would have had them get the rulers and linguini after my demonstmtion on the overhead. 

Some students began as I was explaining and one played with the rulers for a couple of 

minutes. I had them sepamte the pieces of linguini they had already broken helped 

alleviate confusion and record inaccumte data. I passed out calculators and the second 

data sheet while they were writing data on the charts. I asked those that were done to put 
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hack the rulers and clean up the Iinguini. In Episode 2, I had one person on each table 

collect rulers, protractors, and compasses and I went around to get the supplies. These 

actions showed that I anticipated times and materials that may cause student distraction. 

I tIy to have the students create meaning from and make connections with their 

previous experiences. In Episode I, I had them show with their hands about how big each 

of the following were: centimeter, inches, feet, yards, meters. All students could 

simultaneously participate and check around the room if they were not sure. This 

ensured every student's success. I solicited student ideas when I suggested we think of 

objects we can measure using something other than in feet, or yards, or meters. When 

students gave ideas, I tried to build upon them, such as when "C" suggested we could 

measure the nametags in centimeters. In reviewing episode 2, I wondered how I could 

better communicate the importance of parallel and perpendicular lines. Perhaps, I could 

have used real life examples and help build students make connections. 

Students need many varied methods of instruction and I tIy to design different 

types of activities to not only hold the students' attention, but also my own. I experiment 

with new strategies often. I had the most attention when I was modeling with the 

overhead projector in Episode 1. Using see-through rulers and the linguini on the 

overhead projector was effective. I had the least attention when I gave the students 

directions orally. The students were most involved when they were actually using the 

manipulatives and recording and analyzing their data. I had complete attention of all 

students in Episode 2 when I had them write observations about what they saw me doing 

on the board. 
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Giving students a choice and allowing them to have some control over what they 

are doing is important. In Episode 1, the students got to choose the units they wanted to 

use. After I had them switch rulers, they got to choose anyone that they wanted to use if 

they didn't like the one that they had. The students had little to no choice in Episode 2. I 

wondered how I could have created opportunities for students to make choices with 

parallel and perpendicular lines. 

It's important that the students think flexibly. Students were expected to know 

and use appropriate vocabulary and mathematics language, use different measurement 

tools accurately, and collect data in a consistent manner. In Episode 1, I asked them to 

switch rulers because I wanted them to be able to measure using different rulers. 

Collecting consistent data is an important element of data collection. Having them sketch 

their triangles and label them consistently reinforced the ideas of labeling units and 

collecting consistent data while having them estimate before actually measuring the 

pieces of linguini helped to bnild understanding of the size of units. Having another 

student or teacher check the measurements before they were recorded reinforced the idea 

of accuracy and that measurement is not exact. In Episode 2, the students had to think 

flexibly because perpendicular lines are intersecting lines that have a special property, 90 

degree angles. Defining parallel and perpendicular lines in different ways also helped the 

students think flexibly. 

It's important that students understand directions. Many students needed multiple 

ways of explanation to understand a task. After modeling in Episode 1, I went over steps 

again on the board. I instructed students to look at their paper and use the appropriate 
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sides for the appropriate data. I asked if they have questions often and tried to provide 

wait time. I still had to help students. 

Time is a big constraint. In Episode I, I spent too much time giving directions

about 25 minutes. I also changed directions a few times as I was giving them. I had little 

time to prepare for the lesson and had to stop and change directions a few time. I gave 

them time reminders when they were working independently and did not finish all that I 

intended to. Episode 1 would have been better as two, hour-long sessions. I would like 

to have spent more time on estimation before actually measuring. Episode 2 was also cut 

shon. Many students did not understand how to construct the parallel and perpendicular 

line although they could recognize and describe them. 

Seeing large amounts of data helped the students make generalizations. In 

Episode I, the students recorded all of their data on the charts even though they didn't 

have time to check with someone. A student recognized inaccurate data right away 

because it didn't match the other data. Some data was hard to read and it would have 

helped if I numbered the list. 

Conclusions 

In both episodes, I feel that I could have planned my introductory questions better 

to facilitate the discussion about choosing appropriate units of measurement and about 

the attributes of parallel and perpendicular lines. I could have predetermined questions 

and objects to discuss so that the concepts would be more clearly presented. Some 

students did not appear to be very engaged during the discussion. What strategies could I 

use to get students who don't usually participate to do so more effectively? 
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I felt that I spent too much time giving directions. I would have rather had 

students involved in the activity instead of watching me model. I could have presented a 

series of written instructions and just let the students attempt the tasks on their own. I 

could have used the overhead and modeled the steps, allowing the students to tell me 

what I was doing rather than me telling them what to do and what I was doing. Further, 

although I spent so much time giving directions, a few students still did not follow 

directions. I wanted the students to be better problem solvers and work more 

independently, yet I was at the center of instruction for at least half the time of each 

episode. 

Many big ideas emerged, but I felt as though I was explaining them to the 

students. How can I get the students to recognize and learn them for themselves rather 

than me telling them? If I were more careful in listening to student responses, could I 

have capitalized on their ideas better? I did facilitate some shifts in thinking well and use 

students ideas as springboards in many instances. Yet, I had ideas about what I wanted to 

happen. The desire to have certain predetermined ideas to emerge seemed to have 

limited the discussions. One example of this was when "J" answered that she would use 

inches in Episode 1. I preferred a different response. Therefore, I asked the same 

question again and got an answer from another student. "J" volunteered and I ignored her 

input. I could have found another way to deal with "J's" response that valued her 

participation. 

Since time is such a constraint, I wonder how can I incorporate more ideas into 

the lessons to make them richer and be able to spend more time with them. There is 

always so much content to cover. I often feel as though I need to move on quickly and 
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just expose the students to some ideas so that they will at least recognize the concepts 

when they are faced with them. I knew the Hawaii State Assessment was coming up and 

there were many concepts I needed to touch on or revisit so that the students would be 

prepared for testing. 

Another way in which time was a constraint was that I did not have time to look 

at all of my data. I wanted to focus more on the individual interactions I had with 

students and that the students had with each other. Instead, I became engrossed in the 

details of the video and the large group interactions. 
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Phase 3: Continuing the Journey 
A Better Understanding of Mathematical Discourse 

My previous two studies led me not only to continue to ponder my previous 

questions, but also to ask new ones. I wanted to study the mathematical discourse that 

occurred and try to affect students' participation and sharing. I also wondered if and how 

mathematical discourse affected student perceptions about math. I decided to survey my 

students at the beginning and end of the fall 2004 semester. I had a range of questions 

regarding student perceptions about mathematics, but later decided to study only those 

that I believed related to students' participation in behaviors necessary for mathematical 

discourse. 

Because I wanted to know how to improve the discourse in my lessons, I planned 

to video and audiotape lessons throughout the fall semester. I wanted to video and 

audiotape lessons in the beginning, middle. and end offall 2005 and look for evidence of 

changes over time with any specific strategies I applied and used regularly. Since one of 

the implications that arose in both studies is that planning was essential, I wanted to 

decide on specific strategies that I would apply regularly and plan for them. I also 

wanted to look at student work samples including journals and math assignments to see if 

their communication about math changed as a result of my planning and using new 

strategies to facilitate mathematical discourse. I planned on keeping a journal that 

highlighted planning for discourse before lessons and reflections on discourse after 

lessons. 

All of these were grand ideas, but were thwarted by new challenges that 

exhausted my time. One of the simpler problems, that of data collection was easily 
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solved. Rather than recording episodes from the beginning of the semester in July, I 

began recording again in October because, it was at this point that I began using tasks and 

strategies in instruction that I thought could stimulate better mathematical discourse. 

The more complex challenges were those of the class itself and new state 

initiatives. In the previous years, I had an enrollment of around 20 students. The first 

challenge was that the class was much larger, with '1:7 students. There was less room for 

student movement and students were in seated in groups of 5 or 6 instead of 3 or 4. I also 

had fewer math manipulatives per student and per group of students. Because of 

enrollment, I had less time to spend with each student and I found that this group of 

students included some who were extremely needy with respect to demanding attention 

and needing extra help. The range of abilities along with the range of motivation with 

respect to completing work and actively participating was especially difficult with this 

larger group of students. I had difficulty creating the classroom community necessary for 

my usual teaching techniques and for facilitating discourse. 

One new state initiative was a change from the Hawaii Content and Performance 

Standards (HCPS) II to the implementation of the new HCPS III. I had to first 

understand the new standards and second, realign my curriculum, instruction, and 

assessment to these new, unfamiliar standards. Another new initiative that consumed 

much of my energy was the implementation of the new "Standards-Based Report Card." 

I spent many hours weekly trying to figure out how to collect and record data to support 

the new kinds of marks being given to the students for reporting purposes. Finally, Act 51 

was implemented by the legislature calling for the new School Community Council and 

the subsequent Strategic Actions Plans that needed to be created including the Academic 
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and Financial Plans. I was intimately involved with this process and it demanded much 

time and energy. These challenges are not unique to me. However, they made it 

necessary for me to rethink and redesign my study as the school year progressed. 
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Methodology 

In this investigation, I sought to examine how and why I chose particular tasks in an 

attempt to facilitate mathematical discourse and what I did and said in the 

implementation of these tasks that mayor may not have facilitated effective mathematical 

discourse. The research questions were: (1) What did I do and say to facilitate 

mathematical discourse, and (2) How effective was I in facilitating mathematical 

discourse? 

Participants 

As this is a self-study designed to continuing my evaluation of my own 

mathematics curriculum, instruction, and assessment, I am the sole researcher and 

subject. I teach at in a small (approximately 620 students with 28 K-6 teachers), 

suburban school located in Pearl City, Hawaii. I conducted this study in the first semester 

of my ninth year teaching there. I have taught one year of special education, two years of 

fifth grade, and over six years of sixth grade. 

Setting 

The setting was a fully self-contained, heterogeneous sixth-grade class. 

Mathematics instruction was usually scheduled daily between 8:30 and 9:30. It 

sometimes continued later and was integrated with other content areas. The class 

consisted of Z7 students of varied mathematical ability including four special education 

students, and six other students who received after school tutoring to address academic 

concerns. All students spoke English as a first language and were representative of a 

larger population of primarily mixed Asian and Pacific Islanders. An educational 
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assistant was present during most mathematics instruction and was assigned to assist the 

three special education students that were integrated during mathematics instruction. 

General and Specific Curriculum 

My mathematics curriculum is personally designed and rarely !lfagn8nt The 

Harcourt textbook and the state standards are the primary curriculum guide for most 

teachers at my school. However, teachers have the freedom to create their own 

curriculum as long as it is consistent with the school's vision and mission, state standards, 

and the needs of the students. Therefore, I do not use the textbook as the primary 

teaching tool. Instead, I design lessons, activities, and units by using the textbook as a 

resource and supplement it with other resources including trade books and many National 

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) publications. 

My curriculum is primarily small group and large group discussion based. I 

emphasize small group and large group sharing but also use individual and paired 

practice and review. The students sit in table groups of between four and seven students, 

but the movement of students and grouping is fluid depending on the lessons and 

activities. In order to have regular review of previously taught concepts and skills, I do 

not necessarily use any resource in sequence, but instead find common threads from 

many sources in an attempt to keep students' attention and offer a wealth of different 

types of activities in my lessons. Pimm (1996) argues "for diverse mathematical activity 

and communication within a single classroom, one where mathematics is the focus [and] 

for the importance of maintaining a rich diversity of styles and sources of classroom 

discourse within any individual teacher's repertoire" (p. 11). 
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In the 2004-2005 school year, I devised a schedule (Table 2) so that I could 

engage students in several different content areas at once rather than treat them as 

isolated concepts taught as a chapter or unit, as is normally how traditional textbooks are 

designed. I sought to help students retain skills and concepts taught in previous lessons 

as they are reviewed and integrated on an ongoing basis. 

Tabl 2 Sam I Pi Quarte Curricul Plan e nple 1St r ar 
Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Tide "Measurement Other Content "What', My Other Other Content 

Monday" Instruction Chance? Content Instruction 
Wednesday" Instruction 

Content Geometry and Whole Numbers and Probability and Number Review, Connect, 
Measurement Decimals Statistics Theory and Integrate and 

Procedures Debrief 
Main Rectangular ~ons;Cbdering Games tbst Build Exponents; Social Studies: 
Topics Prisms: and Comparing; Understanding; Prime Empires 

Attributes and Fraction Concept Sample Space and Factorimtion; Spreadsheets; 
Properties; Building; Onteomes; Large Rules of Science: Force 
Volume and Conversions Among Number Principle; Divisibility; and Motion 
Capacity; Nets; Fractions, Decimals, Single and Cbderof 
Perimeter, Area, Percents; Fraction Cumpoand Events ~ons 
Surfnce Area Opemtions 

"Other Content Instruction" days focused on the mathematics that support the 

other concepts as well as skills acquisition, application, and review in order for students 

to apply the wealth of information gained in classroom experiences and apply them to 

new situations. I believe that covering many related topics at once that build upon each 

other while revisiting them often work well to help reinforce concepts for students. 

I wanted to execute the sanne plan for the 2005-2006 school year, but found 

myself faced with additional challenges. Many students arrived with very little 

understanding of basic whole number concepts including place value, estimation, and 

operation. I decided, that for the first quarter, I would focus on these areas. 

We spent much of July through Augnst on whole number place value and 

estimation skills. In the beginning of the year, I gave the students "Find A Place," a 
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game that allowed me to do some fonnative assessment of how well they understood and 

could use place value. I observed that many of the students struggled with whole number 

place value and also had little estimation skills. I believe using estimation effectively is a 

powerful tool in thinking flexibly and accurately. I used our Harcourt textbook as a 

resource because it outlines different estimation strategies. We used these strategies with 

different whole number operations. I wanted to give them multiple experiences to help 

reinforce place value while also providing opportunities for communication and 

articulation of concepts that were accessible to the students. 

Using the different forms of estimation also helped me begin to design an 

environment where the students had many correct answers and they could discuss and 

justify which answers were the best or most reasonable. Since more than one answer was 

often acceptable, we, as a class moved away from 'right answers' as students seem to like 

to have. I'm not sure if the students subsequently had more number sense, but some the 

foundation for discourse was laid down as the students learned about how the class would 

work together as a community. 

Through our time spent on estimation, which was fonnally assessed on August 

18,2005, I was able to see that much of the class didn't understand the concept of 

division. I had, in the past begun the year with fractions, decimals, and percents. 

However, I spent a large amount of time attempting to create opportunities for students to 

understand division of whole numbers. I felt that students needed to understand wholes 

and the partitioning of them to make an easier transition to fractions, decimals, and 

percents. The surnmative assessment division was given on September 1. 
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Along with the concepts and operations, the students were involved in a social 

studies unit on Ancient Civilizations in the Mesopotamian area. Each student was part of 

a "clan" that progressed in hope of becoming an "empire." The students had to keep an 

accounting sheet that included income and expenditures. While some students grasped 

and were able to complete the accounting sheet, others were not able to do so. even after 

continuous practice from July to October. This is similar to my experience with most 

classes and with the estimation and division instruction. 

While teaching division. I attempted to build conceptual understanding. but still 

fell short with many students. Place value was still difficult for some students and I 

wandered away from the idea of estimation although I wanted to keep it in the forefront 

I felt as though I wandered in to 'how to do division' rather than providing opportunities 

for students to build number sense. I wished I had the time to explore ideas such as: What 

happens when the divisor gets smaller? Or the dividend gets bigger? as concepts to 

further stretch the idea of number sense. I wondered and still wonder if the remediation 

with division actually made a difference when we started looking at concepts associated 

with probability. (See Appendix C for I" Quarter Curricular Artifacts.) 

Along with these concepts, we played many games. I wanted to create some 

common experiences that I could pull on later as we applied probability concepts. The 

games created situations where we could collect data in order to do operations with 

fractions, decimals, and percents. I provided calculators much of the time because many 

students still could not do di vision and it allowed us to do more as a class without the 

time constraints. In additional most people would use calculators when dealing with 

these types of operations. 
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By October, I was a couple of months behind where I usually like to be in the 

school year. I was also behind with respect to the HCPSm expectations because the 

students lacked fluency with some basic concepts and skills. I knew, however, that I did 

not want to continue in the same fashion. I hadn't felt that I provided the wealth of 

experiences that I had in the previous years and I wanted to provide more rich 

experiences rather than 'skills in isolation.' With ideas involved with whole number place 

value and computation and probability introduced through various games, the students 

had common experiences to call upon. This allowed me to move into more applications 

of and problem solving and data analysis with fractions, decimals, and percents. (See 

Appendix D for 2'" Qusrter Curricular Artifacts.) 

Data Collection, Considerations, and Analysis 

Recorded Data 

I audio-recorded most, but not all, of my mathematics episodes from October 14 

through December 13, 2005 in my regular classroom and during after school tutoring I 

held from November 29, 2005 through February 28, 2006. I had intended to begin 

recording earlier, but, due to the challenges discussed earlier, I began formal data 

collection on October 14. The audio recordings were done at one source, an iPod with 

iTaik rather than with the groups of students as had been done in the Phase 1 and 2 

studies. This allowed for much more flexibility when I had previously recorded episodes 

on tape recorders. It was still difficult, however, to hear all of what the students said. 

I intended on including video-recordings of the episodes in the data analysis. 

However, the video proved to be cumbersome and ineffective. Besides having no space 

to put the video camera where I could clearly see my interactions with students and my 
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complete movements, purchasing tapes became too costly and changing the tape several 

times during a math episode detracted from my teaching and interaction with students. 

Besides these logistical problems, when viewing the recordings, the picture did not show 

details I believed would effectively add to the data such as what was recorded on the 

whiteboard during discussions. In addition, the student dialogue was generally inaudible. 

I stopped recording with video on October 2I. 

For this paper, I consider one continuously recorded math experience in one day 

an episode. Episodes ranged from approximately 12 minutes to 1 hour, 40 minutes 

during the school day and between 1 hour, 8 minutes and 1 hour, 44 minutes during after 

school tutoring. 

Student Data 

The students were given a likert survey twice, once toward the beginning of the 

semester, on July 28, 2005 and once toward end of the semester, on November 29, 2005. 

I also gave the students an open-ended questionnaire twice, once on July 28, 2005 and 

once on December 16,2005. 

Various work samples were collected including individual student work in the 

form of reflectious, notes, logs, and students work. Others were generated during 

discussions involving the whole class. 

Students were given an identification number so that work and responses could be 

kept anonymous. This number was used consistently for recording in the survey, 

questionnaire, and on student work. 
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Personal Reflections 

Finally, I kept reflections at various times in writing and in audio fonn. Some 

reflections included two other teachers that team taught with me during after school 

tutoring sessions. 

Analyzed Data 

Due to time constraints and other considerations, only some of the data described 

above was formally used for this self-study. Audio-recordings from October 14-

November 9 were transcribed. Only excerpts of the transcriptions are included in this 

paper due to the length of the full transcripts (approximately 180 pages). Details or big 

ideas I could gleam from viewing the video recordings from October 15 - October 19 

were added to the transcripts. My personal reflections have been used in the text of this 

paper and have been added to the transcripts where appropriate. 

I also chnse to study the Student Math Questionnaire and the Student Math 

Survey. (See Appendix D.) Some questions and responses were not related to the 

research questions and therefore, I used only those parts that I believed were related to or 

gave insight into mathematical discourse. 

Finally, some instructional artifacts, copies of student work, and tescher resources 

are shared in the appendices to provide context. 

Analysis of Transcripts 

I listened to the audio recording of an episode and transcribed it. If video was 

available, I watched the video and reviewed personal reflections, adding notes to the 

transcript. I listened again, checking the transcript for accuracy, and added more notes 
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including personal motivations for saying particular things. acting in particular ways. and 

student responses. 

After repeating this process for all of the episodes. I examined Episode 1. in 

detail. I found that lines of transcript could be grouped together based on one or more 

themes. As I designated new themes. I found that many were similar enough to be 

grouped together. The larger list of themes became smaller as themes became sub

themes under a new name. Once I had a manageable list of recurring themes from 

Episode 1. I examined the other Episodes to see if I could continue to apply the 

designated themes and if any others occurred. 

I chose excerpts from the lengthy complete transcripts to present in this paper. 

These excerpts were chosen because they showed or told me something about 

mathematical discourse as I understood, or did not understand, it I examined the 

excerpts first so that I could apply the themes to particular lines and groups of lines. 

Second, I wrote notes and commentary about the excerpts. Finally. I incorpomted outside 

research to help shed light on the nature of discourse community as exhibited in the 

excerpts. 
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Findings 

The findings are given in three parts. First, I present analysis and conclusions 

regarding the complete transcripts followed by excerpts of the transcripts with detailed 

examination and connections to outside research. Second. I summarize my findings 

regarding the student surveys. Finally. I provide analysis of the student questionnaires. 

Transcripts 

The Professional Standards for Teaching Mathe11Ultics (NCfM. 1991) states that 

The discourse of a classroom - the ways of representing. thinking. talking. agreeing 

and disagreeing - is central to what students learn about mathematics as a domain of 

human inquiry with characteristics of knowing. Discourse includes both the way 

ideas are exchanged and what the ideas entail: Who talks? About what? In what 

ways? What do people write. what do they record and why? What questions are 

important? How do ideas change? Whose ideas and ways of thinking are important? 

Who determines when to end a discussion? The discourse is shaped by the tasks in 

which students engage and the nature of the learning environment; it also influences 

them. 

In order to answer the question "Who talks?" I counted the number of lines of 

transcripts to find that approximately 2499 out of 6808. or 36.7% of the transcribed lines 

were those of students. Episodes 5 and 9 have the least amount of student lines of 

dialogue. On November 2 (Episode 5). I had lectured the students about being 

unprepared for class by not completing work and studying for announced assessments. 

My interactions with the students were more short and commanding. Evidence of my 

frustration with the students is that I had the students who did not complete their work 
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stand while we went over the homework. I had reached my wit's end on this day, 

possibly resulting in less student dialogue. 

Table 3. Percentages of Student lines of Dia\omre in the FuJI TnmscriDl 
Episode Number of Student NumberofTOIaI lines Percent of lines Students 

lines Spoke 
1: October 14 489 1219 40.0 
2: October 18 252 676 37.3 
3: October 19 452 1263 35.8 
4: October21 271 617 43.9 
5: November 2 310 972 31.9 
6: November 3 125 237 52.7 
7: November4 315 791 39.8 
8: November 8 116 310 37.4 
9: November 9 169 723 23.4 
Total 2499 6808 36.7 

Table 4. Hi!hest Pen:entages of Student lines on Pages of Tnmscripts 
Percen1llge Episode, Context of Discussion 
ofStudeot Page 
lines 
60.0 1,11 Where to nul the nrobabilitv that sometbine will occur on a scale of 0 to 1 
SO.O 1,23 Comparin8 the theoretic:al and experimental probability that a number will occur 

when rolling 6 sided dice 
56.1 1,26 Estimating and c:onfirmlng the percent equivalent of a fraction using c:alcuIators 

and mntbematic:al procedures 
53.1 1,29 (same as 1,26) 
50.0 3,21 Assisting a group who is trying to play "The Card Game" 
52.5 4,2 F1nding errors in a compilation of class data being used to find the probability 

that the sums of two dice will occur 
54.8 4,4 finding the GCF of the numerator and denominator of a fraction 
59.0 4,5 Discussing and modeling: after student question regarding an alternate way to 

find the simplest form of fractiOllS with large numerators and denominators, 
procedure to divide a fraction to get the equivalent 

62.2 4,12 finding the GCF of a fraction with a large numerator and denominator, 
modelinj! findin/! an error 

55.6 4,13 (same as 4, 12) 
50.0 6,1 Discussing student's solution to NCI'M Assessment Problem 7 
58.7 6,3 (same as 6, 1) 

52.3 6,5 Discussinll: students' solutiOllS to NCI'M Assessment Problems 8 and 9 
70.0 6,6 Discussing student's solution to NCI'M Assessment Problem 9 
56.5 7,20 Discussing possible choices in solvin/! NCI'M Assessment Problem 14 
58.7 7,21 Discussinl! the solution of NCI'M Assessment Problem IS 

On November 9 (Episode 9), I tried a new strategy of giving the students 

transparencies of some problems in the Mathematics Assessment Sampler, Grades 3-5 
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(NCfM, 2005) at their desks to write their solution on before coming up to the overhead 

projector to share. I was trying to find ways to discuss more problems because it was 

taking so long in the previous episodes. I didn't realize at the time that this caused me to 

do more of the talking. I tended to read the problems and the solutious the students had 

written. After, I asked the students to tell what they thought of the solution. I did more 

talking through the problems than the students did. In order to use this strategy more 

effectively, the students have to be versed at giving opinions and reasons more 

independently and readily. 

I noticed that throughout the transcripts, teacher lines were generally longer than 

student lines. Asking open-ended questions mther than "yes/no" questions is generally 

preferred because closed-questions are lower-order questions and usually elicit one-word 

answers, while open-ended questions have many different responses and require students 

to think mther than to recall facts. Probing questions or timely questions can challenge 

the learner to advance their understanding in several ways through student reexamination 

of solutions and reflections that stimulate students making reflections and connections 

(Martino & Maher, 1999). 

Although many of my prompts were open-ended, many of the student lines were 

answers of yes or no in response. I found it to be difficult to get the students to express 

their thinking although the question "What do you think and why do you think that?" 

consistently appeared throughout the episodes. I hoped that the prompts could eventually 

be removed. Mason (2000) found that questions that become more general and more 

indirect as prompts until they disappear can have an effect of transferring initiative from 

teacher to student, becoming part of each student's inner monitor. However, Nathan and 
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Knuth (2003), posit that when teachers "step-out" and allow for student led discourse, a 

decline in teacher mathematical participation and analytic scaffolding occurs and, 

although student-to-student talk increases, there may not be dramatic improvement in the 

quality of conversation regarding the mathematics. Therefore, it is difficult to decide 

when to step-out and when to stay in. Partly because of my discomfort, I chose to stay in. 

To answer the questions "About what? In what ways? What do people write, 

What do they record and why? What questions are important'? How do ideas change? 

Whose ideas and ways of thinking are important?" I reviewed the transcripts to find 

'themes' that occurred. Along with reviewing all of the transcripts to generate themes, I 

coded Episode I with the themes in detail to find specific purposes I had for the 

conversations I led through my choice of tasks, questions, prompts, and responses to 

students. 

I found it extremely difficult to code using the different themes because of the 

complexity involved in questioning, prompting and responding. For example, in Excerpt 

1-2, six themes are listed for thirteen lines of transcript Many themes occur at the same 

time such as in Excerpt 1-3, lines 1-20, where questioning for clarification of 

misconception, prompting for estimation and questioning for understanding all occur 

simultaneously. These themes are listed, but I also repeat student comments and check 

for understanding in my prompts or questions while I am prompting for student 

participation. In many instances, the complexity of the conversation was immense with 

many purposes for prompts and questions receiving different responses from different 

students. Some of the themes are listed with the excerpts of the transcript following this 

section. 
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Mathematical reasoning and evidence is the basis for discourse (NCfM, 1991). 

Throughout most of the excerpts, I model my thinking and reasoning and prompt students 

to get at their reasoning. The students estimated the probability that events may occur 

and were asked to give the reasoning for their estimations. I guided the class in 

detennining the theoretical probability that outcomes would occur and. as a class. we 

validated the estimates with experiments and through calculations regarding what 

occurred during and after playing games. Students were continually prompted to explain 

why they thought something was true and to provide any evidence. 

In Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (2000), NCfM calls for 

instructional programs that 

enable students to - organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through 

communication; communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to 

peers, teachers, and others; analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and 

strategies of others; use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas 

precisely. 

Begiuning in episode 5. I attempted to get students to communicate more in these ways 

by giving them opportunities to solve problems together. I asked students to share their 

solutions with the class on the overhead projector and for other students to come up to 

add to or change the work as they thought necessary. This allowed for more 

communication about problems solving as well as for discussion about issues that arose 

uaturally out of the context of problem solving. Therefore, the problem solving standard 

wherein NCfM calls for instructional programs that "enable students to: build new 

mathematical problem solving; solve problems that arise in mathematics and other 
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contexts; apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems; and 

monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving" was also being 

emphasized. 

Many of the aspects of a teacher's role in discourse that are identified in the 

Professional Teaching Standards (NCfM, 1991) are exhibited and grappled with 

throughout the following excerpts. These include: 

posing questions and tasks that elicit, engage, and challenge each student's thinking; 

listening carefully to students' ideas; asking students to clarify and justify their ideas 

orally and in writing; deciding when and how to attach mathematical notation and 

language to students' ideas; deciding when to provide ioformation, when to clarify an 

issue, when to model, when to lead, and when to let the student struggle with a 

difficulty; and, monitoring students' participation in discussions and deciding when 

and how to encourage each student to participate. 

I chose the following excerpts to examine most closely because I felt they brought up 

issues that are related but not limited to the discourse, communication, and problem 

solving standards as outlined by NCfM. 

Excerpts of Class Transcripts 

Episode 1: October 14,2005 

I began the episode by referring to circle charts I had made on the board 

representing landmark fractions such as 1,3/4, 112, 1/4, and 118 along with their decimal 

and percent forms. I did this to introduce a basis for communicating about these three 

forms as well as review some basic facts. Following this teacher led discussion, I asked 

the students to go the board to record data they had considered the night before such as: 
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What are the chances a tornado will hit today? What are the chances it will never snow 

here? And, What are the chances you will get homework tomorrow? We examined the 

data the students recorded as a class. 

Excerpt 1-1 (90) 

OK. Thank you, everybody. K. Look at the list on the left. Somebody I\l8d the first category and 

example and then tell us what you think about it and then they will call on the next person who has 

something to say about what they said. 

[Themes: showing appreciation, transition to new task, "what do you think about that?" prompting for 

student to call on another student.j 

I wanted the students to respond to the class data. In an attempt to remove myself 

from a leadership role, I asked the students to calIon the next student who volunteered. 

That next student should then paraphrase what the previous student said. My purposes 

were to get the students to actively listen to each other, speak loudly enough for others to 

hear, as well as to continue to remove myself as the leader by allowing myself to step out 

of repeating what students said. 

Excerpt 1-2 (118-137) 

Come on, somebody. mise you hand and I\l8d the next one. Thank you, N-. 

2 Student: There Is a 25% that 1 wUl have Chinese food for dinner. 

3 What do you think of that? 

4 Student: Yeah. 

5 So you think that person bas, eaJlI Chinese food I out of every 4 days? 

6 Many students respond negatively. 

7 Who wrote that one? 

8 Student responds. 

9 M--. do you eat Chinese food 1 out of every 4 days? 
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10 Did you write, there's a 25% cbance that I will have Chinese food fardinner'} 

II Did you have another reason why you bad 25% chance of having Chinese food for dinner? 

12 Student: Left overs 

13 Ah! Does that make sense then? 

[Themes: prompt for student participation (I), appreciating student participation (2), "what do you think of 

thatr (4), restating student idea in a different way (5), questioning for reasoning and understanding (6-13), 

prompting for agreement (l4).J 

I deviated from my strategy when I called on a student instead of allowing another 

student to calion somebody. Unless I am consistent, students will not get used to 

choosing another person to speak and I will never be able to remove the prompts. Since 

it was a new strategy. it was difficult for me to be consistent In line 4. I ask an open

ended question. but the student responds in a yeslno format rather than telling what they 

think. Students consistently responded this way. 

It was important that I sought different reasons why the student said the 

probability he would eat Chinese food was 25%, because he was able to validate his 

answer. The line of questioning was an example of how students could justify their 

reasoning. I could have directly discuased that this was justification. Through the 

questions I pose in lines 9-11 above. the student is asked to clarify and justify his answer. 

I could have been more explicit so that the other students knew that I was modeling my 

thinking with these questions and that I expected them to be asking questions as well. 

Below. a student shares that he has a 50-50 chance of watching TV that day. 

Excerpt 1-3 (153-915) 

I So you watch 1V every other day? 

2 Student: I watch 7V everyday. 
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3 If you watch TV everyday, is that a 5()..SO chance that you would watch TV? 

4 StudenJs: 100 

5 Student: 

No. 

100 

I'm 1/1)1 sure If I watch It-

6 Do you watcb it almost every day? 

7 Student: No. 

8 You said you watch it evelY day. 

9 Student: Uh. Yeah. Sometimes Iwatch TV, sometimes I don't. 

10 So about-

II Student: Most1yldo. 

12 Mostly you do. If you mostly watcb TV, is it a 5()..SO chance that you watch TV? 

13 StudenJs: No. 

75 

14 That means you're _ sure, you could or could not, but if you mostly do, it's closer to-

15 StudenJs: 90% 

100%. 

16 Do you watch TV evelYday? 

17 Student: Yes. 

18 Then it's 80DDa he much bigher. 

19 Student: Iwatch TV everyday. 

20 Do you understand why? Why it is more than 5()..SO? 

21 Student: I'm 1/I)t sure-

22 OK. Help bim out. Explain to bim why, if he watches almost evelYday, why it's not, why It's 

more than 50%. Go ahead M--. 

23 Student: -(inaudibJe)-USIIIllly watch TV. 
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24 OK. but the question, I'm asking you, if he says he mostly watches TV, aJmost everyday he 

watches TV, why is that not 50%? Why is it more than 50%? 

25 Students: Because you usually watch lV. 

Because mostly is more tIum hoIf and mostly is like every time so It's closer to 

more times tIum nol watching It. 

26 95% of the time you watch TV? When yon go home? 

27 Student: 1 do my homework first. 

28 But then yon watch TV? So it's nut very often that you don't watch TV. When was the last time 

you bad a day that you didn't watch any TV? 

29 Student: When I gol grounded. 

30 When was that? This year? 

31 Student responds (/nmuIible). 

32 OK. So he's watched TV everyday this school year. So, does that, that's not 50-50 then, yeah? 

That's more like 100. So you'll watch TV pretty much 100% of the days unless you're grounded. 

OK. Thanks. 

[Themes: questioning for clarification of misconception (1-20), prompting for estimation (14), questioning 

to check for understanding (20), prompting for reasoning (22), restate the question (24), questioning for 

understanding (26-31), summarizing (33)] 

In line 20, I addressed the student directly as I moved closer to bim. It became a 

more lengthy class discussion since he didn't seem to understand. I wonder if the student 

felt uncomfortable since he was at the center of the class discussion. 

In line 22, I wanted the students to share in their words since I may have been 

unclear. The student seems to be confused when he says, "I do my homework first." 

After following up with lines 28-33, the student seemed to understand. Excerpt 1-3 

exhibits the difficulty experienced when a student doesn't grasp an idea such as 50% and 

1 00% probable. I struggled with clarifying the issue and allowing the student to struggle 
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and decided to pursue this by asking other students to share their ideas. The next 

discussion involves food. One thing to note is that all of these discussions are related to 

students' real life experiences. 

Excerpt 14 (234-268) 

I There's 100% c\Jance-

2 Stulkra I won't eat dog food. 

3 Tbal's great! 

4 Stulkras laugh 

S I'm glad for YOIL 

6 Stulkra: I ate dog food before. 

7 What does the next one say? 

8 Stulkra: Breakfast. There Is a 100% chance that I'U eat eggs for breakfast. 

9 So this person eats eggs every single day. 

10 Stulkra responds (inaudible). 

II Almost every day. Then is it 100%? 

12 Stulknts: No 

90 

13 100% means that it's absolutely going to happen, no questions asked, no exCeptions. 

14 Stulknts: They might 7lDl 0111. 

They could have eggs. 

IS Then it can't be 100%. 

16 There Is a lot 0/ stulkra discussion. 

17 But do you do it all the time, every day, no matter what? 

18 Stulkra responds (inaudible). 

19 Some of it is not 100%. Allis 100%. Soyougottacbangeit. Doyoueateggsmostdays? 

20 Stulkra: Yeah 

21 90utof10days? 
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22 StwlenJ: No 

23 8 out of 10 days 

24 StwlenJ: MOTe like 7 

2S 7 out of 10 days. What perc:eut is !bat? 

26 StwlenJ: 75 

1:1 7 out of 10 days 

28 StwlenJ: 70% 

29 70%. Thank you N--. 

30 7 out of 10, 70%. 

31 OK. So take a look back at your allegories and examples and make sure, !bat if you bave 

something down for 100%, !bat it is absolutely gonna bappen, DO possible way it could not. 

Otherwise, you should change your pen:entage. 

[Themes: prompt for student participation (1, 5), providing bumor (3, 5), restating [studeat) ideas in 

different ways (9, 13), providing correction to student error (19), ptOmpting for improvement to work (19, 

31), prompting for fact (25), questioning for clarification of mil.conceplion (19-1:1), appreciating student 

participation (29») 

At the end of line I, I paused to solicit student participation. I did this 

consistently throughout all of the episodes. I ignored the student response in line 6. I 

think it was appropriate to do so as a way of redirecting student attention. The 

questioning in lines 19-27 seemed effective because a student refines his thinking. During 

line 30 above, I modeled that 7 out of 10 is also 7110 and 701100 to show how it is also 

70%. Here, I decided to attach mathematical notation and language to students' ideas. 

Students were consistently prompted to change and improve their work subsequent to om 

discuasions. 
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Below, the excerpt involves the students being given ideas labeled with capital 

letters. The students were to put the letter on a line to represent a prediction that 

something could happen along a probability scale from 0 to 1. 

Excerpt 1-5 (286-328) 

1 Where did you put your B and why? 

2 Many students. 

3 Raise your band. RaIse your band. The next president of the United States will be from our stute, 

Hawaii. And, C-. 

4 Student: Urn, Impossible 

5 Why? 

6 Student: Because every single president was MVer from this stoJe and it says the next 

president so, yeah. 

7 OK. So G-, repeat what he said and tell \IS what you think about what he said and what you 

think. Ha ha. 

8 Student: He thinks absolutely no because all the other presidents have not been from our 

state and it says the next state, the next president. Urn, I think a little closer to possible but not all 

the way and not close to 50-50 chonce because we're one of fifty stoJes and there 's a chtmce that 

there could be a president from our stale. 

9 Anybody else have something to say about that, about what G- said or about what they put? 

10 So where did you put the B? Tell me where. 

11 Here? 

12 Student: No. 

13 Here? 

14 Student: No. 

15 Here? 

16 Student: Yes. 

17 OK. And some people have it at zero. Is that OK to have it at zero? 
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18 Students: Yeah. 

19 Cause this is your opinion. 

[Themes: "what do you think and wbyT' (I), redirect class attention (3), prompt for student to repeat what 

another student said ro, "what do you think of that?" ro, accepting multiple answers (17-19») 

The student who shares in line 6 has a good idea and I try to have students build 

on it in line 7. Ideally, I wouldn't have to prompt others to say what they think of what 

others have shared. I believe that the questions and prompts are a beginning to 

facilitating students' spontaneous reflection and participation. I would need to step out of 

the role of leader and stay silent after explaining to the students why I do so and what I 

expect in classroom conversations more explicitly. In line 8, the student makes a good 

attempt at explaining her thinking. I wonder how I could get the students to 

communicate more clearly. Perhaps students could be taught to ask, "What do you 

mean?" when they don't understand. FII'St, however, the students need to understand that 

participation starts with their active listening. Whether students are actually listening is 

not always apparent 

Next, I asked the students to discuss some itetDS in their groups. The prompt was 

as follows: 

Excerpt 1-6 (334) 

K. Talk in your group. See what you poL See if you agree. Come up with, Sb. Come up witb one number 

for your table. So you guys have to come to an agreement Ex.plain to each other why you think it should 

be [tbe number you agree to as a group). 

[Themes: redirect class attention, prompting students to work collaboratlvely in their groups and come to 

an agreement) 
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I asked the students to work in their groups to come to an agreement because I 

became aware, through the previous lines in the conversation, that many students either 

did not complete that part because they didn't know how or they weren't sure of their 

conclusions. I wanted the students to share their ideas while I circulated throughout the 

room. In this way, the students could help each other and I could also help the ones who 

needed it It also extended their thinking because they had to come to a probability that 

their entire group would do something, not just themselves as individuals. 

In David Pimm's essay "Diverse Communications" (NCfM, 1996), he argues 

"Mathematics involves focusing on relationships between parts and wholes, exploring 

change and constancy, stressing this and ignoring that Mathematical activity is the 

means to an end, to encountering some idea or isolating some property, to seeing or 

realizing that something must happen or cannot happen" (p. 13). As students discussed in 

their groups, I circulated in the room and joined a student group. The foHowing excerpt 

shows Pimm's idea in action. 

Excerpt 1-7 (367-392) 

I got a question for you thougb. Now looking at the 1V, what are the chances that your entire 

group will watch 1V tonight? 

2 Student: OK. What did you gel? 

3 Student: 25% 

4 Student: K. ThDt's one 25, one 0.0, one I.O .. .K. The chances thoJ we will watch 7V 

tonight absolnlely is 3 out of 5. 

5 But, the question is, what are the chances that your entire group will watch 1V tonighL 

6 TonighL Your whole group. 
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7 Students: fifty ••• 

45% 

MOTe than 50-50. 

8 Who's not gonna watch? 

9 If he's not gonna watch, what are the cbances that your whole group will watch? If he's not going 

to. 

JO Student: 4outo/5? 

II Your whole group. The chances your entire group is goona watch if he's not gonna watch. 

12 Student: 50-50 chance, I guess. 

13 Is he gonna watch tonight? 

14 Student: No. 

15 Is he part of your group? 

16 Student: Yes. 

17 So is your whole group gonna watch tonight'l 

18 Student: No. 

19 So what are the cbances your whole group is gonna watch tonight? 

20 Student: ZeTO 

21 Student: OhlO% 

22 Cause he's not, so then your whole group will not be. Some of you might be. But, if you were 

gonna put it up there for your whole group, you're gonna have to put close to zero. 

[Themes: questioning for understanding (1-9), restating the question (5), questioning for reasoning (8-19), 

summarizing (22).) 

The students discussed together, with me as a facilitator in lines 2-8. In line 2, a 

student takes the leadersbip for the group discussion.. I notice that in line 5, the student is 

looking at the part of the whole instead of the whole group. In response, I question and 

prompt to get them to reason in that way instead. This ends with the students 

understanding the concept as evidenced in lines 20-21. I wonder if I could have got a 
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student to summarize instead of me doing so in line 22. Later, that group shares with the 

whole class. I follow up that I noticed one student said that the chances he would watch 

TV was 0.0003. 

Excerpt 1-8 (428453) 

I OK. Call on somebody else, N--. 

2 Student: Uh. G···-. 

3 Student: Our group-

4 rm sorry, some people are talking and I'm gonna ask them to leave because I already warned 

them. So see you later. Bye. Go 1alk outside. Come back when you're ready to stop talking 

while other people are talking. 

5 Thanks G--. Go ahead. 

6 Student: 

7 Why? 

Urn. There was a 0% chom:e that OUl' whole group was gOfU/a WalCh 7V. 

8 Student: Because one person put that they weren'l gOfU/a walCh 7V tonight. 

9 OK. And actually one pelSOD bad this number. How many zeros are there? 

10 Student: 0 point 3· 

11 These are the tenths, bundredths, thousandths, ten-thousandths Three out of ten thousand times, 

they wutch 1V. How many times a year do they wutch 1V? 

12 Students: Hardly 

13 Once out of-

14 Students: 

once 

a thousand 

three-

15 Havethey ... 1 wonder if they've been alive 10,000 days. 

16 Students laugh. 

17 3 out of 10,000 days they wutch 1V. How many days are in a year? 

/8 Students respond 
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19 36S timeslO is 3,065. This peISOIllms to be 20 years old to only watch TV Ibis much. 

ZO Maybe you watch TV a little bit more than that? 1 think you might. So you goua be kinda careful 

about this. 

[Themes: prompting student to calion anther student (I), addressing behavior problem (4), "why do you 

think that?" (7), building on student Idea (9-18), questioning for reasoning (9-20), modeling appropriate 

math language (11») 

In line 4, I quickly and effectively dealt with students who were distracting each 

other and the class. In line 19,1 made a mistake, but the meaning was not hindered. I 

wonder if I could have had the students think through the calculating instead of me doing 

so. Through this conversation, we built on a real life experience and checked for 

accuracy in the context of the problem and through our discussion. 

In lines 11-20 as well as in the next two excerpts, 1 tried to give the students 

experiences that allowed them to determine whether something was mathematically 

correct, to reason mathematically, and to connect mathematics, its ideas, and its 

applications (NCTM, 1991). In Excerpt 1-9, we began by using fractions to compute 

theoretical probability in percent 

Excerpt 1-9 (641J.683) 

2 out of 8. K? And, If you think about 2 out of 8, weD, 1 out of 8 is 12 112%. So 2 out of 8 wonId 

be double !bat, wbich is this. And you can also, If you remember how to mince fiactions, know 

that 218 is the same thing as 114. And 114 is 25%. So 25% of the time, you wonld get mI ... And 

100% of the time would be ail the time. 25% of the time you get red. So whaI's left over? 

2 SllIIkms: Wait. 

Oh! 

75 
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3 75% of the time, you should get white. That's what should happen. That's the theoreticaJ 

probability. 

4 OK. When we did the dice, you told me that you bave a lout of 6 chance that you would get each 

number ... I out of 6 chance. Is that more or less than I out of 4? 

5 Students: Less 

6 Less cause it's even smaller. K? So what would you guess, lout of 6, what percent of the time 

do you get a number on a dice? 

7 Student: So .. .50 

8 Not SO, that would be I out of2 times. It's less than that. It's less than 25%. 

9 Student: 10% 

10 10% of the time? Do you agree? •• lt's 1/101 

II Students: No. 

15? 

12 1/10 is too small. So what's 1/6? 

13 Student: 14% 

14 So let's lake a look at these numbers. 1/6. 1/10 is less than 1/6, right? 112 is more than 116. This 

is 50%. This is 10%. Where's 1/8 fit? .. In between here or in between here? 

15 Students: In between. 

16 Here? 

17 Students: Yeah 

18 That's 12112%. So what do you lhiJ!k 116 migbt be? 

19 Students: 14 112 

/7112 

20 14 112? 17 112? 

21 Student: No, just regular 17. 
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22 171 So we have between 14 and 17% ... Well, we can figure tbIs out by dividing. Tbismeans 1 

divided by 6. You're taking 1 and you're dividing it up Into 6 equal pieces. K. 1 divided by 6. I 

can add a decimal and zeros. like we did before. 6 goes Into I? 

23 Oh. And look at thai. It's gonna go on, and on, and on like thai. Very good estimate. 17%. 

Because bere it is. 16.6%. So it is, if you round it up, about 17%. 16 and it keeps going forever. 

Very close. 

[Themes: modeling thinking/reasoning (I), Introducing vocabulary In context (3), questioning for 

reasoning (4-21), modeling mathematical procedure (22-23)1 

In addition to introducing the concept of theoretical probability, I could have 

prompted students to examine the root of the word "theoretical" and discussed the idea of 

a theory after line 3. In line 12, I noticed that students were not grasping the reasoning; I 

provided a number line on the whiteboard as another representation to stimulate 

understanding. It worked well because it was another visual representation that becomes 

a subject in later episodes. With the circle graphs and line representations, there is more 

chance that students will be able to make meaning of the fractions and their equivalent 

percentages. I could have also used the number line representation to review the notation 

of probability on a scale of 0 to 1 since it was discussed previously (Excerpt 1-5). In 

lines 22-23. I modeled the division, a review for the students, to show how to use the 

textbook instructed algorithm to find the value of 1/6 and validated the students' 

estimations of between 15-17%. 

We related the theoretical probability to the experimental probability that resulted 

from a game we had played together. Students used calculators to convert 17/110 and 

141110 into decimals and percents. I then asked them to do some thinking in Excerpt 1-

10. 
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Excerpt 1-10 (773-815) 

I 13%. 22 out of 110. Put your calculaIolS down, don't touch iL 22 out of 110. Is it more orless 

titan how many times we chose the Is or 2s? 

2 Stut.knts respond differently. 

3 We picked it 22 times. Is that more or less titan 17 or 14 times? 

4 Stut.knts: more 

5 So take a guess. Wbat do you think, what percent will 22 out of 110 be? 

6 Stut.knl: 23% 

7 Stut.knt: I say 20 beco1Jse 5 times 20 Is 100 plus the other 2, plus 5 Is B01UllJ be 10. 

S Cause you know that 20 out of 100 is 20%. 22 out of 110 ... [is] probably close to 20%. K. Try it, 

22 divided by 110. N--, I'm coming over. 

9 Stut.knl: I thlnlr. tIwt It's 22% because 20%, um, 20 out of 100 Is 20%, and you jus1 have 

to add 2%. 

10 Yep. So it's a little bit more titan 20, but, so, you think it could be 22. Good guess. 

[Themes: prompting reasoning and estimation (1-10), reslBting student idea in different way (7)] 

In line I, I wanted the students to think ahead and estimate instead of using 

calculators. I restated my question in another way and gave additional context by 

highlighting previous data in line 3 because I noticed that students were giving me 

different answers, and therefore, may not have understood the question. The students 

responded and showed reasoning in the responses on lines 7 and 9. This is what I'd like 

all of the students to be able to do. In excerpt 1-10, the discourse is dialogic rather than 

univocal because I am not attempting to convey a particular message or approach for the 

students to follow. Instead I intend on understanding my students' thinking and using the 

students' ststements as thinking devices as well as expect the students to use each others' 

ststements as thinking devices (Knuth and Peressini, 2001). To extend this idea, I could 
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have recorded the two students' ideas on the board and had the students discuss what they 

meant in order to stimulate listening to, thinking about, and reasoning through other 

students' ideas. Sometimes, during class, the discussions go so quickly that it is difficult 

to record and capitalize on student ideas. Taking more time to listen to and discuss 

becomes more evident as a need for a discourse community. 

Excerpt 1-11 (859-912) 

1 OK. S- said he noticed a pattern. What pattern did you notice? Don't touch the c:alcuIatOJs, put 

'em down. 

2 Student: Um, all the percents are two below the top 1ItI11Iber ... 

3 below the numemtor? •• OK. If you look at these, all of these numbers are around the sante. 

There's not that big ofa cliffen:nee. Yeah? So you're saying that this Is close tn thls? Cause this 

is almost 100. Yeah? .. This Is about 100 and remember a percent means, whatever it is out of 

100. So that's why ... thls is a little bit more than 100, so it makes this amount a little bit less. I'm 

glad you noticed thaL 

4 Anything else you notice? 

5 Student: Um. Sort 01 Uke what S- said. • .the percents, they look the same, too, about. 

6 OK. And why should all the percents be the same? .. WIly should all of the percents be about the 

same? •• What are the chances you're gonna get a I? .. What are the chances, if you get a I, how 

many times out of, cause you have I, Z, 3,4,5,6. What are the chances you're gonna get a I? 

7 Student responds (Inmulibk). 

8 I out of 

9 Student: 6 

to What about 2? 

I J Student responds (inlludibk). 

12 1 out of 6, 1 out of 6, 1 out of 6. All of them should be about I out of 6. And what was 1/6, if you 

change it tn a percent? 
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/3 Students: /6 

o point /6 

14 Should be about 16%. All of our numbers should be around 16%. We did roll alotof3s. And 

we noticed tbat. For some reason we rolled more 3s than we should have. But, other than !bat-

/5 Sl1Jdent: 6 

16 Oh and more 6s. And we noticed that, oh, It felt like we rolled more Is, but !bat was because we 

were losing whenever we got a 1. But, we actually rolled more 6s and more 3s, than we did Is. 

But in a perfect world, every thing, should be 16%, because you bad a 1 out of 6 chance that you 

would get each of those numbeJS. But, !bat's not how it really worl<s when you really play the 

game. Yes? 

[Themes: building on student idea (1-3), appreciating student participation (3), modeling 

thinking/reasoning (3, 6, 12, 14, 16), questioning to build understanding (6-12)] 

In lines 3 and 6, I think I missed an oppO!lunity to get the students to explain and 

understand this students reasoning. I, instead, take over the idea and explain it. If the 

students who shared had the opportunity to repeat or restate their ideas, they may have 

clarified their own thinking. In addition, I would have allowed the students to take 

responsibility for the discussion instead of me. In lines 6-16, I bring to light the idea of 

theoretical probability in relation to experimental probability. I could have made more 

explicit this relationship. Again, in line 16, I could have asked the student why they 

thought we felt like we rolled more ones instead of giving my opinion. I think it was 

good, however, that in line 15, a student corrects me and I accept and build on that 

correction, modeling that everyone makes mistakes. 

Episode 2: October 18, 200S 

This episode begins with asking the students some questions to get the class 

thinking about fractions. 
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Excerpt 2-1 (1-39) 

OK. Umm. Some notes for you to take in your math log. Fractions. Decimals. [writing on the 

boanI) Percents ... K. Somebody give me an ell8lllple of a fmction. 

2 Student: 7 I 10 

3 Somebody tell me what you call the different parts of the fmction. 

4 Student: NIJIWrator, denominator. 

S Can anybody tell me what the numemtor and denominator mean? Wbat does the nunteJulOJ mean? 

Wbat does the denominator mean? 

6 Student: The 1IlU1I£rOlOr Is the monber /hat you divided by the denominator. 

7 OK. But if I have a picture like this, what is the fmction? 

8 Students: 11 4 

yeah (different students answer) 

9 Wbat does the 1 mean? •• By looking ut the picture. what does the I mean? •• 

10 [A--J struggles •• Jong poJISe} 

II Do you have the whole thing? .. You have just one part of it K? .. So the numemtor is •.• 

12 Students: The part of one 

the part of four 

the port of the whok 

13 The part of the whole thut ... thut's actually there. Yeah? •. So the numemtoris what part •• you 

actually have ... 

[fhemes: reviewing concepts and vocabulary (3-9), prOiDpting student ideas, sunnnarize (II), questioning 

to clarify misconception (9-13)] 

The students were taking notes based on my prompts and their ideas. This is 

much different than a lecture format while it is still guided by me as the teacher. In line 

9, I responded to a student who is showing difficulty explaining a concept. Since I am 
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not sure that he understands, I question and prompt in another way in lines 9 and 11 and 

the students respond in different and appropriate ways. 

We later reviewed changing fractions into decimals and percents using 

calculators. The concepts of repeating and terminating decimals appeared naturally. 

After the class has time for individual practice with me circulating around the room, we 

came back together to review decimal place value and reading and writing decimal 

numbers. 

Excerpt 2-2 (503-514) 

Make up your own uumber, with a decimal in It, and you're gonna have to read It to us. Write It In 

your book. [N- is raising her band while I am erasing the board and walk away.) OK. N- is 

gonna give us her number, and you have to try to write it down in your book. So, N-, please say 

your number really loud and really carefully, and we might ask you to repeal It several times. 

2 Student: 

3 Say it again. 

4 Student: 

5 Student: 

Four hundred and seven tenths. 

Four hundred and seven tenths. 

Four hundred and seven tenths. 

6 Four hundred seven tenths. [I beard it differently). 

7 This is tricky. You need tenths. That's all you can have. And you need four hundred seven of 

them. Four hundred seven tenths. 0theIwise known as forty and seven tenths. I don't think you 

wrote thnt did you1 

8 Student: No. 

9 What did you write in your book1 

10 Student: Urn. Four zeTa zero point seven. 

11 Let me see. 

12 Good. This is what she wrote. This says four hundred I!!!!!. seven tenths. When she said four 

hundred seven tenths, I knew I was going to have tenths here and everything else was going to be 
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on this side. You see why it's four hundred seven tenths? Four hundred seven tenths. This is 

very tricky. We don't call it like that cause it's too hard to, to see. Four hundred and seven tenths. 

Whenever you see a decimal point, you say •.• And! 

[Themes: using appropriate math language (2-12), building on student idea (6-12)1 

In Excerpt 2-2, I heard what the student inaccurately, an instance where a teacher 

misinterprets what a student says. It ends up being a teachable moment, however, 

because of the ideas in line 12. I could have had the students grapple with how to write 

four hundred and seven tenths and four hundred seven tenths instead of explaining is 

myself. 

Listening is key in facilitating discourse. "Mathematical communication can take 

place effectively only if all participants are prepared to adopt both roles [listener and 

speaker], to listen actively as well as to talk" (Pirie, 1996, p. 105). There is the "need to 

attend to the subtle power of the individual words that students use; mathematics is about 

precision of thought, and this is best expressed through precision of language, be it verbal 

or symbolic" (Pirie, 1996, p. 115). In the excerpt above, I hear the student incorrectly. I 

needed to listen more carefully. However, the resulting discussion became an important 

teachable moment because it touched on the importance of the precision of mathematical 

language. 

Episode 3: October 19, 2005 

I quickly went over changing fractions to their simplest form. I expected and 

confirmed that many students had forgotten how. but decided to address the need at a 

later time. Using the context of a game with different color tiles in a bag, we used 

calculators to see that equivalent fractions are the same when turned into their decimal 

form. I introduced a probability game, "The Card Game" (Griffin, 1998). After going 
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over the directions I asked the students to record predictions they then shared with the 

class. 

Excerpt 3-1 (462-51\) 

1 Make a prediction. Does this card game seem like it's a fair game? .. Write it down. If you don't 

think it's fair, who do you think bas the advantage? .• Write it down. who do you think bas a better 

chance of getting what they want? And why do you think so? .. Raise your band if you want to 

sbare you prediction. 

2 S1IIIk11l: 1 don't think this is afaJr game. And 1 think that player A seems to have a bener 

chance of, better chances oJ winning because there are more aces thtm any other number, [other? 

thtm are odd] 

3 Do you agree with her or do you think sometbiug different? 

4 S1IIIk11l: 1 think I'm different •• J think the game's faJr bectmse there's always a - card, 

tmd you can eUher get something or not. 

S Can you say that one more time? 

6 SlIIIkm: There's Jour oJ each Idnd oJ card, IJke Jour aces, Jour kings, tmd Jour ----, so It's 

afaJrgame. 

7 Are there four kings? 

8 SlIIIknts: No [Many sllllknts respond.] 

9 Look at your,look at the cards that you're gonna have. It says right here. So, how many aces do 

you have? 

/0 Students: Four [Mmry sllllknts respond.] 

11 You have one jack, one queen, and one king. Do you still think so? 

12 S1IIIk11l: Oh. Nevermlnd, 1 changed my,l changed my-

13 Um. R--, what do you think? 

14 S1IIIk11l: /think it's afaJr game. 

IS Wby? 
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16 Student: Bect1llSe there's four aces for player A, but with player B, you can get an ace, a 

jock, a queen, and a Idng. 

17 So your saying, you have four cbances to get two aces, and you have four cbances cause you could 

get an ace and a jack, an ace and a queen. and an ace and a king. That's only tbtee combinations. 

Ace and jack, ace and queen. king and ace. 

18 Student: Oraqueenandaldng. 

19 Still tbink so? 

20 Student: Could get queen and Idng. 

21 Still tbink so. 

22 K. Anybody else? N--? 

23 Student: No, I don't think this game isfair because pl4yer B has the advantage bect1llSe 

/t's hard to get the same, um, get the same cards. 

24 He thinks it's going to be difficnlt to get two aces, why? 

25 Student: BeCt1llSe /t's hard to get the same cards. 

26 It's hard to get two aces because-

27 Student: You might not be able to get the right cards. 

28 You never know and you might pick one of the other ones too? [I prompt for more sharing] 

29 Student: Uh, what /t It's too hard to uplain. 

30 Just by. 

31 Student: ---It's notfair because, even though, that pl4yer A has has six chances ---, 

pl4yer B, there's no way that pl4yer B can get a pai1' of a jack, queen, or Idng, because there's 

only one of them each and there's the fact that /t's easier to get an ace with another one of the um, 

jacks, queens, or Idngs. And there's more chance of getting not that. 

32 So there's a lot of chances, your saying, that there will be an ace and ajack, cause there's a lot of 

aces, but then you have the jack. There's a lot cbances there could be an ace and a queen cause 

there's a lot of aces and there's a queen. There's a lot of chances there could be an ace and a king 

cause there's a lot of aces and there's a king. OK. So you're saying could be ace -- jack, ace -
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jack, ace -jack, ace - jack, ace - queen, ace - queen, ace - queen, ace - queen, ace -king, ace -

king, ace-king, ace- king. Cause there's four aces. Thank YOlL K- We're gonna play. 

[Themes: encouraging student participation (1, 3, 13,30), prompting reasoning (2-28), restating student 

Idea for clarification (17, 32), modeling reasoning (32)] 

I used a strategy of students reflecting individually about their predictions before 

they shared with the class. I wanted them to consider the fairness of a game before 

playing it- They could also revise their thinking while hearing other peoples' ideas. In 

lines 6, it becomes evident that the student does not understand the game. Therefore, by 

presenting predictions, rules of play could be clarified. A student was hesitant to share in 

line 29, but I encouraged him by saying "Just try" resulting in him sharing reasoning in 

line 31 that I could build on. In line 32, I modeled a strategy of making a list that would 

be more formally presented at a later time. I set up experiences to scaffold learning about 

how to represent theoretical probability in visual forms. After playing the game for a 

while, a student asked if she could change her prediction. 

Excerpt 3-2 (676-694) 

I Student: What Ifwe changed [our predicttonfromJ before we played the game. 

2 You can emse it ••• Yeah, yeah, you can change It. 

3 Student: OK. Cause 1 think Ihot player, there's a chance Ihot player B might win 

because player B COlI have these two, 

4 Umhm. 

5 SlUdent: 

6 Umhm. 

7 SlUdent: 

8 Umhm. 

9 Student: 

these two. 

these two, 

aruJ these two, 
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10 Umbm. 

II Student: and these two. 

12 Umbm. 

13 Student: and these .• .so much 

14 Umbm. 

15 Student: beCflUSe Un/, beCflUSe Un/, their cards are all different 

16 Umbm. 

17 Student: so. but player A's cards are all the same. 

18 Umbm. 

[Theme: actively listening to student idea and thinking) 

In this interaction with a student, I allowed her to show her reasoning after she 

asked if she can change her prediction. It shows me actively listening to her idea while 

she explains with non-verbal information as well as me allowing her to revise her ideas 

based on new thinking. Perhaps. I could have asked to her express her new prediction 

and an explanation so that she could record it clearly in writing. 

We later compiled the results of "The Card Game" as a class and used calculators 

to find the experimental probability that Players A and B would win. 

Excerpt 3-3 (795-831) 

I OK. CaIcuIatoIS down. Look at your paper. You should bave everything filled out. All of the 

scores, the totals points, the grand total, and look at number 4. It says compute the pe~ for 

each outcome using the class totals. I did that up here. 7S out of 261, when I divided it, was zero 

point two eight seven, so I rounded it to 29%. So 29% for player A. For player B, 186 divided by 

261 was that deciotaI so 1 rounded to 71 %. I do a quick check. Is 29% plus 71 %, l00%? 

2 Students: Yes. 

3 OK. Number S. According to your class results, which player appealS to bave the advantage? 
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4 Studenls: PlayerB 

5 It looks like player B has the advantage, because, give me a couple different reasons. G-, wbat's 

one reason? .. There's Intof, there's a few reasons you could put because you need to explain your 

thinking. 

6 Student: OK. Because. um. player B has more points. 

7 Player B got more points. Another reason. 

8 Student: Urn. They gOI more points because the. you could make more groups. 

9 Just looking at the data. •• Who won eveIY single gnme1 

10 Students answer. 

II Player B won evCJY gnme. Player B has the most points. And player B bad 71 %. Player B won 

71 % of the time. 

[Themes: transition to new task (I), modeling thinking (1), questioning for reasoning (I-II), modeling 

providing evidence for conclusions (1 I}) 

I attempted to get students to give pieces of evidence from looking at the class 

data to support the conclusion that player B had the advantage. In the complete 

transcript, three students have a difficult time limiting their evidence to the data that was 

recorded. Instead of allowing them time to grapple with is, I take the leadership role 

throughout the discussion and give three pieces of data in line 11. I think I should have 

recorded all of the students' ideas on the whiteboard and led a discussion about what 

could be concluded directly from the data. 

At the end of the episode, I gave the students two ideas for trying the figure out 

the theoretical prohability of "The Card Game," a listing method and a tree method. 

They were given the choice to use one of the methods I introduced, or use their own, to 

explain why player B had the advantage. Shield and Swinson (1996) argue that "The 

idea of connecting procedures and concepts with different representations and prior 
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knowledge has been described as elaborationn and "that students who generate 

elaborations, such as visual images ... display a deeper understanding and ... are better able 

to apply the ideas in problem situations" (p. 35). I hoped that the common experiences 

we had, along with the guidance I gave in showing the students some possible ways of 

representing theoretical probability would help them understand and apply visual 

representations of theoretical probability. 

Excerpt 3-4 (877-919) 

I Explain why player B won and will win. And I'm gonna give you some hints because I'd like to 

have specific evidence why you are thinking this. My thinking Is. My thinking is, I have an ace oI 

spades. Ace of spades. rmjust gonna have an S there because it's easier for me to draw. If I pull 

an ace oI spades, I could pull an ace oI diamonds, with it If I have an ace oI spades, I could pick 

and ace oI hearts. If I have an ace oI spades, I could pick an ace of clubs. If I have an ace oI 

spades, I could pick a jack with it If I have an ace oI spades, I could pull an ace oI spades, I could 

pull an ace oI diamonds, with it If I have an ace oI spades, I could pick and ace oI hearts. If I 

have an ace oI spades, I could pick an ace oI clubs. If I have an ace oI spades, I could pick a jack 

with it If I have an ace oI spades, I could pick a queen with it If I have an ace oI spades, I could 

pick a kiog with it .. Right now, itlooks even, but it might not be. This is an organized list that 

might help you. You'll see later, if you continue this list Another way to think about Ibis. You 

might waut to write Ibis down, in case you want to cominue this pattern. This is an organized list 

Organized lists can help you solve problems ... .Another way to thiok about Ibis is hy makiog a 

tree. If I have an ace oI spades, all oI my different combiua1ions are: an ace oI diamonds, an ace oI 

hearts, an ace of clubs, a jack, a queen, and a king. What if I pick a king? What are my choices? 

2 Student: Ace of hearts 

3 ace of spades, which I already used. 

4 Student: Ace of diamonds. 

S I could pick an ace oI diamonds. 
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6 Studenz: 

7 An ace of hearts. 

8 Studenz: 

9 Ace of clubs. 

10 Studenz: 

Al:e o/hearts. 

Ace 0/ clubs. 

Ace of, jack. 

11 Ace of clubs, a jack and a queen. Who wins a king with an ace? 

12 Studenzs: PlayerB 

13 Who wins a king with an ace? 

14 Studenzs: PlayerB 

IS Who wins a king with an ace? 

16 Studenzs: PlayerB 

17 Who wins a king with a jack? 

18 Studenzs: PlayerA 

PlayerB 

Oh. 

19 A king with ajack? 

20 Studenzs: PlayerB. 

21 A king with a queen? 

22 Students: PlayerB 

23 This one, one, two, three, four, five, times, player B would wIn. Yeah? •• ln this one, one, two, 

three times player A and three times player B. If you keep doing something like this, you're 

gonna see how many times player A could win and how many times player B could wIn. If you 

continue this pattern. So you have a couple of different ways. Or you could do it your own way. 

You could make trees and count who could win or you could make an organized list and count 

who would win. Again, three A, times A could win and three times and three times B could win. 

So If you continue either a list or a tree, you should be able to figure that out 
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[Themes: questioning for reasoning (1-21), modeling reasoning (I, 23), prompling for student 

participation (1-21), providing for students choice (23}) 

Episode 4: October 21, 200S 

Students had recorded, on chart paper, their explanations for why one player had 

an advantage over another player. We spent some time trying to figure out why different 

groups had different results. Of note is line 37 where the word addend is used in context 

of the discussion. Pirie (NCfM, 1996) discusses that in order to help students use 

mathematical language appropriately, teachers can ''use that language in ways that help 

the mathematical words become part of the common language in the classroom" (p. 

lOS), Using mathematical language appropriately is a theme that occurs often in the 

episodes. 

Excerpt 4-1 17-I02} 

I OK. Greal You can have a seaL Everybody, look at what M-, G-, and C- wrote and see 

if you have something simiInr or something different Did you get 16 combinatlons? •• lf not, 

what's different about yours'? [time to reflect) 

2 Why did they get way more, do you think, B-~? 

3 Student: Because they did Uke 3 + I and I + 3. 

4 Yeah, wby do you tbink they have two, they have that two times? 

5 SlUIknt: --different combinotions. 

6 Yeab. So if you have two dice, let's say you have a red and an orange dice, yeah? Here's a I plus 

a 5, yeah? A, I'm sony, a 5 in the yellow and a 1 in the red. But you could roll it again, and this 

time, this could be-

7 SlUIknt: -a 5 

8 -a 5, and this could be-

9 SlUIknt: -- I 
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10 -a 1. So you actually have two different combinations cause this could be the 5 or this c:ould be 

the I, yeah? 

II Student: Can we play this game again? 

12 K. It looks like player B get's 18 combinations-

13 Student: No. 

14 No, there's more? 

15 Student: Yes. Walt, um,playerA wins 1. 

16 OK. Which one? 

17 Student responds (inDudibk). 

18 They have 3 +6and6 + 3. Do you see It up there? .• yeah, [ookatA, I see il 

19 Student: Player B, J think it'. 21. 

K. Grace says 21 for player B. Anybody else get 21. 

20 Student: J got 2-. 

21 Anybody else get 21 for player B? 

22 M--did So what is your extra c:ombination that they don't have. Do you know, 8---? 

23 Student: J don't know. No. I got 22 comblnolions. 

24 OK. So wbich ones do you have that they don't have? .... Maybe you can organize it like this: Did 

you have four combinations for 5? Four combinations, no five c:ombinations for-

25 Student 

26 OK. 

Something'. wrong. They put 21 up there. 

27 Student: J counted wrong? 

28 Let'scounl I. 2, 3.4. 5. 6.7. 8, 9 .... 20 ... Letmeuy that again. 1.2, 3 ... They have 20. Isthere 

any other way In get a sum of 5 besides I + 4. 2 + 3. and 3 + 3. Any other way? 

29 Students: No. 

3+3? 

30 How about, uh, oh yeah, rm sony. How about the sixes. Any other way In get 6 as a sum? 

3 J Students: No. 
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Is it •. ? 

No. There's not other way. 

32 Any other way to get a sum of 7? 

33 Students: Nope. 

34 What? 

No. 

Wait. 

Yes. 

35 Student responds (inoudib1e). 

36 You can't have 7 on a dice. There's only the number 6 on a dice. Remember the bighest you can 

go is a 6. I think that might be why we have some extras. Did anybody write a 7 as one of the 

addends? 

37 StudenlS: No. 

I did. 

38 You did K. Cross out anything that bas 78 or 8 or 9 as an addend 

39 Now do you have 20, if you cross off those extra ones? 

40 Student: Yes. 

41 You have 21 still? 

42 Student: Umhm. 

43 So what is it G-? 

44 Student: -for5, Iput, 1+4,4+1,2+3,3+2 

45 Umbm. 

46 Student: For 6, I put 1+5,5+ 1,2+4, 4+2, 3+3 

47 Umbm. 

48 Student: For 7, 1+6,6+ 1, -2, 3+4, 4+3. 

49 Umbm. 

50 Student: For 8, 2+6, 6+2, 3+5,5+3, and 4+ 4. 
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51 You have the exact same thing that's up there. 

52 Stw:lent: Did you have 4 + 4 twice? 

53 No. I just beard her say it once ..• OK. So the toIal different number of combinations, all 

together-

54 Stw:lent: 36 

55 -36. So you have, player A, you've got 16 out of 36. And for player B, you have 20 out of 26. 

And from now on, we won't need a calculator. Somebody teU me how you reduce a liaction to 

lowest terms. What do you need to do to reduce your liaction to lowest terms? 

[Themes: questioning and prompting for reasoning (1-10), modeling and questioning to find errors (12-

52), reviewing vocabulary in context (37)1 

In Excerpt 4-1, we discussed a list of possible outcomes for "the Dice Game." I 

had my list on the whiteboard while the students crosschecked theirs' with mine. We 

found that we had different amounts of combinations and tried to find out why. I 

modeled checking the data over in line '1:7. Line 30 shows that students were generating 

their own conclusions. Lines 38-53 shows a student becoming very active in the 

discussion by calling out her combinations while I checked mine on the whiteboard. 

Students become more responsible for finding mistakes as we did so as a class. Also, in 

this excerpt, I seemed to be doing less talking than usual, allowing the students to take a 

more active role, Further, the pace of the episode was much slower than the previous 

ones. 

Later, I used the fractions that were produced from the game to review changing 

fractions to simplest form and then dividing without using calculators to find the 

equivalent decimals and percents. We discussed using the GCF and a aecond method that 

was brought up by a student. 
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Excerpt 4-2 (139-155) 

I I think we're done. Probably, tile greatestc:ommon factor is 4. So you divide tile top and tile 

bottom by 4, and you get 4 over -

2 SlUtknt: 9 

3 -9. Now that's in simplest form. 

4 SlUtknt Oh. 

5 SlUtknt: Is it-? 

6 Some people call it reduced. 

7 S/utknt: Is there any, is there 1IIJI1lbers reolly big, like 100 something out of like 1000 or 

something, then could you, is it possible that you could divide it 2 times? 

8 Yeah. If you don't get tile greatest factor tile first time, you can always divide by another number 

later. So let's say In this one, we divided by 2 What do we get? 8 over 

9 SlUtknts: 13 .• .21 •.• 16 

18 

IO And you look at it, you go hey, I can divide that again by 2 Right? 

II SlUtknt: Umlun. 

12 Both of those numbers are even. 

13 SlUtknts: 4116 

Dh. 

14 Yeah. That's what we bad, because we divided by 4. That was tile biggest common factor. Same 

things as dividing by 2 and tI1en dividing by 2 again. K? So tile chances A will win? 419. And 

we write tile probability that A would win Is 4 out of 9 times. 

[Themes: building on studentidea (8-14), modeling tbiuklnglreasonlng (8-14), reviewing different 

methods (14)] 

We went over how to find the greatest common factor to change fractions into 

simplest form. Although it is a skiU they are supposed to know, many students did not 

remember how to do it I wanted to use simplest form in context to show students that 
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it's easier to calculate the probability, but did not make it explicit. In line 7, the student 

asked a question providing another way to cbange fractions to their simplest form if the 

students didn't know the GCF. It also helped with fractions that have large numerators 

and denominators as well as stimulating reasoning since the numerators and 

denominators can be divided multiple times by different factors. I told the students about 

a futore quiz and assigned homework wherein the numerators and denominators were 

very large and, therefore, I used both of the methods we discussed as tools for completing 

the homework, along with rules for divisibility that we had used earlier in the year that 

they had forgot. 

Episode 5: November 2, 2005 

This day was interesting because I had the students who did not complete their 

work stand while we go over the review homework that was given. I had told the students 

that we couldn't wait for those that did not complete their work anymore. I had more of a 

short, commanding tone throughout the episode. After going over the homework, I had 

the students to reflect on errors they may have made. 

Excerpt 5-1 (29-S7) 

1 What are the mis1akes tbaI you could make on this stuff'} What did you do wrong? What are 

some things? [I record students' sbared idens.1 What are some things? G-. [Great prompt tbaI 

could be used more often.] 

2 Studenl: You could divide wrong. 

3 If you divided wrong, nod you make mistakes with your division, !ben you'D have an incorrect 

answer. What else could you do wrong? 

4 Studenl: Um. multiply wrong. 

S You could multiply wrong. What else could go wrong? 
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6 Sl1I1knt: You could mix up yow fractions. 

7 What do you mean? 

8 SI1I1knt: Like adding the wrong numerator ---

9 OK. So mixing up the steps. Yeah? So like adding the wrong thing. 

10 What else. Yes? 

11 Sl1I1knt: -wrong numbers. 

12 What do you mean? .. 

13 SI1I1knt responds (1naudlbIe).0b. You just wrote the wrong number to begin with? You wrote the 

wrong problem? What else? 

14 Sl1I1knt: You might reduce inco"ectly. 

15 OK. Reduce wrong, or you didn't reduce, or put in simplest form, yeah? What else could go 

wrong? 

16 SI1I1knt: For numbers 24 and 23, put the wrong numbers on the top and on the bonom. 

17 OK. So switcbing numbelS. Putting numbers in the wrong place. 

18 What else can go wrong? 

19 SI1I1knt: You can forget to multiply or divide. 

20 Forget a step? Anything else you did wrong1...Get a brand new piece of paper ... Please write 

about how you did ... and, if you made mlsmkes, why did you make those mlsmkes? 

[Tbemes: prompting for student ideas (1-20), reflecting on work (1-20») 

After students practiced fraction concepts such as GCF, LCM, simplest form, 

mixed numbers and improper fractions, as well as converting fractions, decimals, and 

percents, I asked the students to give mistakes they could have made and record them on 

a list. The students then used that list to independently reflect on their work in writing. 

Because, in many instances, students have difficulty finding where mistakes occur in 

algorithms, I could have given the students some problems with mistakes in the work 
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and/or solution as modeling and practice for finding and naming the errors. The next 

excerpt shows one student asking for help while trying to reflect on her work. 

Excerpt 5-2 (59-67) 

I Student: I'm confused about this part •• J got this as an answer, but then I put It In 

simplest form, and I got this, but then the correct answer was that. 

2 So that means that there wasn't, urn, something's wrong when you did, cause, oh, I see. 3 times 

15 is 45. You sbould have a remainder of 10 here. 

3 Student: Oh. 

4 So it should be 3 lOllS. So you bad a subtraction error. Do you see why? 55 divided by 15 is 3. 

Which gives you 45 and then you bad 10 left over. So you bad a subtractiou error. 

5 Student: OK. 

6 Or a multiplication error. I could've bad Nikki go over how she did the problem so that she could 

try to figure out, on her own, what her mistakes were. 

7 Student: OK. Thank you. 

[Themes: respoudIng to student request for help, modeling finding errors) 

While assisting this student, I took the leadership role instead of questioning and 

prompting her so that she could find the error herself. I think I should have allowed her 

to attempt to find the error instead of essentially showing her. I was doing the thinking 

rather than she was. 

I assigned homework, which was additional practice for those who had more than 

3 wrong. Students then took notes about how to use the Least Common Multiple for 

comparing and ordering fractions as a review. While the students have time to practice, I 

went around to see if they need assistance. 

Excerpt 5-3 (407437) 

1 Student: We have to redi.ree, yeah? 
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2 Reduce it? 

3 Student: Yeoh.4112. 

4 You're fJDdiug equivalent fnu:tiODS so !bat you can order your original fnu:tions. 

5 Student: You don't have to reduce-

6 lbis is the answer. So there's nothing to reduce, cause Ibis is what your answer look like. 

7 Ms. AIona. Do you have to show your work? 

8 Yes. 

9 No but like-

10 You'", not finding simplest form-

11 1 know but-

12 You're finding if it's greater than, eqoa1 to, or less than. 

13 Student: (Inaudib/e)-after-

14 You're ordering fnu:tions. 

15 Never mind. 

16 -Cause this is already 4112 and your answer Cat1/il out to be 4112, It's aJreody--

17 When you order the fnu:tions, you order these fnu:tions, yeah? 

18 OK. Nevermind. 

19 These are already in simplest fonn. 

20 OK. 

21 So what are you doing now? 

22 Number-

23 OK. So 5/6 is equal to 

24 

25 10118? No, 15/18. K. Hey 15/18 is the same as 15118, so you see why you don't have to 

anything with simplest form in this. 

26 Oh,OK. 

27 Cause you're just putting the answer right there. These are the ones !bat you're c:ompmillg. 
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28 Yeah. 

29 The only time you put it in simplest fonn is if you're told to, yeah, and you have an answer that's 

a fmction. Write now your answer is these. 

[Themes: responding to student request for help, questioning and prompting for understanding] 

The student didn't seem to understand wbat the answer to the problem is 

supposed to look like, several fractions in order. He asked whether or not the answer had 

to be in lowest terms. What may bave confused him is tbat I had told the students that, if 

they're working with fractions, their answers should be in lowest terms from this point 

on. He seemed to generalize the idea to different contexts showing some 

misunderstanding of the task at hand After much questioning and prompting, he finally 

understood what the solution should look like. After some thought, he may also have 

been asking if he needed to order the original fractions or the fractions with the common 

denominatol1l. The previous interpretation seems more likely, although both are possible. 

Slowing down to really listen to the student would bave given me the most information. 

Time was an issue, however, since many students were asking for assistance at the same 

time. Later, the students were presented with another way of representing fractions. 

Excerpt 54 (471-495) 

I Did you find the least common multiple, least common denomill8lOr, for all those fmctions? ... And 

then change them all into equivalent fmctions? ... That' s what yon have to do. You have to follow 

the same steps that we did for the other one. 

2 Studem: All right. 

3 So you have 9112, 112 and 2/6. So you have to look 8l the 12 and the 2 and the 6 and see what is 

the least common multiple for each of those. 

4 Studems: Then what is the number Une for? 

Yeah. 
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5 Ob! You use the number line. So do you bavetofind the multiple? 

6 Studem: No 

7 You could just look at the number line. 

8 Studem: [I'U help though. 

9 It, you could double check. But, do you see 9112 on the numbet line? 

IO Studem: 

II Why not'? 

12 Studem? 

No 

BecoJJSe II's in between. 

13 What is 9/12? Is that in lowest terms, in simplest form? 

14 Studem: 314 

15 So where's the, do you see 3/4 on that line? 

[6 Studem: Yeah. 

17 So that could help you. 

18 Students: Oh. [gelil. 

So do you have 10 show your work? 

19 Um. If you want to show that 9112 was the same thing as 3/4. 

20 Student: No. [mean do you have 10 show your work llke you did up there? 

21 If you think so. You decide. 

[Themes: reviewing procedures (1-2), responding to student request for help (1, 4), questioning for 

understanding (9-17») 

In line 1, I told the students that they should have been using the GCF to solve 

fraction problems without reading the directions myself. This causes some confusion as 

seen beginning in line 4. However, since I listened to the student's ideas, I was able to 

help them understand the thinking necessary to complete the task. I bad told the students 

that they bad to show their work. which became a problem when there was no work to be 

shown. Again, I could have planned better by presenting examples so that this didn't 
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become an issue that took so much time to address in this excerpt as well as earlier in the 

episode. 

Students had been given problems from Mathematics Assessment Sampler, 

Grades 3-5 (NCfM, 20(5) to solve independently. I made overhead transparencies of 

the problems and asked students to come up and share their solutions. The first problem 

we discuss has fractions on a number line. 

Excerpt 5-5 (579-639) 

A volunteer who wiU go up there who will go up there and justify their answer and right it on that 

paper. N·-. 

2 Student: What is justify? 

3 Justify means explain and prove what you're saying with evidence. 

4 There's a peo right there and you can write right 00 that paper and I want you to talk out loud to 

explain what you're thinking. 

5 Student: / think that / //8 is wrong because. if you count, this is only aforth away from 

the 1UII1Iher 2 so this right here would be a forth and right here would be In the middk which 

would be another forth so / think I 1Il8 should be 1Il4. 

6 OK. Go ahead and write down your thoughts. What you just said How could yon explain it 

clearly? [student records) 

7 Go ahead and cap that pen and I need another persoo to go up and make any changes they think i. 

necessary. 

8 You all agree that 11/8 is actually I 114? [long pause) 

9 Cause I disagree. I disagree with what she said Anybody disagree as well? 

10 K. 8---. Go ahead and get up there and explain to us whY you disagree. Go up there. Point to 

what you see 00 the oumber line. 

II Student: Um. I think the I //8 should be where - the • I 218 so- (inaudible). 
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12 Show us where I 218 is on the number line. K. Write It down. What is 1 218 equal to in lowest 

terms? 

13 Student: 1 114 

14 So write that right underneath. That's where 1 1141s. Do you see why? 

15 No? Do you see why? Look at her dots. This is from 1 to 2, this is 114, 214, wbat would that be? 

16 Student: 3/4 

17 So wbat do you think, 8----? What should I 118 be? 

18 Student: Urn. 1 3/4, that's slmp/estform. or 1618. 

19 Show us why you think 1 618, hy looking at the number line. 

20 Student: This right here is /he •• .orea, so since that's 1 114, that's 112 that's 214, and 

that's 314. 

21 So underneath the 1 118 [1 mean to say 1 618), write 1 3/4. Thanks 8----. 

22 Thanks,8----. Can somebody go up and show why that's 1 618? Show why 1 3/4 is 1 618. Come 

on up. And you can dmw on the number line if you want. The pens right there. 

23 Student: This is 1 618 beaJuse-

24 Show us. Look 11--. 

25 Student: This is theftrstone. This is the second one. This is /he 3"'. This is /he 4'---

26 Do you see why? 

'J:7 So we can also show it. This is, you start from here. This is 118, 218, 318, 418, 518, 618. 1 and 618. 

28 K. Wait. So S-, can you change her answer so that it's more correct by crossing things out in her 

answer? [long pause] 

29 Student: Can 1 just erase It? 

30 Yeah. Or, No. Just cross It out. Anything else you need to cross out? 

31 Student responds (inoudib/e). 

32 Anybody disagree now? Anybody another reason, Thanks S-, you can have a seat now, why, 

another justification why 1 118 is not correct on that number line? Does anybody have a different 

reason why? You did M--. 
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33 Studenl responds (1noudJb/e). 

34 Umhm. Youdid. Do you remember what you said? 

35 Studenl responds (1noudJb/e). 

36 Michael wrote that 118 is less that 112. Do you agree? 

37 Studenss: Yeah. 

38 Is 118 less than 112? 

39 Studenss: Yeah. 

40 00 the number line is I 118 less than I II2? 

41 Studenls: No. 

42 Look at the number line, the original one. 

43 Studenss respond (1noudJb/e). 

44 It's on the other side, 

45 Students: Yes 

46 I 118 is bigger than I 112 on that number line, when you look at it Do you see wbere the numbers 

are on the number line? 

47 Studenl: Uhhuh. 

48 Can you see, right away, I 118 should not be after I II2? 

49 Studenl: Yeah 

SO I 118 should come first, beeause it's smaller. K? 

51 Ms. Alana. I got three. 

S2 Three what? 

53 Studenl responds (1noudJb/e). 

54 How can you get a 3 wben It say, which point is incorrectly labeled on the number line shown 

below? 

55 Studenl: I put a 3 becouse there's a --

56 Is there anything in there that says 3? Yeab, up bere, bnt is that a point? 

57 Students: No 
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58 The points are labeled with a dot Here's a point, here's a point, here's a point, And it was 

labeled with the numbers. Points look like points and they're labeled, but these were the numbers 

to show you that it starts at 1 and then it goes to 3. Dnt, I can see what you meant Dnt, the 

number 3 is not wrong, because 1 comes first, then 2, then 3. And they're all in older and they 

bave the right number, the right space. So 3 is in the right place, S--. Do you see why? 

59 Student: Yeah. 

60 I comes first, then 2, then 3. So the only thing that could be wrong when you look at all of the 

points is 1 118. 

61 Volunteer who hasn't gone up to explain what they were thinking with this problem. Remember 

you can draw pictures, explain in words, or numbers. 

[Themes throughout encouraging student participation, questioning and prompting for reasoning, building 

on student ideas, assessing student solutions] 

This was the first episode in which I had the students come to the overhead 

projector to show their solutions to problems. After one student shows his work, I asked 

other students to go up to add or change anything based on their solutions. In this way, I 

was hoping they would build on each others' thinking and become more responsible for 

assessing others' work. The students in the audience were very attentive. It seemed that 

students like to see each others' work, as I found earlier in Phase 2. Also, while students 

are sharing, I get to step back and watch all of the students instead of leading them 

through tasks. I continued to have a difficult time allowing the student discussion to take 

over partly because of the brief nature of their comments and also because they tended 

not to ask questions of each other. I need to be more clear and explicit about what good 

conversations look like. The students are too used to me questioning them and 

commenting on their work. One positive aspect of this way of sharing solutions and 
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thinking is that it requires longer wait time as students ponder the task and other students' 

solutions. 

In lines 53-60, a student's misunderstanding of the task allows for clarification of 

what a point is and how they are labeled. I validated his idea of having the idea that 

answer of 3 although it is not what the problem is asking for and it is a misconception. 

Sherin, Louis, and Mendez (2000) discuss one aspect of discourse they call 

building. Building involves two related goals: "(1) that student respond to other's 

comments mther than just state their own ideas and (2) that student use one another's 

ideas as the basis for thinking and learning about mathematics" (p. 186). In parts of the 

episodes, I prompted the students to repeat what other students said and to agree or 

disagree, which is consistent with the researchers' concept of building. To get students to 

"provide new evidence, or insight into, someone else's idea" (p. 187), I asked students to 

come to the overhead projector to change or add their ideas to student work. 

One area the students had a more difficult time with was in relating their ideas to 

other students' ideas. I could have asked the students to share how the answer the student 

gave in line 5 was similar or different to the answer the student gave during the 

presentation during line 23. In line 9 above, my prompt is evidence of me modeling in an 

attempt to create a context for argument by creating opportunities for students to learn to 

participate in disagreement and argument (Wood, 1999). In lines 51-60 the idea of really 

listening to what students say by paying attention to the context in addition to the words 

(Pirie, 1996) allow me to understand why the student gets an answer of 3 when it would 

otherwise make little sense. The problem presented next involved fractions of a whole 

and ended the episode. 
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Excerpt 5-6 (642-673) 

1 Student: K. It says they both ate half of II pizza, or their own so 

2 How do you know it's their own pizza? 

3 Student: Cause it say another. 

4 Ahl A pizza and then another pizza. [pause for student working] 

5 Student: So. It could be a bigger piwl and they both ate hDJf of them. For an 

exampk ...• (he draws). So they hod a bigger piwl---blgger number--

6 Really? 

7 Student: So half of their own is ·--fraction w/U be bigger-

8 OK. Pull you el<lllDple down a little bit So they could have a bigger pizza. Then he's saying thnt 

8/8 is bigger than 414. Is 8/8 bigger than 4I4? Wbat is 8/8? 

9 Student responds (lnmIdibk.) 

10 Studens: 

11 One whole thing. 

12 Wbat is 4I4? 

13 Student: 

Onewlwk. 

One wlwk thing. 

14 One wbole thing. Hey. Do you still want to add thnt? 

15 Student: I'll erase It. 

16 This is really good thinking. He was thinking OK , if I bave more pieces, the pizza's bigger. Not 

always. Let's pretend these are the same size. ActuaIly they are. Right now if they're broken into 

fourths, see it? 

17 Yeah 

18 Now, it's broken into eighths. It's still the same size pizza. 

19 Oh. 

20 It bas nothing to do with the number of pieces. It bas evetything to do with bow big the wbole is. 

21 Yeah. 
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22 The whole pizza. You have to start with a bigger whole pizza. See the difference? So this is 

enough, right here cause right here, "You may use dmwiogs, words, and numbelS to explain your 

answer. Be sure to show all you work." Jose ate half of a pizza, here it is. Here's Ella's half of 

another pizza. Jose said that he ate more pizza than EIIa, but Ella said that they were both the 

same amount. Use words and pictures to show that Jose could be right. Jose is right, if bis pizza 

is bigger. 

23 When is Jose wrong? 

24 Common sense. 

25 If the pizza was the same size or Ella's one is bigger. 

26 Common sense. 

'Z7 If the pizzas are the same or Ella's is bigger. So be really carefuI,just cause the denominator is 

bigger doesn't mean it's a bigger pizza. It just means that the same pizza bas more slices. So this 

right here, is 112. It's also 214, it's also 418, but it's still the same size Pizza. and they ate the same 

amount. 

28 OK. If you're baving a bard time with your math homework, you should get help at recess. 

OtherwIse, bave a great recess. Those of you who didn't do your math homework. Oh. Where 

are you going? Those of you who didn't bave homework last night should be doing it right now. 

The page 839 Set B. 

[Themes throughout encouraging student participation, questioning and prompting for reasoning, building 

on student ideas, assessing student solutions] 

In line 5 above, a student shows a misconception when he discusses that a pizza is 

bigger if it has more slices because the denominator is larger. Through questioning and 

modeling, in lines 8-16, this idea is highlighted. It becomes a meaningful and important 

discussion since it gives the opportunity for clarification. At the end, I tell students to 

come for additional help if needed as I found I did at the end of most math episodes. 

Episode 6: November 3, 2005 
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This entire episode involves students coming up to the overhead projector to show 

and explain their answers to the assessment problems. The first problems involved 

fractions on a number line, building on the problems from the previous episode. 

Excerpt 6-1 (5-90) 

I Somebody read the problem for us. 

2 Student: Jennifer Is moJdng a number Une for fractions from 0 and 1. At which point 

should she put 112? At what. 1 mean which point should she put 718? 

3 K. So Angelo wrote the fraction then. Do you agree with wbere be wrote those fractions? 

4 Students: Yes 

5 Who says DO? 

6 Who says yes? 

Uh 

Yes 

7 OK. Vb, M-. Go up and explain why you agree that be bas 112 and 718 in the right place. A

-, you can slay up there. If you need to draw on the number line, that's fine, while you taJk. 

8 Student: K. It's because, evenly spread, there are three Unes on this side and also three 

Unes on this side. So, in the middle, It should be hIllf, which Is, that's where he put it. And all 

together, the number Une Is separaled into 7 Unes, Including this one Is 8. And the one before this 

one, which Is 8, should be 7, which Is what he put here, 718. 

9 So how would you label each of those little lines? 

10 Student: In simplestform or? 

II Just do it how you would label it 

12 [student showing work] 

13 So 0, then 118, then 114, then 318, then 112,518,3/4, and 718. Yes? 

14 Would, did anybody label it a different way? Thanks, M-, you can have a seal Did anybody 

label it a different way with different fractions? 

15 Student: You could - one more. 
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16 Well, I'm talking about just the lines up there, the fmctions that are there, but with the fmctions 

looking different 

17 G-, go ahead. If you need to write a whole nother number line, go ahead. 

18 Student: Do I have to chllnge all of them? 

19 You can just write, make a whole nother number line right underneath it and label it the way you 

would label it 

20 I hope you're watching. I see some people playing with things at their desk. I would hope that-

with your eyes and eaIS up there. 

21 [student is writing] 

22 Student: You have two 618ths. You have two. 

23 Student: What? 

24 Student: You have two 618. 

25 Student: I don't have. ThIs isa5. 

26 Student: Oh. 

27 What would be the I, what would 1 be in 81bs? 

28 Student: We can not see the wlw/e thing. 

29 Don't worry, she'll pat it back. 

30 What would the 1 be In 81bs? You guys? 

31 Student: 8 

32 818. You could also write 8/8 underneath the 1. 

33 See that? 118,2/8,318,4,18,518,6/8,718, yes? 

34 Student: Yes. 

35 But you could reduce those to lowest terms or simplest form and that's why M- has 118 and then 

1I4. 2/8 is the same thing as 1I4. OK? Thanks, G-. 

36 OK. A-- go back to the original-. Bring it down a Httle bit so we can see-

37 Student: OK 

38 -the original section. Did A- write the answer to the original question? 
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39 Studenls: Yes. 

No 

Yes 

Ina way. 

4() Did he tell, at which point, she should put 112? 

41 Studenls: No 

Yeah 

He didn " exoctly tell. 

42 He put the answer on the number line. Could he give the answer in another way? 

43 StudenJ: Yes. 

44 How, P--? [Iongpausej 

45 A--. So she can tell you what to write while you write it underneath the number line. She's 

gonna tell you how-

46 StudenJ: 1 am? 

47 Yep. [long pause j 

48 Come on, A--. At which point should Jennifer put 112 and at which point should she put 718. 

49 StudenJ: In the middle, she could put 112. 

50 That's not a poinL How do you know a point? 

51 StudenJ responds (iluzudlble). 

52 It's labeled with-

53 Studenls: 1II.II1Ibers 

Letters 

54 the letters. 

55 StudenJ: K. Jennifer should put 1/2 at D and at F and---

56 Slow down SO he can write it down. 

57 StudenJ: What did she say? 
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58 Student: Jennifer slwuld put 112 

59 Student: atpointD? 

60 Student: Huh? 

61 Student: AtpointD. 

62 Student: OK. And-

63 K. Somebody finish the answer. 

64 S---. 

65 Student: She slwuld put 718-

66 Student: Huh? 

67 Student: She slwuld put 718 [there is a pause as A---- records J 

68 Student: onF. 

69 Student: OnF? 

70 Student responds (inaudible). 

71 OK. So if you read the question again, go ahead, Angelo, read your question and read your 

answer. 

72 Student: OK. Jennifer is making a IIUIIIber line for froctioTlS between 0 ami I. At which 

point slwuld she put 112? At which point slwuld she put 718? Jennifer slwuld put 112 at point D. 

She slwuld put 718 at point F. 

73 Did he answer the question? Did he show his thinking when he wrote the numbers on the number 

line? Thanks, A-. 

74 Student: You're welcome. 

[Themes throughout: encouraging student participation, prompting students to verbalize, questioning and 

prompting for reasoning, building on student ideas, assessing student solutions) 

After hearing different responses from students, I took an infonnal assessment of 

the class in lines 5 and 6. Later, in line 14, the question I presented seemed to cause 

some confusion with the students. They weren't sure what I was asking for. I clarified 

what I wanted in line 16_ In lines 19, I tell the student how to record her answer, where 
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instead, I think I should have allowed her the freedom to decide what do write. However, 

it was good because she made a number line labeled completely differently that modeled 

different equivalent fractions. In lines 19-28, a student is making sense of what the other 

student was presenting. While the student was presenting, I asked the class an extending 

question in line 30 that could have been added to the work being presented. In lines 36-

73, we discussed whether the original question was answered completely. One 

motivation for this is that I wanted the students to answer state assessment questions in 

the most complete and appropriate way. The next two problems involved geometrical 

shapes and fractions and ended the episode. 

Excerpt 6-2 (96-186) 

1 Student: Um. q lriangk Is 112 01 a unit, then draw one unit. 

2 Talk it out while you're doing it 

3 Student: ThIs Is a lriangk. 1 added two lriangk. together and 1 forget what the 1UlI1Ie 01 

the· 

4 Can somebody help her? 

5 Student: 1 don't know the 1UlI1Ie 01 u. but, um, never mind. 

6 S-- knows the name of it 

7 Student: A diamond and a sqtJIlTt!? 

8 HID? 

9 Student: A diamond and a square. 

10 Not square. Ob, wait, I see a square. It could be a square or a it could be a diamond. Anybody 

know another name for a diamond? 

11 Student: Quadrilateral. 

12 It's a quadrllateml beeause I has· 

13 Students: lour sides. 
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14 And another oame for a four sided figure where all the sides are equal, but they don't have 90 

degree angles. 

15 StudenlS: [many answers] rhombus 

16 Thank you! Who said rhombus? 

17 StudenlS: AU of us did. 

18 Good job. 

19 OK. Do you think her answer Is complete? 

20 StudenlS: No. 

21 Read the question and teU me why you think it Is or isn't 

22 Studenl: It's not complete because she only drew It, but she didn't really explain It. 

23 Does it say to explain it? 

24 Studenl: No 

25 What does the question say? 

26 Studenl: To draw one unit. [many studenls answer] 

'1:7 Did she do what the question told her to do? 

28 Studenls respond positively. 

29 She drew it Now, if you wanted to explain, two triangles can make a square or a rbombus, you 

could also add that. But, she really did everything that she was asked to. But, yeah! She's adding 

one unit, 112, 112. That helps. The labels are good cause now it's really clear. 

3D Did you want to add anything else? 

31 Studenl: Um. No. 

32 Would anybody like to add anything else? If you want to you can. No? I'll add something. Just 

what we were saying before. Two triangles equals one 

33 StudenlS: sq/JllTe 

qumIriJateral 

34 square or rbombus and, this is a special kind of triangle. Do you, can you teU what kind it is? 

35 Student: 1 forgel the nome of It. 
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36 When every side is the same length. 

37 Studems: Equil 

EquikJteral 

38 Yeah! 

39 Next victim. 

40 G-· 

41 Student: I want to be the victim 

42 Student: Me? 

43 GoaheadG-. 

44 Talk: it out while you're doing it 

45 Student: Since this is Olu! 1IIIit, and their asking whot thal is, then thal would be like thal 

so you can divide thal-

46 Instead of saying "that" could you use other words? 

47 Student: OK. Yeah, run. you can chtmge the rhombus Into 2 triangles. And so 10 thal 

shope, there would be 3 triangles. And since the rhombus is shm1ed, that would be 2 out of 3 

becouse you can chtmge this figure Into 3 equal ports. So the answer is 2 out of 3. Yeah, 

48 Student: It doesn't answer the questioll- [long pause J 

49 What do you folks think? 

50 G-. Can you explain it one more time? 

51 Student.' OK. Urn. OK. ThIs is a tra{Je<Pid. and that's a rhombus, and 10 the tra{Je<Pid. 

you can I1UlIu! a rhombus right here. And you can divide the rhombus Into 2 equal ports to I1UlIu! 2 

triangles. And so there is gonna be 3 triangles 10 the trapezoid and 2 of the triangles are shaded 

to I1UlIu! a rhombus, and so 213. 

52 So the rhombus is 213 of the· 

53 Student: 

54 I see a lot of people nodding. 

55 Did she answer the question? 
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56 SllIdenJs: Yeah. 

Nope. 

57 [The student shoring adds to lrer answer in response.] 

58 Ah! Now she answered the question. 

59 SllIdent: Ah. 

60 Could she answer the question in another way? 

61 SllIdent: Yes. 

62 How? Go ahead. 

63 SllIdent: A rhombus is 213 of a trapezoid. 

64 Make sense? 

65 SllIdents: Yes. 

66 Good job. Thanks everybody. I think it's recess. 

67 SllIdent: Thonks. 

68 Tbankyou! 

[Themes throughout encouraging student participation, prompting students to verbalize, questioning and 

prompting for reasoning, building on student ideas, assessing student solutions, vocabulary in context] 

Throughout the episodes where students are sharing their solutions on the 

overhead projector, I asked the students to verbalize their thinking. This proves difficult 

for most of them. To build on this strategy, I asked the students to talk about what they 

saw happening (lines 2, 4, 44). I validated what a student saw although he saw it 

differendy than I did in line 10 and tried to extend the vocabulm:y in lines 11-15 as well 

as stimulate providing definitions in lines 13, 15, and 34-38. It's important that in line 

29, I emphasized that labeling helps make a better answer. In line 32, I modeled 

providing the best answer by adding some of what students had contributed earlier. Lines 

39-41 showed that I had used the work "victim" to ask students to participate, as I had 

done with other content areas. It added humor, makes participating less threatening, and 
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as evidenced in line 41, students want to be the "victim." Lines 46-54 are effective 

because the student who is sharing restated her idea and used appropriate vocabulary. 

This provided reinforcement for others to hear her thinking and helped build everyone's 

understanding. In line 51, the student used the word trapezoid and I sought to get her to 

repeat it in line 52 so that the students could hear it again. She restated her answer 

succinctly in line 63. 

In studying adolescent pairs completing math problems, Kieran (2001) found that 

"bridging the individual and the social in mathematical problem solving can be extremely 

difficult to practice, especially when it involves novel problem situations. Making one's 

emergent thinking available to one's partner in such as way that the interaction be highly 

mathematically productive for both may be more of a challenge to learner than is 

suggested by the current mathematics education research literature" (p. 220). In lines 45, 

47,51, and 63, the student clarifies her answer as a result of my prompting. By eliciting 

this clarification from the student, I built on the mathematical culture of our class (van 

Oers, 2001) where appropriate vocabulary is used effectively and ideas are presented 

concisely. 

Episode 7: November 4, 2005 

Episode 7 began with students at the overhead with problems involving fractiolls 

including using the LCM and GCF to put fractions in simplest form and comparing and 

ordering them. In line 62. notice that the student restates her ideas again, lending to the 

notion that mathematics is about precision of thought (Pirie, 1996). Through the 

discussion, the student refined her statement 
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Excerpt 7-1 (1-56) 

1 -here and talk us through this problem. Go ahead. 

2 Wbat do you have to do to solve that problem? .• Help him out. The first thiog I notice Is-

3 Student: -(inIludible)-times is 25. 

4 Why are you doing that though? 

5 Student: Urn. To find the LCM. 

6 OK. Sienna. repeat what Michael said and then say what you would do next. 

7 Student: 1 could here part of It but-

8 -M-. 

9 Student: Urn. 5-

10 Wait, why are you doiog that? 

II Student: To find the LCM. 

12 Thewhat? 

13 Student: theLCM. 

14 So what does he say he needs to do? 

15 Student: Urn. You have to find the LCM of 5 and 25. 

16 OK. Did you hear her? Could you here her? Say it louder. 

17 Student: Urn. M---·-- said that you have to find the LCM of 5 and 25. 

18 OK. You're not speaking clearly enough yet. One more time. 

19 Student: M---- said you have to find the LCM of 5 and 25. 

20 You have a hint how to get started. 

21 So, S-- what is she doing? 

22 Student: Um, she's writing, um, the multiples? Is that how you say It? 

23 Student: 5, 10, 15, 20 

24 Ob he's gonna keep going. Wbat do you think he's gonna do uexr? 

25 Student: Underneath the 5 -circle the-(inIludible). 

26 Ob. Did you hear what he said? Say it again S--. 
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27 Student: Underneath the 5, he's gOTlTlLJput 25 caul ---

28 Why is he circling both of the 15s? 

29 Student: Because It's the lowest OTIS. 

30 The lowest what? 

31 Student: Multiple 

32 Lowest multiple that they both have in common. What does he do next? -

33 Student: He -changed--5--25--

34 Why is S-- saying he changed the 5 to 15 in the fraction 3 over 15? What is he doing S-? 

35 Student responds (inDudible). 

36 Student: Maldng---

37 Making them equal. Making what equal? 

38 Student: the denominators. 

39 Why is he making the denominators equal? G--. 

40 Student: So dUIt he CQII compare. 

41 Compare what? 

42 Student: The fractions. 

43 What fractions? 

44 Student: 7125 caul 315. 

45 7125 and what? 

46 Student: 315 

47 So what did he have to do to the 3/5? 

48 Student: Change It, mIlke the denominator changed to 25. 

49 What do you call that, when you have two fractions that have different denominators, but they're 

worth the same amount? 

50 Student: EquIvalent. 

51 Equivalent fmctions. Yeah? So we need to make equivalent fractions? Go for it 
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[Themes: "what do you tbink and wby'/" (24), encouraging student participation, prompting studentB to 

verbalize, questioning and prompting for reasoning, building on student ideas, .. s .... ng student solotioos, 

voc:abulary in context (49)J 

This excerpt begins with me giving review problems regarding fractions in 

preparation for a summative assessment The students were excited to share on the 

overhead projector. I asked or prompted the students to share what they saw happening 

in hopes that I would get a complete ideas such as, "She is finding the LCM so that she 

can make equivalent fractions to be able to compare them.» It proved difficult as shown 

in lines 33-50. Consistent with Kieran's findings (2001), the utterances of the 

interlocutors tend to be fragmented and under elaborated. 

I continued to review by going over a math textbook assignment and problems I 

presented on the overhead projector. Once we finished reviewing, I gave students time to 

go over their solutions with each other, at their table groups, to double check their 

problems and see if they agreed with each other. I then asked the students who hadn't yet 

shared to go up and share. 

Excerpt 7-2 (445-564) 

I Studenl: 1 pili C because 415 Is really closer to 1 than 213 because 213 Is beyond I. 

2 [Other studentB go up to share.1 Ha hal What is she doing? 

3 Studenl: Number line. 

4 What is she doing rust? 

5 Studenl: Drawing a number line [and breaking it up]. 

6 into what? 

7 Studenl: equal 

8 equal pieces. 

9 How many an: in there? 
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10 S~~: 4 

no 

5 

6 

II Look at what she's doing. 

I2 S~nt: 5 

13 How many equal parIS? 

14 S~nt: 6 

15 Look at her fractions. 

16 S~nt: 5 

17 If there's Sibs, there's S equal pans. Do you see it? 

18 Student: No 

19 You don't see it? It says 015, 1/5, 215, 3/5, 4/5 

20 S~nt: Yep, there's 5. 

21 Ust it up a little bit, Grace. Push your paper up. 0/5, then 1/5, then 

22 S~nt: Yeah 

23 2IS, then, 3/S, then 4/5, then SIS. [long pause) 

24 113. She bas another number line broken up into 3rds. 213, 313. Now what is she doing? Hey, 

look how close 4/5 is. Look how close 213 is. Which one's closer? 

25 S~ responds (inDudibk). 

26 Which one is closer to I whole? 

27 S~nt: 415 

28 Do you see it? Can you see it? 

29 S~~: Yes 

30 Is there anything you would change aboat anybody else's work up there, G-? [pause) 

31 Wbat does it mean if you say something is beyond I? 

32 S~: farther 



above 

33 Abovel More than 1. 213 is not more than 1. How could she change that, I put C because 4IS is 

really closer to 113-

34 Student: 213 [ Student co"ects "",.J 

3S Vb, '1J3. (pause) 

36 Couldn't youjust put a period after the '1J3 and that would be, the first 213, and that would be the 

end of the sentence. Yeah? 

37 But there's not proof up there. So you'd have to either have B--'s method or your method to 

prove that sentence. You canjust say "415 is closer to 1 than 213." It dnesu't really prove it But 

now it's proved with the other work. Yeah? 

38 Good job. Give them aU a band. [applause) Somebody who hasn't come up yeL [pause) 

39 Remember you should be ilXing your answers to show that you unders1aDd better now, after they 

talk about them. 

40 [long pause while student works) K. So read your answer to us. 

4 J Student: 0 point 6 Is the closest to 112, because, if you put 112 in a decinud, you get 0 

point 5 and 0 point 6, is close to 0 point 5. 

42 Goodjob. [applause) 

43 Does anybody want to add anything? 

44 And actually, we do need to you add someibing, because she bas proof that 516, Db, 5110 and 6/10 

are close, but she dldo't say anything about 1/4 and 1. So it dnesu't quite have enough 

information yet N--, you want to go up and add some stuff. 

45 Student: Never mind. 

46 The other thing about this problem is it says "on a number line." So if it says on a number line, 

probably a really good thing to do is-

47 Student: make a number nne 

48 -to make a number line. 

49 Yes, go ahead, N-. Get up there. Or you could also explain 114 and 1- [student working) 
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50 Push the paper up a little. [studenl working) 

51 Ahl What's tbalone? 

52 Students: 112 

o po/nt 5 

53 Ah! [studenl working) Stop. What else should she put on her nwnher line? Move your hand 

You see where I is, you see where 5110 is. What else should she put up there to answer the 

question completely? 

54 Students: 114 

112 

55 114 would he a really good thing to put up there cause that's in the question. Where are you genoa 

put 1I4? 

56 Student: Here 

57 Is that 1I4? You're not looking. 

58 Student: We don " know, cause then there's only one line. 

59 That's nol 114 righl there? Is it broken up into 4 pieces? Where's 1I4? 

60 Student: there 

61 Righi there. That's 1/4. N-, 114. Push your paper up. [pause) K. Now where would 6110 he? 

[pause) Somewhere there? 

62 Do you need 3/4? 

63 Student: No. 

64 You don 'I even need 3/4 cause all you need to show is how that is close to-

65 Anybody want to add anything? Thank you N-. [applause) 

[Themes: encouraging studeut participation, questioning and prompting for reasoning, building on student 

ideas, assessing student solutions, vocabuIary in context, 1aIking through problems (2-24») 

I continued to try to get students to verbalize how students they were solving 

problems when they shared in front of the class by questioning students in lines 1-22 and 

ended modeling my thinking aloud on line 23. With line 31. I brought the students back 
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to the comment made in line I because it was incorrect or misstated. In lines 37-64 we 

discussed what could be added to the solution to make it the best auswer. It's evident in 

lines 61-64 that I am still very much in control of the discussion. I feel like I am leading 

instead of allowing the students to take ownership of their thinking. Much of the 

interactions in the class were nonverbal. In the next excerpts, I was at the overhead to 

lead the discussions about the students' solutions in an because we were running out of 

time. 

Excerpt 7-3 (633-662) 

1 OK. That would mean that I'm breaking Ibis up into 22 pieces. So you want 23 over 22-

2 Sludem: Yeah. So It would be 1 over-

3 Is that a Uttle bit more than 11 

4 Studem: Yeah. 

5 Does anybody have another answer1 

6 Students: No 

It could be like

-23 over 24 

7 Is 23 over 24. more than 11 

8 Studem: No 

9 Anybody have another answer? 

10 Students: respond (inaudible) 

Yes 

Igot-

- I/n/e bit more. 

11 You want a little bit more than 1 and this bas to be- So can it be anything else1 M-, what did 

yousay1 

I2 Studem responds (Inaudible) 
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13 over 21, is tbat a lillie bit more than 17 

14 Student: Yes. 

15 That's a lillie bit more than I. 

16 Student: 20 

17 Is 23 over 20 a lillie bit more than 17 

18 Student: Yeah. 

19 All of those are a lillie more than I. So there's lots of different answelll. But, what would be the 

best answer. 

20 Students: 22 

over 22. 

21 This one would probably be the best •.• But there are lots of different answers. 

[Themes throughout encouraging student participation, prompting for reasoning and different answer) 

This problem could have been used much more effectively if I had planned by 

making different pictorial representations. I asked students to give a numerator to go 

with the denominator of 22 to make the fraction a little more than 1. As it stood, I led 

them to know that there were many solutions while they could have otherwise noticed it 

themselves. The problem could lead to a more rich discussion. To facilitate building, I 

could have asked questions such as, "How is your answer, 23122 similar and different to 

my idea of 23/20'1" The next discussion I led involved a problem asking students to 

compare shaded regions of different shapes by estimating the percentages of the shaded 

regions. 

Excerpt 74 (672-725) 

1 10 out of 18. Anybody have something else they would do to help them with this7 

2 Student: Urn. change It down, 1 mean. half of 18 Is 9 

3 Why do you want to find half of 187 
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4 Students: Cause then the IInle, um, the lInle, circle, they can be by 3 

Because the circles are dlvUled in hDlJand 10 out of 18 is a lInle bit rtlDre than 

hDlJ which is 9 out of 18· 

Yeah 

So It would be, in the shaded, a lInle bit rtlDre, but not a lot. 

Yeah. 

5 So somebody tell me wbat you want to do to tbIs fmdion. 

6 StlUknt: Reduce It 

7 Reduce it to what? 

8 StlUknt: 519 

9 5/91 And wbat does tbat tell you? 

10 StlUknts: Uh, nuttin' 

11 Wba1? 

12 Stt.uknt: 

A liltle more than hoi/. 

5 shaded out of9 

13 You said a little more than half. How do you know it's a little more than baIf? 

14 Stt.uknt: Because there's lO-

IS Yes? 

16 StlUknt: Because hDlJof9 is 4112. 

17 Half of9 is4 112 SO tbIs is a little bit more than 112. I am see some people weren't listening so we 

might not have recess at all, even if we do finish, because you're being rude. 

18 This is a little more· 

19 Stt.uknt: than hoi/. 

20 So would A be the answer? 

21 StlUknt: No 

22 Whynot? 

23 StlUknt: 112 
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24 A is 112. That's not iL 

25 Student: B is 

26 Bis 

27 Students: morethon 

It's about like 

It's more thon hoi/. way more 

It's about 719 

28 It's 7191 

29 Student: No 

30 Maybe. It's bigger !ban, 

31 Student: 619 

32 it's pretty big. Too big. This is-

33 Student: toosmalJ. 

34 Too small. That's about 114. That's about 3/4. This one? 

35 Student: perfect. 

36 Oh, tbis is a little more than half. D is a little more than baIf. Wbat's E? 

37 Students: It's less thon 

too little 

38 A little bit less than 112. So it bas to be 

39 Student: C 

You wrote the side wrong. 

40 10118 is a little more than 112 because 9/18 would 

41 Student: Half 

42 beabalf. 

43 Student: Yeah 

[l'hemes tbroughout: encoumging student participation. prompting and questioning for reasoning, 

encouraging estimation) 
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In the excerpt above, a student attempted to explain that 1011 8 was a little more 

than half to help him compare the shaded region of a rectangle to the shaded regions in 

five circles. This problem and the ones that followed gave students another visual 

representation extending the work we had already done with fractions and percents by 

applying knowledge about percentages to different shaded regions of different shapes. 

Episode 8: November 8, 2005 

Excerpt 8-1 (1-63) 

I Need somebody who hasn't come up here yet to come and show us what you did for number 16. 

Thanks, N-. Go on up. The pens are right there. 

2 [long pause while student is writing] K. By looking at her pieture, somebody explain what she 

did. 

3 Ub,B--. 

4 Student: She circled the groups, I mean, divided the rectangle Into groups. 

5 What Idnds of groups? 

6 Student: Equal groups? 

7 Exactly. Cause you have to have equal groups. And three equal groups in each pieture. And 

then-

8 Student: She told how many times that .. .that each rectangle has two equal sections that 

are shaded in. 

9 K. What is the 8112 for? Anybody have an idea? A--. 

10 Student: It's the exactfractionfor flguring-

11 OK. So how does 8112 help you? 

12 Student: Urn. that, you could put that in lowest terms -

13 Could you add that up there, N-? Show the equivalent fractions and what you call that little 4. 

14 Students: The leost common mublple. 

LCM 
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15 The LCM - the greatest common factor. Could she have another equivalent fraction [for that] 

picwre? 

16 Student: Yeah. 

17 WbatisiI,G--? 

18 Student: 418 

19 - why? 4 what? 

20 Student: 8ths 

21 418, for the tim picwre? Somebody says no. C- says 6. 

22 Students: Yeah. 6. 

416 

23 Could you odd that up there also? Con anybody tbink of another equivalent fraction that is there? 

With those pictures? [long puuse] Does anybody see unother way they could break up one or both 

of those pictures? See one S-? .. See one 8---? 

24 Student: Maybe 116 --- count the rwn-shmIed. 

25 OK. So you're breaking it up into 6ths? Figure I or tigure 21 

26 Students: Figure I. 

[long pause I float It. 

Z7 You lost it. S-, do you know what he's talking ubout? 

28 Student: Um. The rwn-shmIed one - bigger - would be 4112. 

29 My question is, though. can yon break up the pictures in any other way? So, I think N- knows 

now. Is there another way you can break up those pictures? You have 3rds or 12ths. Is there 

another way you can break up tigure 2? 

30 Student: By doing It like. this Is one, this Is one, this Is one. 

31 So how many pieces would there be then, altogether? 

32 Student: 416 

33 Wtil you use a different color to show - the other one? [long puuse I See it now? 

34 Student: Yeah. 
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35 So how much is shaded now? 

36 Student: 4 

37 4what? 

38 Student: 6. 

39 416. So that's another equivalent fraction you could put with 8112 and 2/3. Can you break it up in 

any other way? 

40 Student: ---break it up In /---

41 I? They're both whole things but not the whole thing is shaded. I think that's it. So your other 

fraction is 4I6? Is that rigbt? 

42 Student responds (inaudible). 

43 Cool. Thanks, N-. I'm gonna add that here. 

44 Now remember, I'm gonna look for improvements on your papers. So you need to make 

improvements. 

45 So really, you can see that this 416 is here from Figure I and this 416, they're the same. And you 

can also see that 2/3 is the same as 213 here. So there's lots of reasons wby those are, the same 

amount is shaded in. It doesn't mean you actually have the same amount, cause these ones are 

different. This is way bigger than this. But, you have the same fraction of the whole thing that's 

colored in. 

[Themes: encomaging student participation, questioning for understanding] 

1 attempted to get students who didn't regularly volunteer to participate in line 1. 

It doesn't prove very effective as shown in the lines of the complete transcript. In lines 

13-23,1 wanted the students to see all of the equivalent fractions in the pictures to 

reinforce the concept. My questioning does not seem to be very effective and 1 had to 

repeat the question a few times, although the questioning in line 29 seems to give enough 

information about what 1 am asking for. In line 45, I touch on an important concept, that 

the whole may be different, but the fraction is the same. Below, a student finds his 
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mistake while showing his solution to a problem and later, students disagreed because of 

a confusion of the meaning of numerators and denominators. 

Excerpt 8-2 (74-102) 

K. So show us how you got 9113 by looking at the picture. [Long pause while student examines 

the problem.J 

2 Student: 1 coU1lled wrong. 

3 ObI So now you agree with them? You agree with 9112 then? 

4 Student: Yeah. 

5 OK. So do yon think 9112 is the same thing as 3/4? 

6 Student: Yeah. 

7 Is there any way yon could show us on the picture thnt - 3/4? 

8 Student: Yeah. 

9 How? 

10 Student: 

11 Groups of 4? 

12 Student: 

13 Groups of what? 

-put it in groups of 4. 

-3 

14 Students: 3 

3 

4 [there is disagreemmlt] 

15 And how many groups are there altogether'l 

16 Students: 4groups--

3 [more disagreement] 

17 So thnt there's a total of 4 groups ... OK. Sometimes we get something in our heads and stick to it, 

instead of opening our minds to other ideas. 

18 I'm convinced. Are you? 

19 Student: Yeah. 
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20 Two dift'en:nt ways, both using the GCF, and, showing on the picture. Thanks. Good job. 

[Themes: fInding errors, dealing with disagreement) 

A student discovered his own mistake while sharing with the class in line 2. If he 

had read the question completely he would have known there were 12ths instead of 13ths. 

This is powerful since this student exhibited difficulty following directions and working 

independently to solve problems. Through sharing, he found his own error. Because of 

my prompting beginning in line 9. the students disagreed about whether there were 3 

groups or 4 groups partly because I was unclear about whether I was asking for the total 

number of groups, or the number of groups that are shaded in lines 7-16. The students 

end up coming to a common conclusion and I made an importsnt statement in line 19 that 

I should remember myself. 

Excerpt 8-2 shows a time when I was not listening sensitively to the students' 

responses. They did not understand the difference between the number of groups shaded 

as opposed to the total number of groups. Pirie (NCfM, 1996) described a danger to 

classroom communication that "until the talk ceases to be compatible with the thinking of 

one of the participants, each participant will be assuming that ail have a common 

understanding of the words being used" (p. 114). I could have made more clear what 

was meant by the word groups in the phrases 'putting in groups' and 'groups ail 

together.' 

Episode 9: November 9, 2005 

In Episode 9, I tried a new strategy of giving the students the problems on 

overhead transparencies in their table groups. They were to write their solutions to the 

problems and then give them back to me. I then put their solutions up to guide the 
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discussion. I hoped that since the students had worked together to write their solutions on 

the overhead, more students who did not regularly share would have to since all students 

should have participating in discussing and generating the solutions to share. The first 

problem we discussed as a class involved using multiples in a different context. 

Excerpt 9-1 (112-148) 

What about C/ Could Jose design the same game using multiples of 4? Explain your nnswer. 

She says no. Jose can't design the same game using multiples of 4 because you can only get even 

numbers. Do you agree? 

2 Students: Umhm 

No 

It's not really-

3 Who says no? 

4 OK. Wby do you say no? 

5 Students: Because it's possible that you can get odd numbers too. 

No. 

6 OK. So you have two different cubes The green cube has odd multiples of 3. The red cube has 

even multiples of 3. And their asking you, could he do it with odd multiples of 4 nnd even 

multiples of? And your saying no because there could be odd multiples of 4. 

7 Students: No there can't. 

Because-

8 So tell me, S--, what are the multiples of 4? 

9 Student responds (Inaudible). 

10 Vb hub. 

11 Student: ---24---{can't hear S---'s numbers, but 1 am writing them on the overhead] 

12 Are you noticing anything? 

13 Students: Yes. 
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14 What is it? What are all multiples of 4? 

15 Student: They're evens. 

16 They're all evens. Do you know why? 

17 Student: 

like 4, 8-

Because. when It goes up, the tens ploce change, but the ones stays the some, 

18 The tens place change, but the ones stays the same? 

19 Student: like, um-

20 Give me an example. 

21 Student: for 24, there's a 4, and the 4 and then the 8 and the 8, so-

22 Why is there a 4 and an 8? What are you doing every time that you're multiplying by 4? 

23 Student: Your mulltplying by 4-

24 Uhhuh. 

25 Student: And tIwt means tIwt you would. am. never mind. You're adding 4 to It and every 

time,lt's ganna be amulltpleof4. 

26 Do you agree? 

27 Student: Yeah. 

28 Every time you add 4, you're adding an even number. So you're gonna keep getting even 

numbers. What were you gonna say, S--? 

29 Student: Um, 2 + 2 is 4 ---2 is - (inaudible) 

30 2 + 4 is gonna be even, 4 + 4 is gonna be even, 6 + 4 is gonna be even, 0 + 4 is gonna be even. 

You're always adding an even number, and you started with an even number. So now do you 

agree with her? 

31 So a lot of times, it helps me to make list, especially if there's numbers. cause then I can look at 

the list, and I can decide. If I didn't make the list, I might not know. 

[Themes: prompting for agreement/disagreement (I, 30), "why do you thlnk that'/" (17), questioning to 

clarify misconception (1-16), prompting for examples (8), questioning for reasoning (16-30» 
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In lines 1-4, students shared their ideas about whether a game would be possible 

given specifications. One student's idea became a focus of this conversation because she 

assumed that multiples of 4 could be odd In lines 12-15, I got her to list the possible 

multiples of 4 as evidence that the game is not possible. I also asked students to explain 

why the multiples of 4 are even. Their reasoning is given on lines 17-29. On line 31. I 

solicit agreement from students and on line 31, I hint that a list is a strategy that can assist 

students in problem solving. 

In line 3, I had an opportunity to prompt students to align themselves with a claim 

and provide mathematical evidence to support that claim (Stein, 2001). I prompted the 

students to explain why multiples of 4 were even numbers and while students were 

explaining, I feel as though I stepped in too much. I don't know if the students were 

given ample opportunity to be heard and understood by the other students. The cognitive 

conflict that resulted from the discussion allowed the student to understand that the game 

as designed would not be possible. Allowing students to see evidence that contradicts 

their thinking can be an effective teaching strategy. 

Excerpt 9-2 (164-200) 

I [Student reads problem aloud.] Patrick hod only quarters. dines, and nickels to buy snacks. He 

spent all his money and received no change. Could he have spent 99 cents? Justify your answer. 

2 So what kind of answer are you gonna have? Are you gonna have a number answer? Are you 

gonna have a yes, no answer? Are you gonna have an explanation answer? How will you answer 

that question? .. The question is, could be have spent 99 cents? 

3 Student: No. 

4 That's a yes, no answer. 

5 Student: Yeah. 
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6 Justify your answer. That's an expIanation with numbers. But you couldn't answer, could he 

have spent 99 cents? The answer is 99 cents. You can't do that. Sometimes people do that. They 

answer questions thut don't make sense. [laugblng] Happens all the time. 

7 He couldn't have spent 99 cents bec:ause 25, 10, and S cents all end in a S or a O. So all multiples 

ofS and o end upasS and O. S + S is 10, 10+S is IS, 35 + S 1850, 50+25. They gave examples, 

very nice examples. Do you agree? 

8 Studelll responds (inaudible). 

9 Do you think thut's a good answer M--? 

/0 Studelll: Um hm. 

It Um hm? Why? 

12 Studelll: Because -{inaudible) 

13 ·look ut thut answer. Do you agree? Do you think it's a good one? Why is it a good one? 

14 Does it answer the question? 

15 Studelll responds (inaudible). 

16 OK. Say thut londer so I can write it up here. 

17 Studelll: 95 is the lDwest you could go, 99 and· 

18 Slow down. And the next part. 

19 Studelll responds (inaudible). 

20 Ha hal Very nice thinking. o-? 

21 Student: 99 cents Is I less, I cent less than a dolku and a nickel Is 5 cents less than a 

dolku and a quarter Is 25 cents less than a dolku. 

22 So what kinds of coins would you need in order to have 99 cents? 

2J Student: Pennies. 

24 You would definitely need pennies and we don't have any pennies. He would need pennies. How 

many pennies would he need-

25 Student: Four. 

26 -to have 99 cents? 
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27 Students: Four. 

28 Four cause he would have 95 cents, plus 4 pennies. That would give him 99 cents. Excellent 

thinking. 

29 Hopefully your answer says yes or no or says "He could not have" cause that would answer 

"Could he have." Could he have 99 cents? No. He couldn't have 99 cents. And then some sort a 

reason, either in words or in numbers. 

[Themes: appiopi iate answem to problems, "what do you think and why?" (9-14), encouraging student 

participation 1 

Throughout the excerpt above, I focused on an appropriate answer to a problem. I 

did this in others parts of the episode, but less effectively. In order to be successful in 

answering questions, students need to understand the question and respond appropriately. 

In addition, I thought that focusing on whether an solution appropriately answers a 

question was important because students don't always check their solutions with the 

original question and make unnecessary mistakes on work and therefore, most likely on 

state assessments. 

Consistent with Inagaki, Morita, and Hatano's findings (1999), there seemed to be 

a pattern in public discourse called Inquiry-Response-Feedback. Although I attempted to 

encoursge the students to offer their own arguments and evaluate other students' 

arguments, I also provided feedback that directly or indirectly evaluated student 

responses, elaborated on student responses, and gave my own opinion of the mathematics 

and validity of argumentation (lines 18-20,22-24,26-28). I would rather that the students 

responded to each other more often, instead of me being the "sole evaluator of student 

thinking and reasoning in the classroom" (Stein, 2001, p. 112). 
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Excerpt 9-3 (218-248) 

I And we did this in the beginning of the year. Remember all of the different ways we divided. 

2 Students: Yeoh. 

3 And we showed lots of different ways. So hopefully you remember your past experiences when 

yon do this problem. II rend problem aloud] 

4 And how nice this is because they ssy, both are correct. They answer the question. Who is 

correct? 

5 Students: Bom 

6 Both are correct because you can subtract 12. 13 limes from 156 and you can divide 156 by 12. 

So what's so nice is this sentence is really, really clear. And then in addition, the work is shown. 

And you can see that both ways end up being the same. So that is really nice work. Yes7 

7 Student: Urn, when 1 did It, at the end, 1 gOI I I subtracted by 12, nol 12 subtrocted by 12. 

8 Why do you think she would have II subImcted by 12 instead of 12 subtmcted by 127 B--. 

9 Student: She subtracted wrong. 

10 Somewbere in your work, in all of your snbtmctIon, yon subImcted I too many. So what you 

would have to do is go back and see wbere that was. Somewhere, here, or bere, or bere, or here, 

or bere, or bere, there's an extra I that you subtracted. Does that make sense N-7 

II Did you list all the snbtmctIon7 

12 So did you have 1567 

13 Student: Yeah 

14 and then 1447 

15 Student: Yeah 

16 and then 1327 

17 Student: Yeah 

18 1207 

19 Student: Yeah 

20 1087 
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21 StutknJ: Yeoh 

22 96? 

23 StutknJ: Yeoh 

24 84? 

25 StutknJ: No. 

26 Ohl That's where it was. You bad 83? 

Z1 Yeah. That's where that I went 

28 StutknJ: Oh. She tlwught as in multiplJcotion. 3 times 2 equals 6. 

29 Somehow, when you did 6 minus 2, you got 3. Oh. She saying you did 6 divided by 2, that's why 

you got a 3. Maybe. Could've been. Or you were just doing it and somehow you put the wrong 

number. That's wby I tell you to check your work, P--, before you turn in a test, because 

there's little things like that that happen. Uke when S-- was counting the dots yesterday. He 

counted 13, yeah? So you always go back and look at the problem again. 

(Themes: recalling previous common experiences (1-3, 29), multiple solutions (4), questioning and 

modeling to understand error (7-29), recalling previous common experiences (I, 29)1 

A student expressed that she had a different answer in line 7. I followed up with 

soliciting student ideas in line 8 and in lines 10-29, and I modeled reviewing student 

work to check for error, with a student giving her opinion of what the error was in line 

28. 

Excerpt 94 (278-300) 

This person said they didn't finish. WbIch [I read the problem] equals 18? They circled B [I read 

that choice I. Did they finish? 

2 StutknJ: Yeoh 

3 Does that look good? 

4 StutknJ: Yeoh 

5 Yeah, it actuaIIy looks good. So looks like they are done. 
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6 Studem: Almost. 

7 But I'm not convinced about the other one. For A, what oouJd be a number senten<:e to show that, 

if Steve bad 6 baseball cards, and bought 3 more cards, how many would he bave? What would 

be a good number senten<:e? 

8 Studems: 6 + 3 

9 Iswbat? 

10 Studem: 9 

I I So this says 6 + 3 is 9. That is not what I'm looking for. B, we see he already wrote it here is 6 

times 3 is 18. That worlred really well. What about c. What is the number sentence for C? 

12 Studem: 6-3 

13 Yeah. Becanse he bad 6 and he gave 3 away. And tofinlsh thissentence,l'd put an equal sign and 

a 3. And the last one, he bad 6 basehall cards and-

14 Studem: Divide 

15 -put them In three equaJ stacks. What's my number senten<:e? 

16 Studem: 6 dMded by 3 

17 That's an expression. If I add the equal and the rest of the senten<:e-

18 Sludem: 2 

19 It bas an answer to it. Now I bave proof. The other ones are not It It bas to be B. 

[Themes throughout: encouraging studeut participation, building on student ideas, modeling thinking, 

exbausting all possible solutions, vocabulary in contextl 

The problem discussed in this excerpt involved four multiple-choice answers. I 

modeled exhausting all possible answers by going througb all of the options and 

prompting students to give their number expressions and equations. Through the 

questioning and prompting with subsequent recording of the number sentences, I 

reinforced the definitions of numerical expressions and numerical sentences. This is 

consistent with Pimm' s (1996) conclusion that 
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In mathematics, there is always movement back and forth between the potential (the 

possible) and the actual. The question of alternative possibilities can be partially 

explored by looking at particular cases, but one important mathematical cballenge 

lies in identifying all possibilities, eliminating possibilities, and convincing other that 

all cases bave been considered" (p. 18). 

I model this way of thinking in Excerpt 9-5 while trying to make sense of a student's 

method for solving a problem. In sharing about the last problem, a student provides ber 

solution. It is a challenge because it seems to work as a solution at first, but later doesn't. 

Excerpt 9-5 (339429) 

I Did anybody do it a different way? You did S--? Can you explain to me how you did it? 

2 Student: [ counted by 2s. 

3 Why'd you count by 2s? 

4 Student: Because [thought-liong inoIJdible response J 

5 OK. So you counted by 2. K. So you start with 2. Why would you start with 21 

6 Student: lJectJuse /he teoJ:her called /he first person. That person caJJed 2 people. 

7 OK. So these two people are the people who got the calls from the first studeut So what do you 

do about the first student? 

8 Student: After - [ got 30 and / added /hen I added that student. 

9 You added I after you got to IS. 

10 Student: No. / added 1 after / got to 30 students. 

11 K. So I person called 2 students. Those 2 students called 2 students each. But you counted by 2s. 

Oh. So you counted, this is 2 stodents calling, now 4 students are calling. And then, 8 students 

are calling. 

12 Student: That's not what /--- adding---2 +2. 

13 OK. I'm not sure how that works. 2+ 2, this first 2 is the f1tSl2 students that calls 2 students. 

/4 Student responds (inoIJdible). 
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IS So what does this plus 2 mean? 

16 Student: The other 2 students. 

17 But these 2 students actually called 4 students. Do you see what I'm saying? 

18 Student: Yes. 

19 If yon start with 2 students, they would call 2 students each. So how-

20 Student: ThaI's 4 

21 -many should you actually add? 

22 Student: 4 

Z3 Yon should actually add 4. 

24 Student: Tunes It by 2. 

2S And when those 4 students call 2 students each, how many are they calling? 

26 Student: 8 

'l:7 They're calling 8. And when those 8 students call 2 students each-

28 Student: 16 

29 -They're calling 16. 16+8+4+2, 16+8+4+2. Whatisit? 

30 Students 31 

30 

31 That's 30. What are we missing? 

32 Student: 1 

33 That f"1ISI caller. So S--,I don't know how you would just ndd 2 each time. 

34 Student responds (Inoudib/e). 

35 K. So you add 2, then 4, then 6, then 8, then 10, then 12, nod when did you stup? 

36 Student: Untill gOI to 30. 

37 So 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30. And that shows IS students. No it hns, IS multiples of 2. 

How does that show the chnin of calls? How does it show the chnin of calls? 

38 Students: Student responds (Inoudib/e). 

39 What are they doing so far? Does it show the chsin of calls? 
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40 Students: No. 

Do we have to IIlllke a chain? 

41 Can anybody see how it shows who called who? Maybe I'm missing sometblng. Yeah, bring up 

your paper, 5--. 

42 Students: Are you mubiplylng? 

No 

--muitiplylng- (inaudible) 

No 

43 You get the same answer, but I don't see how !bat is the chain. 

44 OK. I can see wby it works. She's got this. [writing studeut's work) 

45 Student: Ho. ThIll's long. 

46 K. You can see it this way. 1f2 students called 4 student, who called 8 students, who called these 

many students. And this person called thnt, now I can see it. But wlthjust the 20. So really, the 

IS times !bat you added 2 doesn't show the chain, but uyou circled it this way, you would see !bat 

these 2 called these 4, these 4 called these 8, these 8 called these 16, and this I called them. 

47 Student responds (inaudible). 

48 Wbnt? 

49 So basically you hnd I person calling. Then another person calling. Then 2 people calling. Then 

4 people calling. Then-

50 Students: 16 

51 Walt-

52 Student: 1m " thot 1 person calling -

53 people calling. So 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14, 15. 

54 Student: Oh. 

55 Now you can see. These are the people !bat nctuuIIy made calls. [long pause) 

56 Students: Oh. 

Why is thot other-? 
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57 Huh? 

58 StudenJ responds (inaudibly). 

59 No this is part of my other answer. Good thinking. Do you see the difference? 

60 StudenJ: Yeah. 

61 K. Somebody has a question. 

62 Students: How'd you get 30-

There are 31 studenJs 

Cause 7 times 21s 14 plus the I 

63 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 10,22, 24, 26, 28. We're missing a 2 somewhere. 

64 StudenJ responds (inaudible). 

65 and then 1 is here. 

66 StudenJ: Oh 

67 Yeah, sorry. 7, 8, yeah we're missing-

68 StudenJ: That should be 8. 

69 [counting to 16]. It doesn't work. 1 don't know about his. I think you have to make a chain. 

70 So the key word is go back to your problem and look at the clues, cause it'll help you. 

71 On the bottom of the last page. Bottom of the last page. OK. Here we go. I wauna call, copy this 

down. All tf" grade students. I will call 1 studeDL Who will call 4 students. Each student will then 

call 4 students. There are 95 students altogether. How many students will make phone calls? 

72 Your job over the weekend is to make corrections. On all the ones that we talked about. Double 

check. And do this one. That's your homework. 

73 Do that problem using the chain or trying to use S--'s method so we can see if S--'s method 

works. I have a feeling it doesn't, but I'm DOl sure. Correct the ones we just went over so we can 

see if S--'s method works. I have a feeling it doesn't, but I'm DOl sure. Correct the ones we just 

went over. Make any changes you want to make to make them better. And just douhle-c/leck the 

rest that you did that we didn't have time to look at yet. 
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[Themes: questioning for reasoning and anderstanding. atlempling to IlIIIIeJs1and student thinking. 

modeling and engaging In problem solving, building on student ideal 

A student shared her solution to a problem that stumped me. I engaged in trying 

to make sense of her method and provided a follow up problem for the class to solve with 

a desire to create an opportunity for her, the other students, and myself to understsnd her 

reasoning. At the conclusion of the episode, the educational assistant and I conversed 

[not in the excerpt] about her method and could not grasp how it worked. In lines 71-73. 

I created a problem similar to the one we discussed in an attempt to see other students' 

methods for solving a similar problem, but also to get the student who presented her 

solution to attempt the same method again in hopes that it would clarify her thinking. 

In the last excerpt, I was not so focused on where the students' attention was, but 

rather, my attention was solely focused on me making sense of the method the student 

had presented. "One thing that teachers need to do continually is attend to the 

mathematics in the situstion and communicate where their own attention is - and not be 

too concerned at directing the student's attention there as well" (Pimm, 1996, p. 13). 

The other students participated in trying to understsnd the solution method presented by 

the student In this way, students participated in collective reflection because they 

reflected on and objectified the mathematical contribution as it was shared (Cobb, 1997). 

In order to better facilitate students mathematizing, my questions and prompts could have 

initiated shifts in thinking if I had stepped back and reorganized what had been done in an 

episode regularly. 
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Student Math Survey 

Although there were 21 questions on the survey, I analyzed the results from only 

the prompts I thought could be related to classroom discourse. The prompts, as they were 

numbered on the survey, were: 

3. I listen to other students talk about math. 

4. I talk about how I solve math problems. 

5. I ask my teacher questions when I do math. 

6. I ask my classmates questions when I do math. 

10. I work with other people when I am doing math.] 

16. It is important to talk about math. 

18. I have good ideas to share about math. 

19. When I share my ideas about math, people listen. 

The students rated the prompts by checking off always, usually, often, sometimes, rarely 

and never. I assigned the numbers 5, 4, 3,2, and I, with 5 being the 'highest' and 0 being 

the 'lowest' ratings. 

Table 5 shows that there was an increase in raw total points and in the mean rating 

per student response for questions 3, 4,6, 10, 16, and 18, while the points and mean for 

questions 5 and 19 were lower in November as compared with the July survey results. 

Tabl 5 Total Ra Points and M Ratin e . w ean ORS 
QaesIioD 3 4 S 6 10 16 18 19 
Number 
Sumoy .tal No. .tal No. Jul - Jul - Jul - Jul - Jul - .tal N<w 
~ 
T .... VI 100 71 84 84 73 81 84 68 19 98 1M 56 68 76 71 
Mtao 3.73 3.85 2.73 3.23 3.36 2.92 3.12 3.23 2.72 3.16 3.80 4 2.lS 2.62 2.92 2.73 
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t Ratin!!S I tuden Table 6. Direction of Movement along the Scale of Single S 
Question 3 4 S 6 \0 16 18 19 Totals 
Up 8 13 7 9 \0 10 10 6 73 

Down 8 3 11 8 4 6 2 8 SO 
No \0 \0 7 9 11 10 14 

12 
83 

Change 

Table 6 shows that there was more movement of ratings upward (toward always) 

in questions 4, 6, 10, 16, and 18 while there was more movement of ratings downward 

(toward rarely) for questions 5 and 19. The number of ratings that went up and down was 

the same for question 3. However, when looking at the total number of ratings, 73 

moved up the scale and 50 moved down, while 83 remained the same. This shows that 

students rated more prompts higher than they did lower. 

Table 7 gives the number of occurrences of each rating for each question in the 

two surveys given and Table 8 shows that the total number of occurrences of the rating of 

5 increased by I, the total number of occurrences of the rating of 4 increased by 7, and 

the total number of occurrences of the rating of 3 increased by 8, while the total number 

of occurrences of the ratings of2,l, and 9 decreased in the November survey as 

compared with the July survey results. 

T bl 7 N be ofOcc a e um r urrences of Eacb Ratio Ie 
3 4 S • 10 I. 18 I" 
JuI Nov JuI Nov lui Nov lui Nov lui Nov lui Nov JuI Nov lui Nov 

S 8 • S 4 3 4 S 4 2 4 • II I 3 3 I 
4 • 13 2 7 " 8 7 7 8 8 8 • 3 4 7 7 
3 3 4 6 8 7 I 3 7 I 4 3 7 S 4 S 6 
2 • 3 8 S • 7 8 7 • 6 6 2 9 10 8 8 
I 0 0 4 2 0 4 3 I S 3 0 0 • S 2 4 
0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 

Table 8. Total Number of Occurrem:es of Ratings 

I~ 
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Student Math Questionnaire 

There were some difficulties with the questionnaire. The responses on the 

questionnaire seem to support the idea that there are different views of what mathematics 

is (van Oers, 2(01). Students may have perceived that a teacher is teaching mathematics 

if slhe is actively showing the students how to solve a problem. I, however, in the design 

of the questionnaire considered teaching mathematics as inclusive of when a teacher is 

observing students solving problems together, joining a problem solving situation, or 

discussing students' solutions with the group. These views of teaching were probably not 

shared by the students. Therefore, most of the responses were not appropriate for this 

study. However, I recorded some responses in Table 9 that I found to be interesting. For 

the complete student responses from the questionnaires, see Appendix F. Spelling and 

grammatical errors have not been corrected. 

Students 13 and 22 did not respond to "What is mathT' in July but responded in 

ways that corresponded to the types of activities and discussions during mathematics 

instruction. More students responded that mathematics was something in life and 

involved problems in December than in July. Student 12 wrote that mathematics is 

understanding his or herself as well as others. Of note is that student 21 wrote that 

mathematics was boring and later wrote that mathematics is when you use your brain to 

solve problems. In question 3, students 13 adds that slhe would be talking in the later 

questionnaire and student 14 initial wrote that slhe would be playing, yelling, cheating, 

and hiding during mathematics in July and later wrote that slhe would be studying or 

doing homework. This seems like an improvement in classroom participation. In 

answering question 4, both students below wrote that they would be figuring out 
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problems in different ways which was a goal I had while having students share their 

solutions with the class. 

Table 9. Student Responses 10 Questionnaire Showing Possible Change in Pen:epliODS 
Question I: Whatis ..... ' 
Student July Doccmhcr 
Number 
6 Numbers DiHI .. Varibals Matbis In evemla.llf. 
8 Matb is _ YOU'" people _ overy day III01IIId you Math is a problem 
12 Matb is a aabjeoI tbat will show up in .. my day llfe. I .. Matb to me is a way to express a cIlllorelll pari of yoo. 

IIlIIIIhem tbat are pili fOSoIber, It is also _way of II is a way for ... to understaod cIlllorelll paI1B of other 
c:oamnmication. 

_too. 
13 Matbis that is involved in VOID' whole life. 
IS I 1bIulr. ..... is aapposcd to be • ,I, jus to help us when Matb is w ..... you learn bow to add, -. multiply. 

.. e .... older. ....dIvide. 
18 I 1bIulr. ..... is a _ ofIllllllhem .... cquatiO!lS, .... alot Matb is like alauguage with IIlI!Dbem. Matb ..... 

of oroblom solvi ... skills. • to solv. orObtems. 
19 Matb is fun sometimes but not most of .... limo. I 1bIulr. ..... is lots of IIlIIIIhem tbat are added 

mulli1>lied, .... dlvided. 
21 Matb is bcm:Ina Matb Is when you use your bmin to stov. 
22 ..... to me is divissluo, multiplylns, adding, .... 

• .....isoeededtO ... iObs. 
23 Matb is addition, subtraetioD, multiplicati .... divisi .... Matb is 'lUi d,I.,. tbat you do in eveyday llfe like In 

....-r ..... Iiacti .... quostioD S. \Matb Is used In .... kib:hen, at wOJi<, .... 
.,1 

24 Matb is IIlIIIIhem .... Matb Is _. we use ev..., day to 6 ..... tbInas out 

26 ..... is usIns aumbem .... solvias ques!lon with 
IlUIIlbeni. 

TT Matb is caleulatins Dmnbcrs, _ ............ otherneat I IbIulr. tbat ..... 1s leomins .... preparing for other 
stoff. Stull" IIICID!ing multiplylns, suIJInu:Iiog, .... usIns things In llfe. 
liactiems. 

Question 3: If I wen: to walk _ your, classroom .. biIe your ___ ........ bat would I see 1 
7 workias • writeIns In arc ","",,","lion book, mIseIojj oro You would so me doins .... probIcs .... osldos my firend 

band for the answer for belp or see tbat I .. ould be osldos qesutions about 
math. 

8 I. u-Ing 2.notlBlkins 3, solviasaproblom 4, 
writing or;""'" 

trying to soIv.11 

13 Y.., would sec molookins at my own paper.1IstooIos. You would see me u-Ing or .... .,Ij",esllllldJls. 
IakIns notes 

14 
ulevina _ bldioo _ _or_ ..... _lal dldIntllolsh 

18 - ....... my band -1BIkins to .... _ - osldos You would sec me workias on ..... problems .... 
quostioDaifIdoo·lunderstaod_ .. -wrili •• dowo 
........ -Iookios at my "mO·book -lisi<oios 

u-Ingto .... _ • 

23 Yoo would see molaklns notes, osldos for belp, or Y .. would sec ..... orkiog or osldos for I!c[p. 
readiJIj!. 

OuestIoo 4: If I were to _ YOU do .......... I,,,,,,, "OIl<, wbat would I sec you_, 
19 y.., would sec me workioo siIeody on .... 1DbI .. You would see me ems in diffnmt ways. 
2S Maybe osldos ..... ques!l0I!S .... trying to fisarc out .... TI)'ins to fisarc out a problem, trying cIlll ..... ways .... 

aoswer. If doo'~ thea I'D skip It .... go to ........ double eI!cekios my work. 
ques!lcm. 
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Discussion and Lessons Learned 

I found it extremely difficult to study the discourse that exists in my classroom 

due to the complexity involved partly because " .•• discourses are dynamic and ever

changing entities, and thus, determining their exact identities and mapping their 

boundaries is not as straightforward a task as a researcher would hope "(Sfard. 2000, pp. 

160(161). Sfard (2000) concludes that mathematical discourse can be learned if teachers 

demonstrate ways of doing mathematics while teachers also respect students' individual 

thinking. Although I was mostly in a leadership role, I believe that I began to set 

expectations for the students in their discussions. I attempted to look at themes that arose 

in the transcripts of the episodes. One thing I could do in the future is look, in a more 

detailed way, at my patterns of questioning once an initial question is posed. The quality 

of 'whole class interactive teaching' varies depending on how teachers scaffold, the 

opportunities created for reflection and degree of student ownership along with teachers 

abilities to anticipate responses and errors that may arise and the ability of teachers to go 

with students while continuing to fulfill lesson objectives (Jones & Tanner, 20(2). 

Sherin (2000) describes a format that seemed to be successful in allowing student ideas to 

be the basis of discussion while ensuring that these discussions were mathematically 

productive including collecting students' ideas, comparing and evaluating ideas, and 

focusing the range of ideas. This is termed funneling and allows the teacher to direct the 

content while emphasizing student ideas. Herbel-Eisenmann and Breyfogle (2005) 

suggest changing patterns of discourse from Initiation-Response-Feedback patterns to 

funneling and focusing patterns to allow for more student-centered discourse. 
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Strategies to get the students to take a more active discourse role were attempted 

including getting students to calIon other students and prompting students to try to 

explain the thinking exhibited while students were showing their solutions to the class. 

By having the students share their solutions on the overhead projector, I was more able to 

step out of the traditional teacher role and become a spectator. I still found that I was 

continually questioning, prompting, and responding to students. I would like to remove 

myself from the analytic center so that student-led discussion would increase (Nathan & 

Knuth, 2003) and I would like to implement strategies such as a "filtering approach" so 

that the conversations could continue to have mathematical precision and significant 

mathematical content (Sherin, 2002). 

Some of the elements of discourse such as gestures, tone during conversations, 

and written communication that were presented on the whiteboard are missing from the 

transcripts. These add additional dimensions to discourse. Webb (2004) found that 

student behavior largely mirrored the discourse modeled by and the expectations 

communicated by teachers. Throughout the episodes, I modeled behaviors I would like 

to see the students participate in - answering questions completely, labeling answers, 

adding information that clarifies solutions, making mistakes and finding errors. 

Hufferd-Ackels, Fuson, and Sherin (2004) describe a math-talk learning 

community as "a community in which individuals assist one another's learning of 

mathematics by engaging in meaningful mathematical discourse" (p. 81). The 

researchers delineate levels 0 to 3 of the math-talk learning community and four 

developmental trajectories: questioning, explaining mathematical thinking, source of 

mathematical ideas, and responsibility for learning. In examining the excerpts, my 
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questioning seemed to shift between a level 0 and 1 because I was generally the only 

questioner and I focused on student thinking by following up on student methods and 

answers. The student-~student talk was not student initiated. The learning community 

was generally at a level 2 for explaining mathematical ideas because I probed student 

thinking but sometimes filled in explanations myself. The "students give information 

about their math thinking usually as it is probed by the teacher (minimal volunteering of 

thoughts). They provide brief descriptions of their thinking" (p. 89). I was the main 

source of ideas Oevel 1) although I followed up on explanations and used student errors 

as mathematical ideas Oevel 2). Student ideas were raised, but not explored in detail 

Oevel 1). For responsibility for learning, the students had become more engaged by 

repeating what other students said at my request Oevel 1) while I asked students to 

comment on other students' work by asking whether they agreed or not and why Oevel 

2). 

Challenges I faced were similar to other researchers. Both process and content 

issues need to be included in mathematics instruction, teachers need to promote learning 

as students engage with appropriate activities, and especially, teachers need to elicit 

comments from students and decide how to react to and with these comments. Depending 

on the needs of the students, the beliefs of the teacher, and the nature of the content, a 

teacher may chose to what degree classroom discourse is oriented around content or 

processes (Sherin, 2002; Sherin, Mendez, & Louis, 2004). 

Sfard (2001) stresses that communicational approaches to teaching should 

complement rather than replace more traditional outlooks such as learning to acquire 

knowledge or skills. Nathan and Knuth (2003) found that, as a teacher continued to 
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implement reform-based instructional practices, horizontal discourse increased. Vertical 

discourse was prevalent in my classroom in that most of the conversation was between 

the students and me. In the future, I would like to see more horizontal discourse, students 

talking to each other, during whole class discourse. 

The episodes show that the lessons built on each other allowing for practice and 

reinforcement of skills and concepts in order for the students to build understanding. 

Basic skills and concepts of what a fraction means and how it can be changed into 

decimals and percents were taught directly as well as through games. The placement of 

the teaching and reinforcement of mathematical procedures were dispersed throughout 

the episodes. 

In the episodes where we reviewed homework, I was more traditional since I gave 

students correct answers. Still, within this context, the students gave answers most of the 

time, sometimes chorally. I did not have to tell the students all of the correct answer. 

When the students were sharing their solutions with the class, the answers came from 

them although I did lead them by showing my own agreement and disagreement. In every 

episode, no matter what type of activity or task we were engaged in, I solicited student 

ideas. I noticed that I rarely called on particular students, but instead gave prompts to the 

whole class to participate. Students readily volunteered most of the time. Many of the 

same students volunteered more regularly and I used different strategies to try to get 

students who had not shared their solutions to come up to share. It was somewhat 

effective since more students who don't normally volunteer did so. A couple of students, 

however, still did not respond despite encouragement from their classmates and me. 
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In the future, I would like to implement more inquiry-based tasks to allow 

students to explore and build on each other's mathematical ideas (Manouchehri & 

Enderson, 1999). I tended to give problems or tasks that were short term and generally 

dichotomous in that they resulted in particular answers. Instead, I would like to 

implement a style of questiouing and intense group work as demonstrated in "The Art of 

Posing Problems and Guiding Investigations" where the teacher "proceeds through 

defining a problem, focusing students' attention, and guiding the dialogue" (p. 147) so 

that students' ownership of the problem is established and the discussion follows 

students' thinking rather than mine. 

Throughout my research, I have discovered, even more so, that teaching is an 

extremely dynamic venture. In an attempt to summarize the different layers of a more 

enlightened teaching, Table 10 shows different continuums that may be traveled along in 

order to create a student-centered learning environment while also teaching the skills and 

concepts that the world expects students to learn. 

Table 10 FnIiShumed Thm;bing: Multi-l.evel Cnntionnm 

Traditional 
Routine Task 
Parrot Math 
Telling 
Skill for MasteJy 
Whole Class Lectun: 
Open·Ended Response 
Univocal Discolll!le 
Vertic:aI Discolll!le 
Sort Term Problems 

Refmm-Based 
Novel Task 
Invented Procedure 
Initiating 
Guided Discovery 
Peer Collaboration 
Dichotomous Response 
Dialogic Discolll!le 
Horizontal Discolll!le 
Long Term Problems 

While the Student Questionnaire gave data that was generally inappropriate to the 

study of discourse, I attempted to show some of the responses that may have shown 

students responding to the prompts in different ways. The student survey seemed to 
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show that more students responded with higher ratings in most of the questions that 

related to behaviors needed for or perceptions associated with participation in 

mathematical discourse. In attempting to use questionnaires and surveys, I learned the 

importsnce of having a definite focus for these data collection methods and piloting them 

before using them in research. 
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Conclusions 

Throughout all of the studies presented in this paper. I found that student 

participation is essential. Although I attempted to solicit more students to participate by 

trying new strategies, many of the same students volunteer more readily and more 

consistently. I found that, in the episodes where the students were sharing their solutions 

with the class. the wait time increased. I watched the students and waited for responses 

more often and for more extended lengths of time. 

In all of the studies. there was a climate of open sharing and disagreement The 

students were comfortable in asking for help as well as in questioning me about my ideas 

and correcting me when they found that I made mistakes. I model respect and interest in 

student ideas and they seemed to respond well to that One difficulty I found was that 

this did not always translate into students showing respect for and interest in learning 

from each other when working together in small groups. In the episodes. I placed the 

iPod at student groups and found that they did not communicate effectively when I was 

not present I noticed that their attention was not always to the task at hand and that they 

did not necessarily know how to listen to each other and build on each others' ideas. 

Connected to this is the idea that students generally discuss what the right answer is or 

what they got as an answer. I would like the discussion to move toward the process 

rather than the product I would like also like to focus on establishing a better discourse 

community with respect to collaborative students groups. 

Throughout all of the studies. I continued to speak much more than I needed to. 

Instead of continually prompting and questioning. I would like to experiment with being 

more of a silent spectator. Although students were engaged in all discussions and student 
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solutions were the topic of conversation, the direction of the dialogue was generally 

between the students and me and I controlled the dialogue rather than having peer 

discussion that seemed more autonomous. I would like the content of the discourse to be 

shaped by refinements the students make in their thinking rather than closure on 

presented tasks or problems. I would like the product of discourse shared understanding 

and sophisticated mathematical relationships and connections. (Manouchehri & St. John, 

2006) 

One area I continue to struggle with is planning. It's difficult to find time to 

choose tasks carefully, plan questions and prompts ahead with attention to anticipating 

student responses, and to plan for formative and summative assessment that acts to 

inform and guide instruction. However, because of my research, I have found numerous 

resources that provide worthwhile tasks and ideas for implementing them. I plan on 

following up by using these resources in my future teaching. 

I found that throughout the last study, I interrupted students while they were 

verbalizing their thoughts. I could better listen to the ideas of my students and take the 

time to think about how to respond or to allow other students to respond. While I was 

trying to predict and guide instruction, the way I interacted with students sometimes 

hindered my understanding of what they were trying to communicate. It is usually a time 

issue, but I should slow down instead of attempting to expedite learning. Speed and 

learning are contradictory concepts. By planning and taking my time to listen to students, 

I can facilitate learning because I will spend less time giving, repeating, and clarifying 

directions and rules. 
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Many different models and representations were presented at different times 

providing opportunities to apply skills in new situations. These also acted as reviews for 

the students. The problems presented to students seemed to be accessible while also 

challenging for students. I wanted to give the students opportunities to be clear and 

flexible in their thinking as well as use mathematical language and vocabulary 

appropriately. Even though the tasks were generally below grade level, I found that the 

solution sharing method took a lot more time than when I was in an instructor and 

assessor mode. It took time for the students to present their solutions, for the class to 

share what they thought about the solutions, and to decide if the solution was it's best at 

the time. 

One area that I seemed to do well with was in providing experiences that the 

students could build on and connect to. All of the tasks could be connected with each 

other and provided opportunities for students to review and practice skills in new 

situations. There were varied types of tasks and methods of instruction, continuous 

opportunities for students to get additional help, and many opportunities for students to 

improve their work. Most of the discourse provided opportunities for students to share 

their ideas, justify their thinking and form conclusions and generalizations. In the end, 

this self-study has shed light on how I can get ..... students [to] engage in authentic 

mathematical inquiry, act like mathematicians as they explore ideas and concepts; and 

negotiate the meaning of, and the connections among those ideas with others in class." 

(Manouchehri, 1999, p. 216). 
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Implications 

I found that doing a self-study is extremely personal. It cansed me to reevaluate 

my beliefs and values and therefore my curriculum. Although my fmdings and 

conclusions are limited because they may not be generalizable to others, I identify some 

implications for my own teaching and for the educational community in general. 

My Teaching 

I have consistently found that certain students participate in large group 

discussions more readily and regularly while certain other students rarely participate. One 

area that I would like to research in the future is participation. What does participation 

mean? What does participation look like? Do students need to be participating verbally? 

What methods or strategies can be employed so that quieter students have opportunities 

to share their ideas? What are some strategies for knowing that students are actively 

listening? 

One way I believe I can increase student participation is to set discourse 

expectations in the beginning of the school year. I recorded student conversations and 

found that many students didn't show active listening and thinking in their dialog. They 

interrupted each other, spoke of unrelated topics that distracted other students, and failed 

to question and follow up on other students' ideas. In the future, I will use recordings 

and play them to the class. I will have the students identify what is and is not beneficial 

while they are working in peer groups and when in whole class discussions. Checklists 

and rubrics can be created by the class and nsed for reflection and assessment. 

Even if students do not understand concepts and skills that I expect them to when 

entering (f' grade, I will not teach skills in isolation. I will use a curricular plan similar to 
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the one presented in the methodology and rich problem solving experiences, finding other 

opportunities to remediate as needed. The time that was lost in the 1" quarter to teaching 

basic skills could have been better spent with experiences that lead to deeper thinking and 

the establishment of expectations for a discourse community. 

I hope to provide more explicit instruction regarding how people can show they 

are thinking and how to build on others' ideas. One thing I can do is build a list of 

questions that students can choose from when they are confronted with a problem or 

solution they do not understand. I can teach and model using these questions and have 

expectations that they students will also use them. I plan on remaining more quiet once I 

give the students some ideas about how they can show that they are considering others' 

ideas. Carefully listening to students' ideas and recording them for discussion will help. 

I will work for more horizontal discourse. One way to achieve this may be to 

require the students to look at each other when sharing ideas and asking questions instead 

of looking at me. Although I have done this, I could be more consistent with my 

expectations. Another strategy may be to break the class into smaller groups. A smaIl 

group could sit in a circle facing each other while the rest of the class, including me, is on 

the outside of the circle. The expectation is that they students in the inner circle will hold 

an effective discourse circle. If they have a difficult time sharing, questioning each other, 

and building on each others' ideas, the audience on the outside could whisper ideas into 

ears or write ideas for the inner circle to share. The inner circle would not be allowed to 

ask the audience questions, but may share the audience's ideas and ask their peers in the 

inner circle what they think the ideas could mean and how it may help them. I plan on 
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interrupting students less and on baving longer wait time more consistently. I would also 

like to research more strategies for increasing horizontal discourse. 

I would like to plan more effectively for mathematics instruction by spending 

time choosing tasks, completing them myself, and planning initial and follow up 

questions and prompts. I need to develop and use formative and summative assessments 

more efficiently in everyday teaching. I need to research and develop strategies that 

address these needs. 

Opportunities for students to share their work, solutions to problems, and 

reflections are extremely useful. I will continue to use this strategy and along with it, I 

will do less of the talking about the work and solutions to empower the students as 

problem solvers. Giving the students time to reflect on work should be a daily 

occurrence. Students should also be given opportunities to share their reflections about 

other students' work in more routine ways. 

Beyond Me 

My study began small, with examining the types of questions I asked. It then 

became broader, so broad, that it became difficult to manage. It was useful to look at the 

entire semester informally, but for more formal self-studies, I think it could be more 

informative to start smaller, with particular lessons chosen for examination rather than 

larger periods of time. The amount of data was daunting. Also, bad I chosen particular 

lessons. I may bave been better able to study the planning that was or was not effective in 

facilitating discourse and creating a discourse community. 

It seemed that the more I was speaking and modeling in class, the more I was 

doing the thinking instead of the students. By not allowing students to do the thinking, I 
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felt I took away their sharing and questioning voices. More is less and less is more. If I 

listen more carefully, I will do less talking. If I model less, the students do more 

thinking. If I teach more explicitly, I will have to teach less. If I slow down, the students 

may learn to think deeper, and may not learn more content, but will learn to think more 

about the content 

I found it extremely useful to look closely at and listen to my teaching. It was 

very uncomfortable at times because it brought things to the surface that I otherwise did 

not notice such as how often and how much I interrupted the students during their sharing 

and questioning. I was anticipating too much in order to save time, but was also 

removing their power through removing their opportunity to share complete thoughts and 

ideas. 

Finally, conducting research and communicating with others about teaching is 

important Finding and grappling with other researcher's studies is invaluable in learning 

to teach better. Sharing research with other teachers and discussing the issues it brings up 

allowed me to broaden my understanding of mathematics and of teaching. Openly 

communicating about my teaching with others and learning about other peoples' ideas 

and instructional strategies has helped remove boundaries that could limit my learning 

and my students' learning. 
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Appendix A 
Phase 1 Data 

Episode I: October 29, 2004 

I ••• before .. .it tells you the rules of the game in the box. 
2 So ... It says that a dart player bas entered a contest in which he throws two darts at a dart board. If 
both darts hits the bull's eye, he wins $10. Ifane dart hits the bull's eye, he wins a key chain. If no darts 
hit the bull's eye, he gets no prize. After much practice, this dart player bas found that he's very accurate 
when he throws the first dart, hitting the bull's eye 80% of the time. Unfortunately, he's less accurate with 
the second dart. He hits the bull's eye 50% of the time with his second shot. So think about that. If he hits 
the bulls eye 80% of the time. What !1m! that mean'l 
Upon reflection, students could have been given time to reo.d on their own and discuss together. rather than 
me reading to them. 
3 Sorry, what'l 
4 So you're saying, he'll mostly hit it, because 80% is most of the time'l 
5 OK. And what do you think, I-'l 
6 K. So he's most likely to hit the bull's eye and then miss. So if he threw the darts 10 times, how 
many times would he hit it'l If it was juat his first time'l 
This question asks for application of a skill. 
7 8, yeah, because 8 out of 10 is 80%. 
8 OK. But then the second time he throws it, he hits it 50% of the time. Wbat doe!! that mean'l 
This Is an open-ended question that leads to student Interno/lUlllon and application of the problem 
presented. 
9 Yeah. Threw 10,only hit5. 
10 What were you going to say'l 
11 About half the time, He'll hit the bull's eye. 
Many different students are given the opportunity to participate and give varied types of responses. This 
allows students that are not yet able to participate, hear others' Itleas. 
12 OK. It says, make a prediction. Wbat "'*"'" the most likely nnt"9!!!!l for this dart 1I1ayer'l1s he 
most likely goin8 to win $10'l Is he most likely gonna win a key chain'l Is he going to get no prize'l I 
want you toexllJajn)'Ol!!" thinkiDi So you have to decide, [pause) is he going to win $10 [pause) is he not 
gonna wiD $10, [pause] is he gonna win the key chain'l So you need to come up with some sort of way to 
figure this out and you might get some clues if you look at the next page. Look at nwnber 6. [pause] It 
_ off a tree of possibilities of what might happen [pause) and you might be able to figure it out from 
there. So you're only doing number I, you're only making a prediction, but you have to explain in detail 
why. So it might help you to look at number 6 and try to add on to that if you need to. Does that make 
sense? 
Wherever there's a ptllISe, the students are thinking and agreeing with responses like 
"yeah" or "yes". 
13 You'rejuat making a prediction. You'renotdoinganythingelse. Only number 1. Youmight 
cirele it so that you remember or make a note to yourself "only do number I" but will you npderline 
explain yow !blnJd», your thinking cause that's what's most important. that you explAin Are there 
questiQM about what "Playing nart.," is? 
These questions are asking to checkfor student understmuling of the directions of the task and to get them 
to exptom thinking. It emphJJs/us that explanations are the most important things. 
14 No? You all understand? You're juat writing ... predlction and explanation. 

Episode 2: October 30, 2004 

15 The shaded squares in the 10 by 10 grid on the right represent 54 hundredths, written as a decimal, 
54 hundredths, ev"!Ybod)' with me'l 
16 or 54 pereent of the whole square, hrqll!i!l percent means per? 
This Is a recall question. 
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17 Hundred, K. So percent can also represent a value and they show a dollar there. A dollar is 
basically a hundred pennies so one penny would be 1 % of a dollar. So, a dltne would be what percent of a 
dollar? 
18 Thanks 1-·, 
19 yeah and a quarter would be what percent of a dollar, Kannni? 
20 2S%, yeah, good. And a nickel would be ..• 
21 5%. So you add up cents, you're just adding up perceuts. So you have some money there and it 
says 43 cents represents 43 hundredths or 43 percent of a dollar. Easy, yeah? 
These questions ask students 10 apply the skill. Many students answer, showing their 
understanding in order 10 move on 10 the next tasks. 
22 70 cents represent 70 hundredths which is 70% of a dollar. So for nwnber I, it says write the 
decimal and percent for the amount of money as part of one dollar. So you have 10 cents plus 5 cents plus 
3 cents which is 13 cents, right? 
This questions tests if the students are listening because 1 moke an error on purpose. 
23 18 cents. I'm glad you're listening. Which looks like this? Right? Yeah? Which is 18%. 
[pause]2S plus 2S plus 2S plus is 75 plus 5 is 80 plus 2, is that right? 
24 82 hundredths of a dollar. Which is 82%. And then we got 50, 60 cents. Now this is where a lot 
of people were messing up. If they saw that, they Iold me, sometimes, that that is 6%. That Is Nor 6%, 
that is 60% percent because this is in the tenths place, and you need hundredths in order 10 have percenL 
So I need you 10 be really careful with that. Some people aren't looking up here. And It's those people that 
sometimes make mistukes like that. K So for Nwnber 4, 75 percent, looks like this as a decimal. Did you 
have that for nwnber 4'1 
Anticipating possible misconceptions that students will moke is the point of this discussion. Students are 
getting a little distracted and their responses Indicate that they seem bored or would rather be doing 
something else. 
2S K. Nwnber 5. Should look like this. This is where people mess up. You're looking nt this paper 
right now. Because this is a review. I'd like you 10 remember this, forever. Remember we looked through 
the newspapers in the beginning of the year? We found all kids of percents in there. We 1aIked a little bit 
about how you put money in a hank and you get an interest rate. And if you don't know how 10 use 
percent, you may get jippecl out of some money. Chances are you want 10 keep as much money as you can, 
right? And make as much money as you can. So you golla know what interests rates are. If somebody 
tells you this and you think that that looks like 
Using realUfe examples and previous discussions to reinforce concepts and show them the Importom:e of 
the skill and concept. 
26 Yeah. This. That's very very different You've gotta be really really careful with that. Number 
6. Did you have this? 
27 Number 7. Did you have this? 
28 K. If you dldo't have these, then you should probably come and see because you may need help. 
Um. Number 8. Should have this. 
29 You have that'1 
The students respond In a more positive way after exp/alning the Importom:e of the skill. 
30 K. Number 9. You should have this. 
31 Nwnber 10. You should have this. 
32 Nwnber 11. 
A student asks for clorljlcation showing that she luis Interest In the topic. 
33 Yes. Always put the zero before the decimal point That way we know that it's a decimal. If you 
just have a decimal, sometimes we can't see it or we're not sure what it means. Everybody in the mnth 
world, anywhere in the world, will know that that's a decimal cause it has a zero and then a little point, and 
then some nwnbers. If you just have a point some people might not know what you're talking ahonL And 
the lust one, number II, should look like that. 
34 Yes? 
AU of these questions were to checkfor CO"ect answers that students gave In an In class exercise. 
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35 You should bave all of these correct. If you don 'I, what you need to do, is you need to make a 
note to yomself that you need to get help. Maybe write at the top of this paper "I need help" because 1 got 
some of these wrong and 1 should know this a1resdy. This was not difficult because there were not any 
opemtions, you just had to put the decimal in the right p\a<:e. So remind yourself "I need some help" and 
make a plan to get it. Put that inside your Weekly Report Folder in the left band poeket so as soon as you 
open il, you'll see it. That way you'l1 remember evel)' lime you open that folder that you need help, if you 
need help. 
1 give these types of directions to put the responsibility on the students to care for their own learning. 
36 K. Evel)'one got a Playing Darts sheet and 1 told you yeaterday that, if you lost il, you would 
write evel)'thing out by band. So you should bave il, or you're gonna bave to copy it from somebody. 
Your job last night was to resd through the direelions of the game and to make a prediction and explain 
why you think so. So who would like to share their prediction? Anybody prren share what they think 
will !mmJen and whv, K. C--. 
37 Did you all hesor her? 
38 Do you agee with her? 
This questions is asking students to discuss what another student said 
39 You thought that? That he would probably get a key chain cause it's really likely that he'll get the 
80 out of 100, the 80 %, but it's only haIf·halfthat he'll get SO. Looks like T-- disagrees. What do you 
think, T·-? 
40 Why? 
41 D---. Right now you're being rude, because T-- is talking. 
Tiffany gives a very detalkd explanation that disagrees with a previous student's Idea. 
42 So she thinks that the percentage Is blgh enough because of the 80 and them haIf·haIf. 
43 K. Kelru. What do you think? 
K _., again, disagrees and feels free to shore this disagreement showing an open discussion. 
44 Any other itfrns? 
45 This one's not as clear maybe as the other ones that we played, the Card Game and the Dice 
Game? What !!!!!Ices this one a little different? 
46 OK. 
47 And, what about darts mAkes it a little hit different 
ThIs repeated questions Is trying to get the students to notice simiJmlJies and differences to make 
connections with activities previously done. 
48 K. So how tfrgt that rnaJre it different than the Card nap or the Dice Game? 
One of my special education students was sharing Ideas that did not fit the question. 1 had to redirect and 
answer In a way that did not address his question. 
49 OK. So, in this case, you've got different degrees of winning. You could win all the way, or you 
could win part way, or you could not win at all. In the other games, you either got a point, or you dido'1. 
So that makes It a little more complicated 
1 would have rather had the students come lip with their own reasons, but the conveTSalion was not going 
as 1 had ant/cIpoied It or wanted It to. 
50 OK. Was the Dice game probability? 
ThIs questions was In response to a students detailed description that we were dealing with percent and 
percent Is just probabU/ty. 
51 So it was all probability, but this is a little different, because, you menlioned, percent of the time, 
yeah? Whereas before, we were talking abont the role of a dice. So yon had maybe a one out of a six 
chance of gelling a number, so M--, what were you going to say? 
52 What makes it different than the Dice Game and the Card Game? Did you forget what you were 
going to say? 
53 I'm SOfl)'. I'll come back to you. K-? 
K···· brings up the Idea of skUI versus chance games. 
54 OK. So, if you practice at playing darts, you usually will get better. That's kind of different than 
what's bappening here, though, because he's doing better the first time, and then he get's only 50% on the 
second So this iso't following the normal skill that you're talking about. But normally, when you do play, 
the more you play, the better you gel, so like when I play darts, the first dart may be a little bit off and then 
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my second darts is usually closer. But Ibis is kind of backwards. And maybe that makes it a Httle more 
compHcated too. 
If 1 were able to do this again, 1 would rwt exploin, but insfelld let the students discuss the Ideas 0/ sldll and 
chmu:e. 
55 OK. Using a spinner is a Uttle bit different, Uke C-- said Now, we're not actually tbrowing 
darts, we're using a spinner. So the skill is taken out, that you bad mentioned When you actually play 
darts, you can use your skill, the more that you play, probably, the better you'd get. Other ideas? Do you 
remember yours' M--? 
56 No? Any other ideas? 
57 Yes? 
58 Yeah. You don't have player A or player B. Yeah. Any other ideas? 
59 OK. So she says Ibis one we're using percents and the other one we were using fractions. What 
do you folks think of that? M--, you remembered? 
I think this line 0/ questioning was good because 1 did rwt teU the stodenIs that fracttons were percents, but 
insIeIld let them discuss It and remember previously taught sldlls wlthfraction, decimal, and percent 
conversion. 
60 You're saying that this one bas less evidence? Wbatdo you """,n? 
61 So you're saying that it's easy to look ata number of cards? And iI's easy to know that there are 
only 6 chances when you role dice, but in this one, il feels a Uttle differenl because you're unsure of what's 
going to happen. Is that what you mean? Booms you're dealing with two different percents? 
62 And SO there's lots of differenl places that this could land Yeah? It's not just going to land on a 1 
or a 2 ora 3 or a 4 or a 5. But you can lam! AAfWhere in this clreJe. So iI's a little bll crntftm!oa Is that 
what you're trying to say? It's bard to nmke aclmjce 'krause you don't know what eyitft:mq to use. 
Here, 1 am answering the student's question. 1 don't think 1 should have done this. 
63 OK. What were you guys talking about back there? 
64 Do you have an idea? 
6S Talking about sometbing else? 
66 Whal were you thinking? So that we can hepr your thoupts'l 
67 Yeah. That's what Keola was saying. That while it's saying that it's a dart game. This is actually 
a spinner game. So there are different things going on. 
68 So in this case, they're giving you some lbings that you have to aa:ept. They're telling you that 
every time he shoots the dart the fusttime, he's gonna get a bulls eye 80% of the time. They're telling you 
that that's what's going to happen. So. when you look at Ibis fust spinner, it's either gonna land here, or 
it's going to land here. And there's more chances that it's gonna land in this bigger spol because this is 
covering 80% of the circle. So we're not actually throwing the darts, but they're giving you sometbing that 
you have to accept. He will bil8O% of the time the fust shol and SO% of the time the second shot. So 
you're kind of pretending that you're tbrowing the darts and this is bis fust shot and Ibis is bis second shot. 
So it makes it a little bit confusing. But, it'll make more sense as we practice, as we play it. 
69 I wanl to go back to A-'s question, she said, 0--, that before we were using fractions, but now 
we're using percents. Does anybody have anytbing to say about that? Wby is it the same thing? 
Here, 1 went back to the problem the stodenIs htul with percents, decimals, and fracttons so that we can 
clorlfy the Issue more. 
70 OK. So give me an example of what you mean. How are these peicents Uke fractions? 
An open-ended question that could have mo:ny responses helps continue the discussion. 
71 OK. 
72 Do you want to finish or do you want me to ask someone else? 
73 Sorry I can'l hear you. 
74 OK. 
75 Continue what he's saying, lr--. 
Asks arwther student to Intemol/ze someone else's Idea and make It her own. 
76 OK. 
77 So you bad your band up after that, A-, what were you going to say? 
78 So A-'s asking "can you turn a fraction into a percent'/" 
79 Can you turn a percent into a fraction? 
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I put A---'s queslion back on the closs to answer. 
80 So. If this is 80%. what does that mean? SO? 
81 Hundretbs. 
82 Which mea ... ? 
83 K. And can you change that? 
84 Into anything else? 
85 What else can you change it to? 
86 Yes? 
ff7 What other fractions can yon change it to? 
88 What else? 
89 All of that means 80%. 
90 4 out or 5. If you think about that. 
91 8 out of 10. 80 out of lOO ... So are these fractions? 
92 They're just looking at the circle as being the whole tblng and in this case they changed this into 
20 out of a hnndred of the circle and 80 out of lOll of the circle. For this one 5 tenths or one-half. One
half. one-half. Yes? 
The previous Une of questioning cholJenges students to moke meaning muJ come to concloslons for 
themselves. 
93 Yep. Then we would be breaking up the circle into really really tiny pieces. It could go on 
forever. 
94 Infinity. 
95 OK. Um..It's tlme to play the gante. So If f you look at number 2, it says use spinners to model 
this player's dart throws. Spin the 80% spinner first and then the 50% spinner. So if you get, If you land in 
the 80% here you get a hil Then you would spin ou this one and if you get the hit here, you get the $10. 
Right? 
96 But, If you land here at the 80% and then you miss here. What do you get? 
'TI K. What if you miss here and you win here? 
98 And If you miss both. 
99 Yep. I don't have enough money to pay you all $10. 
100 This is a simulatlon. A pretend gante. 
101 OK. So thanks, D-- for speaking up, but that's OK. Record the prize outcome for each set of 
spins in the chart below using tally marks. Do this at least 30 times. The more data you collect, the more 
reliable your results will be. What do we call that when we have more data? 
102 Yeah? 
103 Beautiful. Say that one more tlme. 
A student mokes a generall<Plion that was /eamed before, the Large Nwnber Princ/ple. 
104 Remember the Large Number principle? The more you play something, the more chauces all of 
the different tblngs will come up and it'll become closer to wbut should actually happened, I mean in 
pretendland. Uke the difference between ides! mechanical advantage and actual mechanical advantage, 
wbut really happens in a machine in real life and wbut the machine was made to do? DIfferent tblngs. So 
the more you play, the more it'll be like the tbeoretlcal prohabllity. So I want you to get into partners. 
Wail How many people do we have? We're gonna to have partner and then one group of three. And take 
turDS spinning and it tells you bow to do il You just put the paper ou the table, one person can hold the 
paper down to make sure it doesn't move. Use your pencil, get a paper clip, and kind-of just stmlgbten one 
end out and spin using the paperclip. Very simple. Take turns. You don't each have to do it 30 times, 
yeah? You can go back and forth. 
105 Don't mess with the paper clip. And. Cause with the spinner sometimes you can ntake it do 
something by bitting it with a certain amount of strength or starting it in one place and just pushing it a little 
bil Don't do that so that your working with chance and not skill. Sodou't try to cheat is wbut I'm saying. 
I think I would have rather let them "cheat" while playing the game. It would be a good 
way to Introduce the idea of spinners rathe, thtm me giving them the rules. It may have 
led to more heated discussions at the conclusion of the game. 
106 Can you ntake your own partners or should I choose for you? 
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107 
to you. 
108 
109 
110 
III 

OK. Some people aren', getting up. I guess \bat means you're working with someone sitting nex' 

8-._., who's your partner? 
Yep. You know where they are. 
Yes. 
So \bat i' doesn'l roD off? 
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Appendix B 
Phase20ata 

Episode 1: The Triangle Inequality Rule (March 16.20(5) 

1. Review of Measurement Concepts 

One of the lIlI\Ior ideas I wanted to review with the students is the size of unils of measuremen1s and even, 
further. how to choose an appropriate unit of measurement. I did this through discussion. 

Show me with your honds aboUl how big a centimeter is. How big an Inch is. How big afoot is. 
AboUl how big a meter or yard is. 

TeU me something in this room thlll you would measure with a meter stick. J. Do you agree? M. 
Do you agree. Someo1l8 else. teU me If you would agree? Why not? So why wouldn't thlll be 
good for you? Can anyo1l8 add on to what K said? 

I was hoping to get the students to talk about accuracy and realize that it would be good to measure a table 
in the class in feet or inches. 

What would be the best unit to measure the toble? What would be the best most accurate way of 
measuring? 

Studenls responded that feet would be most appropriate. 

TeU me something else you would measure in the room and how you would measure It. Anyo1l8 
agree or disogree and teU why? 

What else could we measure, but not in feet or yards, or meters? What could you measure and 
with what other units? 

A student responded that they could measure their name lags in inches. I discussed how. when I bought 
them, they weIe described in inches on the box. 

Does anyo1l81cnow why I'm thinking thlll it would be OK to measure the name tags in centimeters 
instead o/lnches? 

The smaller unit you have, the more accurate your measurement is. So If you have big objects, 
you would want to use bigger units, bUllfyou have smaller objects, you would want smaUer units. 
Measurement is never exact, never. You could always use smaller units. Objects could be 
microscopic, when you would 11800 to have a microscope to see It. Then you would 1I8ed really 
smaU units. BUl measurements is never exm:t, it can just be more or less accurate depetUiJng on 
the size of the units. 

2. Tmnsition 

You have noodles at your desks. Raise your hand If you would use yards to measure this? 

Studenls laugh as I hold up a piece of Iingulnl and respond no. 

Good! How aboUl feet? No? Good. Well you could use these, but you would have fracttans 0/ a 
yard. or feet. 
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I'd like you 10 toke a piece 0/ Unguini and break it into three pieces. I was modeling on the 
overhead projector. 7ry 10 make a triangle. Afro you do IIuzt, I wanl you 10 measure II. Bur teU 
me, whot would be the besr unir 10 use 10 measure these three pieces? 

What Is the besr unir, to use 10 ger the most accurate measuremenJ. OK let's try II wiIh 
centimeters. Look at that. Where Is II? It's between 7 and 8. So I would have 10 choose 7 or 8. 
So are centimeters the most accurate unir? What would be the best unit? Yes, miJJimeters. 

How many miJJimeters are In a centimeter? 10 miJJimeters In each centimeters and how 75 
miJJimeters Is the same at 7 and 5 tenths centimeters. That's why you used declmols yesterday. 
You can do II either way. I/you have 75 then you should have mm next 10 II or 7.5 wiIh em next 10 
II. What would be easier for you? I'm going 10 toke a vote. Do you wanllO use declmols or 
whole numbers? 

The studen1s voted for using c:entimeteJS with tenths. I measured the three pieces of my Iingulnl on the 
overhead and reminded the that measurement is never exact, but that the data should be consistent Eight 
centimeters should be written as 8.0 instead of 8 and when talking about data to say it mathematically 
correctly sucb as "ten and 3 three-tenths centimeters." 

Which side Is the smallest .. .the medium. . .and the long side? You are going 10 record that doto and 
sketch II. I wanllO see the sketch labeled wIIh the measurements including the unir labeL R£cord 
doto on the charts as you create your non-triangle and triangle. 

I distributed the rulers and first data collection sheeL 

Does everyone understond how 10 use the rulers they hove? Yes. Goad. Now you have a new 
ruler. Swilch rulers. 

Stnden1s are confused. 
Do you understond how 10 read that ruler? If you don't like that ruler, you can ger up and ger 
another one. 

I went over the directions and wrote steps on the board with stndent assistance. 

What Is yOUT first step? Get a piece 0/ Unguini. Break into three pieces. 7ry 10 make a triangle. 
You may or may not have one. If you don't hove a triangle then, II's a non-triangle. You need 10 
use the appropriate side of the paper. One Is for non-triangles and one Is for triangles. Sketch It. 
Label the sides wilh the units. I/you make a triangle, then next you w/U make a non-triangle. 
Measure the sides. Have afriend check It. Sketch It. Label II. Do the opposite. Continue 10 ask 
kids 10 repeat directions. Asked for questions. Are you sure? OK. Now you may SlOTt. 

3. Stnden1s Measure, Collect, and Record Data 
4. Whole Class Data Collection and Discussion 

M notices that some data does _ make sense. We move it to the other chart. 

We can do a few things 10 make sense of this data. All 0/ the Unguini SlOTted at abour the same 
length. Then, when we break II into three pieces, aU 0/ the pieces have 10 be abour the same 
length. You're not going 10 have a smoU piece that's going 10 be afoot long. You're not going 10 
have a long piece that Is abour a mile long. We can find the average lengths. Around how big Is 
the smaU side of a non-triangle. Around how big Is the side the long side of a triangle? Using the 
pieces 0/ Unguni. We're looking at measures 0/ cenzral tendency. Mean, media, and mode. These 
teU us around how big aU 0/ the pieces should. 
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I asked students for their definitions of the three measures of central tendency. They gave their definitions 
and how they would find the mean, mOOian, and mode. I went over how to use the c:aIcuIatoIS. 

You're job is to choose one of the pieces of doIa. Could just do the smoll side of the small 
trlIlngle, or medium side of the non-trlIlngle, etc. Circle the top of the toble to show which piece 
of doto you do. I suggesr that you do the mean in school because you have 5 minutes and a 
cakuJatqr in school. You can do the mediJm and mode oJ home. 

Wbile the students were c:aIculating their means, I was doing it on the chart for all of the data. I had to 
remind them that we were rounding to the nearest tenth since we were using tenths of centimeters. I 
cin:ulated around the room while students were working with their data. K had a mean that was way to 
high. J wasn't sure how to read his data. I asked him questions so that he could decide for himself. The 
video-tape ran out when we had about 4 more minutes of class. 

The next day, I followed up with their data and used some from our chart to discuss outliers and how to 
determine what the most appropriate measures of central tendency are given certain data. 

Episode 2: Parallel and Perpendicular Lines (March 17, 2005) 

1. Follow-up on Episode I 
Did anyone have a hard time finding their mean, mediJm or their mode? Since nobody hod a 
problem finding their mean, median. and mode, p/eQse take that paper, make sure your name is on 
It and make sure I can teU whaJ your mean, median. and mode are. Everyone should have them 
labeled in centimeters. Some people wUl not have a mode because a number may not have 
occurredmore thononce. If that is true,put "mode" and then "none" so that 11aww. 

Did anyone have a question before they tum that in? Other questions? If you finished It, you can 
give It to one person oJ your toble and that person bring It to me. 

Yesterday I mentioned that sometimes you have a piece of doto that doesn't j/I. What did 1 caU 
that? 

K answered outlier. I spelled it on the board and explained that an outlier am mess up the data. 

Let's think about the smoll side of a non-trlIlngle. What could It be around? 

Students answered two-tenths, three and two-tenths, and four and two-tenths ••••• 

I saw a lot [of measurements] Uke this •.• .and some more Uke this .. _ 

I was writlng on the board. 

Right now you should have this poper, and using this doto (on the board), I want you to find the 
mean, median, and mode. You don 't need a cakuJatqr. Th£se numbers are easy. Yep, aU of 
these, on the board. So here we go. I'd Uke to do to start is by puJting them in order. That helps 
me. What's the smaJlesr one? 

Students and I discuss list the numbers: 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8. 2, 2 again. 2.5, 3.2, 3.3,4.2 

and I'm going to put an outlier in here. I'm going to say somebody hod 25.1. Yep, something's 
oJ!. Let's pretend somebody got that. OK? 

So you odd It aU up right? Right? To find the mean? 
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I proceed to add the data on the boanI using compatible numbers and mental math, wbile most of the 
students are doing it as well on their own. 

That's what 1 get. So somebody else, 1 hope that you get that. See if you got the some thing that 1 
got. Yes, you should be adding U up too. You got 48? Hmm. OK. 

And I double-check my work on the boanI as I talk tbrough my mental math. 

You got48? 1 got that too. OK. J..ooks like 48.2 might be U. Several people got that. And if you 
were a sclentlst,you'dactually useacalcuhttor. We're going to use 48.2. Wllhme? What do 1 
divide by. 13 goes Into 48 ... .3 ••. yeah. •• I3 goes Into 92? 7? K. 

We discuss what we do with the remainder ... 

OK. Take a look at our data. Most of our 1IID1Ihers are less than 3. Our mean Is 3.7 cenJinreters. 
What's our motk? 2 centimeters. What's our median? 

Students answer 2.0 

Notice .•. What's up over there? Stop already. There's a big diJPrence here. When you're talking 
about olmost 2 centimeters diJPrence, that's a lot when you're talking about a sma/l piece of a 
noodle. So In this case, what Is my best measure of central tendency? What rt«dly teUs us about 
how big the smallest pieces are. These do. Remember yestertioy, we talked about what outliers 
do? This 25 cenJlmeters really threw US off. That's a big difference when you're looking at a little 
noodle. That's what Important •• .sometimes certain measures of central tendency are berter than 
others. Got U? Always look at the mean. medlon, and motk and then look back at your original 
data and decide "what Is giving me the best i1ifr>rmatIon about this data?" 

We continued to discuss thnt the mean. median, and mode worked well yesterday. But today, the best 
would be the mode and median today because of the outliers. I collected their papers. 

2. Lend Into the Lesson 

Students were asked to get a piece of paper. I asked them to observe what I was doing on the boanI and 
write down what they observed. 

Please write your name and date In the top right. And at the top on the /irS/line, 1 would like you 
to write Parallel and Perpendicular lines. 1 want you to take obsertlations about what 1 am 
doing. You are not copying what I'm doing, you're describing what I'm doing. You're going to 
describe what I'm doing on the board. No talking, just describing. 

3. Lesson 

I use a compass and protractor to make parallel lines and stop In between the steps thnt I take so thnt they 
students can describe what I did. 

Somebody teU me what 1 didftrst. Then what did 1 do next? Yes, they Intersect there. Those are 
intersecting lines at that polnr. 

Students continue to describe, In writing, what they observe me doing. 

OK. Somebody teU me what 1 did. 
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M: You made a stmight line. And drew one intersecting line •.•• 

Yes. l11/8tlSlUed my angle and found out that It was 75 degrees. And in order to 111I1ke a parallel 
line is by 111I1idng the same angle 11/8tlSlUement oJ the intersection of the lines. But, there's another 
way to teU that they are paralleL 

A student volunteers and touches on the equidistance between the two lines. I continue to discuss the idea 
of equidistance between each line at every poinL 

They w/U never touch each other. The opposite of parallel lines are skew lines. Somewhere, 
skew lines wiU Intersect. These two do not Intersect, but if they kept going on, they w/U eventuoJly 
touch. They are not intersecting yet. Some lines are parallel, some are intersecting, and some are 
skew. We have a specialldnd of intersecting line which is called perpendkular. Now tum your 
paper over and observe what I do now. 

I make peIPendicular lines on the bomd, taking small breaks, so that they can write their obsetvations. We 
discuss that one of the angles is 90 degrees, then all of the angles are 90 degrees and how they are 
complemenlafY and supplementary. 

These are intersecting lines that are special because they intersect oJ 90 degrees and they are also 
called rightangles. Anyquestions? Wlthme? OK. Now .. _ 

(the tape ended) I told them that they have to make parallel and perpendicular Iines following the steps they 
observed. I went around the room helping students as needed. A few minutes later, I changed the video
tape. 

I'm giving you two more minutes and that's aU the time we have. 

Some students were struggling and I hade to comlnue to help them. While I was helping some students, 
others were playing around. How could I get them to have good discussions during this time? I realized 
they didn't know what they were doing and I was running out of time. 

OK. Our time is up. We w/U try to 111I1ke parallel and perpendkuJar lines tomorrow so save your 
paper. Give one person each of your suppUes. To hold. 

I'm running out of time. I'm just going to coOect the unit test. Make sure your names are on 
them. 

I went around collecting supplies. The next day was the last day in the quarter and we were unable to go 
hack to revisit parallel and peIPendicular lines untI\ two weeks later. I assigned homework because we 
were running out of time. 

4. The Assignment 
Take out your muth book. Tum to page 326-327. Your homework is page 327, numbers 6-13 and 
page 328, numbers 1-21. So right now, look over the problems and let me know if you have any 
questions. 

Classify means name. Uke we were classifying triangles as isoscleles, scalene, equilntllral .. .so if 
you're classifying lines, you would caU them perpendicular, parallel, intersecting •. .Any other 
questions? 

OK. Everybody look oJ numbers 10-12. 
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I read aloud the directions and res1aIe them in another way. I do an example and ask for vohmteelll to 
check for undeJS/Bnding 

Any questions from the next page? Remember you do not tilted a protractor because you have enough 
information since you know whot compkmentory, suppkmentory, and vertical angks are. This Is your last 
math assignment of the quarter. You have to tum It In tomorrow. If you don't have time to do It at home, 
you should do It In school. Does everyOtllt understand thor? 
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I ~ Quarter Curricular Aartifacts 
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FIND A PLACE 
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VI 
-l 

Student Number _ , _ Dale __ _ 

I. I like malh . 
2. (listen 10 my teacher during mnth lessons. 

~ listen 10 olher ' Iudent' talk aboul math. 
4. I talk about how I solve math problems. 
5, I ask my tencher questions when I do math , 
6. I ask my classmates questions when I do math. 
7, I am good al math. 
8. My teacher thin.s I am good at moth. 
9. \1y classmates think I am good at math. 
10. I work wilh olher people when I am doing math. 
II , I work b) myself when I do math in school. 

~ 

12. I work by myself whelll do mnth at home. 
t-;. - -

13 . I ask for help from my fami ly when I do m.th 
.. . 

14. My family helps me when I ask for help with my 
",ath, 
15. My fami ly thinks I 'lin good III math. 
16. It is imporlJlJ1l to ta lk aboul math, 
17. It is importanll0 wri te about ll11uh-,--

18. I have good ideas to share about IIll1th. 
19, When I share my ideas about math. people listen. 
20. Math is imporL1nt in my life right now. 
21. Math is imponant m the livcs of adull>. 
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ludenl Math QueS1JonoaJl~ 

I 
Sludent Numb<r __ 

WhlllS malh? 

( (Ad 

I v I 

~ I , 

If I were to ~·llk Into your Cl.~ room "hlle your teacher was 1eachln, math. 
"hal .. ould 1_ your teKher dot 0,' 

~ f J /.r. rd 
/ 

/ ' 

If I were to walk IOtO )'our clll room" hi Ie: y<>ur rtacher ..... s tcachlng Illiith. 
'" hat would ) ~e you ooing? 

I 

/ ' Is 
I 
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If I we,eto watch you do yow math homework, what would I see y u doino ? 

( r '(;'/ /7 

y (J 1/ ",C ...., ~,. 

/ 

De nbc tm .. In .'eryda) hfe (not In school) wher< lIlath I u'Cd'! How I 

Try to j;IH ,om< ... mpk_ of wh.n, ",here, and how math i, used 
math u,ed-I 

/ 

\ 

yo I 

Is the .. anythinJ .1 .. you'd like to say about math'! 
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Which point is incorredly labeled on the number line shown below? 

, 3 

.... 2! 21 
4 2 , ,!. 

J~tify your answer. 'f 

• • , . ~ ho"t 

, ~bt" i+ 'lO lA. frOn. 
+h~ 1\\\ J~\ t) ",of. Y 0 "'- w ; tI 
$« .J.k ~ If, s reo.\ly I ~ -... , • 
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... _---- ------ ...... "/ ... ___ .... OJ ....... ..... _ .... _ ..... __ 
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Thmk carefully about thr follu"'in question. Wnte a complrte answer. You may 
we dra",ngs, worth. iUld nwnb= to explain your answer. Be lure to show all your 
work. 

j()$'; ate 1/2 of a pIll 

E.lIa ate I J 2 of au. 
jo e laid that e ate more pJZZ.a than Ella. but Ella said they both ate tho WIle 

amounL Use words and pldUr .. to .how thaljose could be rigilL , 

')0)<. ell... -s ~~ \~ 'I~ .Ie. 

I~ \~ 7 

. ., ~~~o/. 

/' 
~~~ 

l{ 5 -Yz -'6 ~ - -fS 
~\.~ 
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q Z YL': - --l{ l{ 
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Jennifer is making a number line for fractions between 0 and 1. At which point 
should she put 1/2? At which point should she put il8? 

A BCD 
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If 
is 1/2 of a unit, then draw 1 unit. 

1 . ~ 

-,. 
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If is 1 urnt, then is 
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a. Kelly said "Be . . ' cause 4 IS greater than 2 " 

9. 
Ken said, "B 5 . . . ecause IS larger than 3 " 

c Kim . • . . S31d, Beca,use ~/S is closer to 1 th 2 " 
. KeVIn said "B an la· , ecause 4 + 5 is more than 2 + 3.~ 
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On • nwnbc lin .0.6 IS closes: 10 which of the follo .... mg: ", 
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Answer the (oUowing question about this fraction : 

23 
[1]. 

If this fraction is just( little more than l.t hat would I? I be? 

I 'CA,\ 

0 
" S+-
Z> Z' 23 ...... 

2-1 
1-

--~ 
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................................................... _ .... _ •.•••........••.•• 

Which shaded ngioo(s) show &-a.ctiom equlval@Dt to 2/a1 

• • 

• • 

• • 

a. FisUre 1 only 

b. Figure 2 only 6;;;;;k=-J 
Both figure 1 and ... 

either fijlUte J nor figure 2 
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, .. -----_ .......... ---_. __ ••...•......•.•.•..•..•.••.•... -_ ....... -- _ .•.•. . •. . 

L Who IS totTeCI-Odt ..... Bob, 0< boc.b or of"ithtr? 
b. Writ< &tI explan~OD to Odessa aod Bob about bow you figuncl out your 

answer. Draw you: own pictwet to go with yo .... tXJ>1anaoon. 
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" __ ' ~ -. 1 ; .......... 

~i • .., $ ... -

~~' -
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Jose created • game using twO numbf', ""be. of dlffertnt colon. The green cube 
had ODD multiples oC 3, and the red cube had EVEN multiple of 3. 

L What " ... the color of the cube that had the n~ 6? 
b. IJot SIX numbers thal could be on the OTHER cube 
c. CouldJosC design the same pme usin tnl1ltlples of 4? Explain your answer. , 

6 

'6 s 

1) & J \l) (b)}oJ ~ Y-J;l.Jj' 
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" 
-~ ..... ----

Patrick had only qua.nm, dimes, ""d niwls to buy cb. He ~t aU his money 
and receivtd no chan t . Could he have pent 99(? JumIy your II.1lswer. 
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Sharon and Jessica have a bog of 156 candie .. They want to find the greatest num· 
ber of candie. to put into 12 bags 10 that each baa will have the same amounL 

SharoD .Y' they should lee bow lDany tim .. they can IUbtnd 12 from 156. 
Jesska laY' they should divide 156 by 12. 
Who 11 COITKt7 Sbaron,Jealca, both, or neither? 

How do you know? 
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----...... ~.~~.; •...•..••••..... --.--.-...... -- ...... -_ ...•...•. -
Which word problem below could be represented by the number sentence 

6 x 3 '" IS? 

a. SIeve had 6 baseball _~ He bought 3 more cn.rds. How many cards does he 
nOw have? I.J. ~ -] 
Sieve bought6l,aYeball card packagl!" with 3 cards In each package. How many 
cards did he buy? t,l,') '-' ) 

c. Sieve had 9 baseball cards. He gave away 3 of them. How many e&rds did he 
bave left? "-1~ ~ 

d. Steve bad 6 basl!ball cards. He pUI the cards in 3 equal slaW. How many bue
ball cards were in each stack?~ ~ ). 

• x ·~ :::'1 

o 
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Mn. Fo_ ",.ntod 10 plan how 10 contact her IlUdenu by phone on case the 
r.dd tnp they were going on the next day neodod 10 ~ can«lod. Sh. d<cided to 
call 1 .., who would then call 2 0 tnU EKh of these IlUdcnu would 

.,. d u. d <onbnue until alll1Udenu 
h ;';;-n "caIl~;;', ~n."'i'Fo:::_ h.. 1 "" mon,' .tud .. u wlU need 10 
make phone alb if Mn. FOTest can; die lint ""dent? . 

How do you know! Show yOOT worlt. 

\~ 
-3\ -\'0 

f./ 'f.l i(fft2-1'1+8-1-1' 

aof.=' 2~ 'f, ' .. ~ ~ I2.J ~ " 

-------. 'I'; %.G. u, l;If, 2' ,'U; 10 
_ """Ht;. 'f.l .,. 
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Appendix F 
Complete Responses to Questionnaire 

- no survey admluistcJed 

moltipl)'lng, SIlbImcIlDg, and using 

~on Z: If I were to walk into yoot __ classroom wbllc yoor _ was _8 math, wbat would I see yoo _ doing? 

I My _ would be .•• I. wrlliDg OIl tho wblm bcmI2. T ... hlDg, .....u..g kik and a1so and she would explain and 
looking In her book so she c:an ask IIS~ .... 3. mU1ng us belp ldds. Also baving fun. 
tho definition of tho wORf. 

2 I ::yoo taIk~':.:: grade class I would be wr1t1ng, -
_ or em all kinds of math orobIems. 

3 I :::::.. on tho wblm baanI ~I .. hlh", _ to sol .. ibis Shy would be yc1Ilng a Tyler, MIcbael I. and I wbon we 
walk around to _ or shv will be wrl_ em tho baanI. 

4 My _:: ;',::;;sto me _ to do evCl)1lr1ng 
and would be me ems. 

5 Yoo·dc sec bcrc rdviDa us many. Mv_wouldbe thomathSllbied 
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6 ~, 'seeD UIO)' You ! whatW. were _ to do. 

7 you "lI onthe ' • book to the cIas> 
ouse.- the pn>bIem .;.;d~ wbting probI ..... em the 1xud or hoIp1ug poopIo with 

~ ~ 8 LWritiDgau the ~..!.~ as. Pl!ss!ng 

g- uy iWiiiifcf "!I as what wore lSi • DO the bonuI ..... · '1 ...... 

10 ~ -
If IfYi ..' wuuo my 

--teacbinB ....... you would ... my_au. 
chair facing the wbltc board. On the board would be aD 
dilfen:nt kinds of DIlIlII>em and wonIs and andIlike that. H. 
;;;;;;Jd~ • math to as. 

12 .. R' oy ~ ,would or 
us Ieam .... tbinp. ... board. y"" would see thai Ms. Aioua would be working ..... 

ff • to .. 
14 ,the ,domath t widimt know 
15 

'-DD';ck;';; ;,;"bi';';' &;it. 
to 

16 ~ ,my 
"" lIS how tofiSUR' out the 

17 , on the 1xud. -
18 ..writiDg • _ - -y 

~, 

19 1 ~.:::.=!...!Ohowing you DOW , solve ,wi1b 
Ini~ 

'wy ! !bingo with DIlIlII>em 

~ ,Is 
,doil the 
, ina. ,booka 

SiiO 
lhe-

!WliiiI bor explaining ou4givlng 

23 MY~~_ ,me tholplug-

24 

,_ 
.. nod 

25 ,=: '"'" ~ 
, D03IO 

126 wy iIiSBiiOiiI -teacbinBos. 

127 ISbc ~::mw:.s au the w_ "':"'" .to 
~ 

,math 

Question 3: If I were to walk into your __ classroom wbil. your _ WIIS -8 ....... what would I ... you doing? 

I =,be ••• I. T~..:::m..~"""'": !.u.. 1J5tmtiDg3. DOl 1Bkiug down notes and listing also paying alDlion. Also 
III'OIIDd 4. I at bor 5. down nlcelv most of of aD I .......... and last but not least b,;ri;;,.'fun. 

2 I ;.:!d be 1J5tmtiDg. or1Bkiug some ...... wbilo the_Is IJ5tmtiDg for what &be bas to say 
1aI' and _ .... some binls. 

3 ::::! ':" [we walk III'OIIDd to -J (or) I would be -
. to Mrs. Aiom 

4 I !. ~ not be playing and I would be payiog _DO and -
5 I listinJz and ToOldiiR at the wbltc board. I would mublv be f_ 011 mv mat book. 
6 ~~atthe_ WiliiliiiI ..... You would see me oaWur: albmlion to wbat she was saviu. 
7 working. wri!oIDg in are compositiDO book. miscIng are ...... Yua would so ... doing the probh:s and asking my_ 

for Cbe answer for holD or sec thai I would ~ ~.;;,,;;;tiCl!lS'-math. 
8 I. IJ5tmtiDg 2. POIIaIking 3. soIvlng. pn>bIem 4. writiDg ..,rna to solve it 

orcrasintr 
9 !J:. ~ in the cIas> I would be IJ5tmtiDg In the _ and [wouledsec me payiog _ and writiDg things thai is 

DO the borad. 
10 Duina mv work. 
II If you were to walk in my'S' grade classroom wbile my -

__ teacbinB ....... you Would::::..,1IIming at my 
_ • tofi ..... out what be was lIS. 

12 [would be ,unletiv in .... seat so......rr and_ y.., would see me __ to what Ms. Aiuua 
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c:oulcI boar. be mlsIng my band if I hav. any questiOllS and would be saying, I would be taking ..... or I would be 
tDkIog_ askIog questi ... so thai I can _ so thai I can do 

I myl."' ..... tgood. 
13 You would ... me looldog at my own papo:r.1lsIooIog, taking You would see me IlBI<Diog or sometimes talking. ..... 
14 018_ yelllnR bldlna _ _ or doing some homcowkr I didlnt fJolah 
15 - taking..... - ""vIog a problem - IlBI<Diog - ataybe 

_; ...... on 
16 You would see me pa)'iDB _DD tD wbat my """""" is You would see '"" pa)'iog _00 tD wbat my """""" is 

tD .... I 1JYiDa tD exotain tD tile class. 
17 Lookio,o on tile bord. 
18 - rasiog my band -1BIkiog tD tile """""" - askIog questioos You would see mo wO!ldog on math probI .... and IlBI<Diog 

ifldon·t ...... __ DB -writingdowoaoswers- tD tile teacher. 
looldog at my _hbook -1lsIImina 

19 I wiD be IlBI<Diog tD tile teacher. ADd taking ..... so I You would sec me writing numbers on a paper 
......... ndmath. 

20 J..isoiog tD wbat ... sed wri.tn DOIs or n:dioa my math book _.oIsWlwith_ 
21 Iistioa. 018_ wri ...... heI ..... _. with math 

22 - 1 would be pa)'iog atb:IIIIoo - writing...... - Asking 
qucsIi .... -";ckm,; math mobIems 

You would see me IlBI<Diog and looldog at tile board. 

23 You would sec me ._farhel .. or __ You would see me wDIkiIIRoraskinRforhel]J. 
24 I.isb:n and .-math promblems 1 would be I~ and doiog my wort 
25 You would see lIE pa)'iog atb:IIIIoo tD Mm. Omma and WJdng _ dowo and looldog at tile board. 

wriIiDa dowo.-. 
26 My 5" smde dass would cather be sitIiog and IlBI<Diog or wc IlBI<Diog 

would be waItintt_ world .... 
'1:1 I would be payIog _ and being quiet. 1 would be You would ... mo taking ..... and pa)'iog_01I. 

band to amwcr 

Queslion 4: Ifl wen> tD watch you do your math ............ wbat would I ... you doiog? 

I I would be doiog I. Sitiog in my room. 2. have my math mo writing on scmch papo:r and tbInkiDg eIso ""vIog 
bookopeD. 3. writing dowo tile ::7 in foaldcr papo:r. 4. probI ..... 
DOt osiog a cow"""""'" 5. "'" fow BIUIDIII. 

2 Writing some math wort problems or just be doiog some -
ather math problems thai 1 dido't finish yet 

3 doing my horae wort, \001; in my math book forwbat page 1 doiog my math .... at. time. 
modOioi. 

4 You would see me wO!ldog I and DDt pIayIog. 
5 At horae I would be wO!ldog a10neJ At dass 1 would be [ would want to finish as fast an carfuUy as posiblc. 

_ with. friead.,.two. 

6 Doing my own wort SoIvIog tile probIeme Not pIayIog You would see me wO!ldog out tile problem tD shaw my _ Wriuina 
wart. 

7 it would be qlet DO gooIiog off DO cheating mosetiD8 :::myw'f',,:,,~.:"'~itoutmy help form my _ ems and if it was arnot 
8 I. tbInkiDg 2. "'" cheating with tile built in _ ........ tJyiog ""YO It 

3. DDt wrltloa; on top 

9 You would see '"" doiog my math homework and IlguriPg out You would see me doing my ............ 
haw tD do my math. 

10 Asking forsome help from my clad ordoiog it 
II if you wen: tD wa!l:h me do my math horoewort, you would 

either sec mo looldog at my math papo:rdoiog my homework 
or PO at tile ceiting tryiDg tD Ii_ oat tile problem in my 
head. 

12 You would ... mo sitIiogquietJy in my seatfocusiogPD my You would sec me pa)'iog _on and working as bald as 
wort + looldog ouly at my wort and DDt somebody eIses. 1 c:oulcI and DOt pa)'iog _ tD ... _or -. It 

"",,1,,-. gets hard. 
13 You would see me ............ atiog, wortin bald, asyIog"ow You would see me writing or tbInkiDg. 

mvbralnbmU 
14 _sting doiog our work and DDt dmwiDg on your _g or getting cra!DbI. 

wort 
15 --B quicdy -asklog for help - askIog questions -

""vb",; oiobIcm -~io " .... -~;;g ....... on 
16 Yoo would sec me tJyiog tDll_out haw tD de it cam:cdy. You would see me doiog tile boar 1 can tD get cvetyIhing ........ 
17 Wri ..... 
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18 - answ... -writing -n:adlng -sIttiDg down -IL'lkins me You would sec me ddnIdns ami writing prob1ems out 011 

dad<ltl"SllOllS - paper amllrVIna to Ii",,", out_ODS. 
19 Y ... would sec me woddDg silC1111y 011 the 1BbI .. You would sec me aosweriDa oroblcms in diffmll ways. 

20 TbinklDfg of what the answer is ami wokiDa _my_ _faces _my work 

21 ----22 ... ulisuliliali1l8 on my math Ibm!! wmk -askiag qaestioas to You would sec ... Uyiug bmd to do math prob1ems. 
.-math 

23 ~d see me workinA: out a ma!h Yo9u would SOC mo working on the wOIk-
24 - - ami_en Trvbm to Ii .... out the orob1ems 
2S Maybe askIus some questiOll& ami Uyiug to ligmo out the TI)'iDg to ligmo out a problem, tryiDg different ~ ami 

answ .... If dou'~ _ I'D sid. it ami ... to the """ I(lII:StioIL dou1JI. cIlcckina my work 
26 You would either sec me band on my head, drat ...... I need """"y dolug_ math 

helD- or VDII would sec me workin& my bardest. 
'E1 I would be dolug my bomowort ami n:adlng the din:c:t!0IIS on Y ... would see me showIlI8 my wort on _paper. 

my paper. Also wouldo't be If. 

Qw:sdon S: Doscribe times in evayday Iif. (DOt in school) w""," math is used. How is math ..... , Try to give IiOIJlC examples of 
when, w""," ami how math is used. 
1 Math is ..... to liguer out how JIIIICb lunch cost. Also IigoreiDS Math is """ cveryw ... lis ..... to add up prices ami aiso 

_ JIIIICb some!h!lI8 cost aDd how omch "'" is. If my we base to ligmo how omch fenee then: is. 
sandwich cost $3.00 ami my drink cost SO _ ami"", was $1 
whatwoulditeosst: 83.00+ $1.00+SO_=$4.5O 

2 homos pIao:es w .... I gel bard sometimes Ilke when I base to 
what for my _ in the deetist. Math is ..... to 1Idok bmd ami 
sImit. Ilke for IWIIIIpIe Math is mosdy ..... in __ 
Math is JIDQd for occio1c drat don't 1Idok straiL 

3 In yon ...... bill, By addiDSfsubtradlnglmultiplying eeL adding: alwork to pay biJJs, when aI ...... ;mying then: bills 
bills subtract the money when you go to the math what your ....a1Yint! prob1ems for ....... mk ami other sndf 

Ilke 4 come so $3.00 300X 4 - $12.00 
4 Math is ..... alNasa _they need to _ami DOW 

w""," to put everytldog in a space __ 

5 Mathis ..... when pun:IrasIDg ~ w. =mathal_ Math is ..... in pun:IrasIDg items aI a stom. It is ..... to 
III8IkeIs,maII, ell:. to comII the 'vien to buy the item(.~ comII the needed money. 

6 At the store I'a)oIns bills Math is ..... aI the mall _ yon need to pay for 
things wblcl! cost money wblcl! is math. 

7 say you ... aI the store ami yon gel m+m ami chip the cllip are I use it when I go shoping Ilke ifl bave SIO_ the 
125 .... the m+misSO _ how JIIIICb is itlDgd<rit is 1.75 titing I'm buying is $S I dou't want to buy it but if it wa 

ooocI en I wouJd mobte buv it 
8 TI)'iDg to Iigmo out how ODDlY people are eomIDg to the party. math is ..... cveryw""," math is ..... _ monbers, 

... Uyiug to Iigmo out how ODDlY .... of paint yon need to paint words, ami ependion signs 
the ...... 

9 Math would be need by I!ddIns ami malJlyplying Math is use when yon bay. a eupeskc for exampl.: 
when YOU need to cal the ~ into fOOf ni ... ·s. 

10 Math is ..... ":,,ayday in yoor life. Math is ..... when yon want 
to 

II Math is used in sIon:s when yoo me to pay for stufl'YOU'11l 
geins to buy. Math is ..... when you ba •• to pay for yoor biDs. 
Math is ..... so drat you eaaliad the toIIIIlUIIOIIIII of 

12 Math is ..... when my tmoI. is on tho c:ampu!or aI wort .. drat Math is IISC evayday aI my""" when ever my brot&or 
be esaligmo out how ODDlY people ..... into gel a_ is ...... ami my mom is home, My mom is always 
medication. dolug math to Iigmo out the Jxdoct for work ami my 

bro1hcr because he's In KllD1&ha I h", 

13 Math is =,:, ... life pari< when yon wBDI to ligmo out how Math is ..... aI work, aI home, when yon want to give 
ODDlY dol then: arc in tho dol';" • cquallUIIOIIIII of sndf to you_ 

14 Me donsis bas a _ to comII moncv ami moncv is math 1 I dou't know 
15 -lisuriDS out thoit..... -lisuriDS out how ODDlY """"" fool we -

needforwood -forthoitbomowort -fortho ...... 
16 Math is ..... evcry wbero. lJkc ala store when scmcone is You .... math aI tho store when yon go shopping. You 

dolug tho eashier lis ..... when you',. Uyiug to ligmo out how esa .... it when y011add aU yon things up. When I go 
JIIIICb yoor bID is aI tho ..... 1 ....... when yon dou't bay. a shopping I a1~ try to ligmo out .. estimaIe. 
ealcu1atoraml .... add, subtract. mullinl. and divide. 

17 When wo ... to sams clud by conillIl tho fonds. -
18 -math is ..... aU the time, in _ homo, cfliees, cveryw""," - Math is ..... aI the store or in a basIness ot in_es. 

math is ...... probably. aU tho time -math is ..... to comII If yon'", aI the ...... yon pay aI tho <ash J<giaIer_ 
money and do ..... some.", my dad .... math to ....... my D1OOC)'. YOU'JC using decimals. 
bomowolk. My mom .... math to sec how ODDlY people walk 
intoberstom. 
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19 MaIh is _.....ray at sIores. to add prioes or l10ms tIIere. At the """" people .... math to fiod DDt how moch I ..... 
Wbon you BOtothe bank you _ to !mow how moch_ ..... .... .-. 

20 y.., ... it at the bank in the """" or look ... the clod< at the """" to add co om '11>5.65 + 10 ..... = 570 
21 _ cash. DriYiDg. Sports. WOIIdJw 

22 -Malb is _ w&... you _ to C<ODIIhow moch peadIs you math is _ in jobs. if you were worIdng an. altpIanc 
&avo Oraobool supplies -Malb is also _ w&...I ga. BOW bag )'OIl misbl- math to _ how many people are 
ami I_how mochoooketsl bavo. aboard. 

23 MaIb is _at l!amo w&... were bakiDg __ by _Iuj math is used in the IdtcIIcn, at work, ands shopplDs 
how moch oil amI_ \'011.-. 

24 I. _the_or..",... 2. BU ..... ...,mathrorlceJl,wI. Ja the """" w&"'l'm at 
2S MaIb is _ in ..... _k<Is or ganIcning. If you _ to figure out how moch _ you aced, 

how moch ddogs you &avo. If I'm shopplDs ami 1_ 
to figure DDt how moch _1_ to pay. I_ up 
ami ilvothe _ or _1_ to oav. 

26 Wbon I .... at l!amo I used math _I bad to do math I rorgeltc 
_""' __ w&...lgotbomc.lI .... _by 
multipljluj. 

'ET MaIb is _ at the bank _the pcoplc in the back &avo to !"'"" is used in cookiuj. II's used by _cluj 
_ami add to aetthe __ of_. in _ODS. 

Qacstion 6: Is 1here anyIhina else )'OIl'd like to ssy .-math? 

~ 1 """"limes , DO 

-
math is one , ,sUblCct 

tomc_lgato .... my my 
baDds. 

• - I is i ,_it_OIl<' 

6 No. 
7 ifwe. .w ,~, 'w~ 

is lib. 
, ....... ' or even have rooJm math 

8 I' ,.- ,dmsioo 
9 :':'1 -, ' OIDII! we caD 

10 Malhi , but IJ!!!!: math. -
11 -
12 I caD DOl tbink • 
13 ~' 'is • NO 

14 'llel1>foil buI, , ,1 .. _ 

IS ........ 'IUUll'~1 , 
math. 

16 Malbis. , lim if you're dons II • ~ C>ccpIthe __ of ...... _, 

don'l, 
17 ~DOI""i4-7_ 18 ' .... it. lion mathlll 
19 No. 
20 

:tlim ami " 

~o 

.math. , ,lbav.1 , limo. 
,math I have. _ , 

DO 

lsi I .. , 
Malbis, ,brd. ... 

Malbis, very Tbmlis, ,I'd1 "I' 
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